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from_user
thomascmurray

text
Welcome to tonight’s #edtechchat. We welcome the #DLTMOOC participants to this chat!
Please introduce yourself and where you’re from

FridayInstitute

MT @thomascmurray #edtechchat and the #dltmooc begin in 3, 2, 1…

10/7/2013 20:00:26

JudyGriffinAEA

Ready to be part of tonight's #edtechchat since I am participating in the DLT MOOC.
RT @thomascmurray: Welcome to tonight’s #edtechchat. We welcome the #DLTMOOC
participants to this chat! Please introduce yourself and wher…
Hey everyone! My name is Ashlan. I am a Sophomore at North Carolina State University. I
am a preservice teacher! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:26

#edtechchat here we go!
Hey #edtechchat, in anticipation of spambots for tonight's chat here's a quick filtering
solution: https://t.co/hnHUK5D3a8
@glorihinck @Geraldaungst You have both connected with two pioneers in the field of
#connectedlearning. #ce13 #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:33

10/7/2013 20:00:42

powell4thgrade

@geraldaungst true! she is #incrediblywise #edtechchat
#edtechchat I'm Jonathan, a Library &amp; Instructional Tech Specialist @Cape_LLC in
Maine. Excited to hear @kevinhoneycutt at @ACTEM this week!
Hello #edtechchat Instructional Technologist in Michigan! Looking forward to learning from
you tonight!

EmmausKevinK

Hi Kevin Kelly, school psychologist from Eastern PA #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:53

ajpodchaski

@CarterAshlan Welcome! great to have you here at #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:55

NetClickInc

Anybody from ImagineK12 Teachers Night (last Thursday) here? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:55

iplante

10/7/2013 20:00:56

cybraryman1

Sharon...director of tech @EHSSouthport in CT, co-founder of #edtechchat
@ShellieHub Bet you didn't know that @geraldaungst is one of the creators of All About
Explorers http://t.co/bTFavSI4G4 #edtechchat

LatricaWilliams

Latrica Williams from Tampa, Fl. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:58

Krogteach

Looking forward to my first chat with #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:00:59

CarterAshlan

10/7/2013 20:01:00

Sumlendia

@ShellieHub You're in here too! #edtechchat
SummerLen Diamond classroom teacher from Texas. In/out but excited none the less.
#edtechchat

thomascmurray

@EmmausKevinK - #qcsd in the #edtechchat house!

10/7/2013 20:01:06

dave_baroody

Dave Baroody- MS classroom teacher from #germantownacademy in Philly #edtechchat
For tonight’s #edtechchat, we will use a Q1, Q2... for Questions. Please use the A1, A2...
format for answers. #project24

10/7/2013 20:01:07

Mike from Boston, happy to be here tonight for #edtechchat!
@CarterAshlan Hey girl! Are you excited? Not going to lie it is overwhelming but exciting
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:10

10/7/2013 20:01:11

MichaelInMaine

#edtechchat Andy SS and math teacher in Middles School in Evanston.
Good evening #edtechchat. Boy gets to stay up a bit late so I can participate. Dawn CaseyRowe, Rhode Island. #DLTMOOC
#edtechchat Hi, I'm Michael Dunn, tech director at Oxford Hills School district in
southwestern Maine.

drjinks

Participating in #edtechchat while at cub scouts...multitasking

10/7/2013 20:01:15

JenniferBarnett

10/7/2013 20:01:15

DarrenAbramson

Hi #edtechchat I'm Jennifer Barnett, Digital Learning Specialist in Alabama. Glad to be here!
#edtechchat #DLTMOOC Hi - Penny from Gainesville,GA - Instructional Technologist for
medium sized, BYOD, suburban district.
Excited for #edtechchat and #dltmooc! I'm a philosophy prof. in Halifax, Canada. I make
#edtech in my spare time: http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV

ScottRRocco

Hello #edtechchat Scott, Superintendent from NJ

10/7/2013 20:01:18

atragg

Howdy #edtechchat people, Amy from CT here. Art teacher, elementary.

10/7/2013 20:01:19

medeateach

Colleen, English dept. head from Massachusetts #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:21

sstorm01

Shawn 6th Gr social studies T Quakertown PA #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:24

HDRamseur

10/7/2013 20:01:24

geraldaungst

Dawn Ramseur from Hoke County, NC #edtechchat
@cybraryman1 You can’t go a day without bringing that up, can you Jerry? ;) @ShellieHub
#edtechchat

gpworden

Gena, Computer Repair Technician from Weatherford ISD, TX #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:26

iplante

@CarterAshlan kuddos to u for joining in #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:26

jelfrink

@jelfrink from SW MO #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:30

Ashida_Linda

Hi all! Linda Ashida Elk Grove HS Illinois #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: For tonight’s #edtechchat, we will use a Q1, Q2... for Questions.
Please use the A1, A2... format for answers. #project…
@thomascmurray Hi everyone….Shannon Miller, district teacher librarian, from #VanMeter
school in Van Meter, Iowa. #edtechchat
Simon Miller, North Idaho Technology Jedi for Kellogg School District. On pain meds after
surgery this AM. #edtechchat #disclaimer
Participating in #edtechchat tonight - I'm Ken, digital media and graphic arts instructor from
Vancouver, Canada

10/7/2013 20:01:31
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ajpodchaski
CarterAshlan

@drjinks you will not be the only one - we have lots of multi-taskers in attendance every
week at #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:44
10/7/2013 20:01:45

iplante

RT @iplante @CarterAshlan kuddos to u for joining in #edtechchat
@MaineSchoolTech @Cape_LLC @kevinhoneycutt @ACTEM awesome to have u here
#edtechchat

Mrs_BMW_69

Bron, 1:1 &amp; ICT coordinator K-6, Mlebourne, Australia! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:50

nathan_stevens

Nathan, mobile device Sith Lord, located in twitterverse, helps everyone #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:51

mrsday75

Deb from NE Iowa. Hs ELA Jumping in tonight to see what's going on. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:56

JenniferLISD

Jennifer from tx!! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:01:59

shannondegan

10/7/2013 20:02:00

s_bearden

Shannon, Tech Director from Michigan #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Welcome to tonight’s #edtechchat. We welcome the #DLTMOOC
participants to this chat! Please introduce yourself and wher…

iplante

@powell4thgrade welcome! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:01

christybrenn

Hi! Christy, teacher/librarian from PA #edtechchat
Katrina Stevens, co-moderator of #edtechchat, Baltimore, MD. Excited to have so many
new folks!

10/7/2013 20:02:03

#edtechchat Sean Gilrein, Superintendent of Schools
The #dltmooc is a collaboration between @All4edProject24 &amp; @FridayInstitute - Check
it out here: https://t.co/JM1Cps18sk #edtechchat
Tom, Director of Tech and Cyber Education, Quakertown, PA. Co-founder of #edtechchat,
Member of the #project24 team &amp; Tonight's Moderator

10/7/2013 20:02:06

10/7/2013 20:02:08

thomascmurray

Alex, #techdir in Summit, NJ, co-founder of #edtechchat looking forward to a great session!
Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’s tweets for this chat. Your voice
matters!

julnilsmith

Hey #edtechchat !!!! What's up, everybody?

10/7/2013 20:02:09

TheAnswerPad

10/7/2013 20:02:11

sarahkayteaches

Anna from The Answer Pad, Stamford CT. Listening in. #edtechchat
I guess I should introduce myself! Sarah Kosloski here, preservice ESL teacher with a
Spanish &amp; Adolescent bkgrd in Buffalo, NY! #edtechchat

jaceylynn9

Jacey Morrill ms sci teacher from ME. First Time on #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:18

thomascmurray

@shannonmmiller - Thanks for joining us Shan!! #edtechchat #rockstarlibrarian

10/7/2013 20:02:19

NMHS_Principal

Eric here for a little bit from New Milford NJ/Staten Island, NY #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:20

jdferries

JD, head geek at a 1:1 BYOT private school in Indy. #digcit teachers. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:20

rick_in_fcps

10/7/2013 20:02:21

glorihinck

Hi All. Rick Stegman, Instructional Technology Specialist from Fairfax, VA #edtechchat
Glori Hinck- doctoral student at Boise State and Academic Technology Director at
Northwestern Health Sciences University in MN #edtechchat

ajpodchaski

@Mrs_BMW_69 Welcome from the other side of the world to #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:25

drjinks

Susan Jinks, 3rd grade teacher, Clarksville,TN #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:26

MurphysMusings5

10/7/2013 20:02:27

jgmac1106

Good evening #edtechchat Erin Murphy, K12 Tech Integration, Lehigh Valley PA
Greg. Director of Awesome. CEO of the unimaginable in Anytown, USA. #edtechchat
#TooMuchSnark?

JohnKFinley

@thomascmurray John Finley guntersville, alabama #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:29

mgeddes

Greetings #edtechchat Director of Instructional Technology in Central Florida K12 district.
Susan Bearden, Tech Director, Melbourne FL, co-moderator, #edtechchat. Welcome to new
participants!

10/7/2013 20:02:29

10/7/2013 20:02:33

All4edProject24

Hi! Rebecca - Science Supervisor from NJ &amp; #project24 member #edtechchat
Terri here, tweeting for the Alliance and #Project24. Want to know more about #Project24?
http://t.co/OoblU6fPpE #edtechchat

thomascmurray

@NMHS_Principal - Thanks for stopping in Eric! Love your insight. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:46

shannonmmiller

10/7/2013 20:02:48

chem4me2

@thomascmurray Thank you friend….Super excited to be here for #edtechchat :)
RT @FridayInstitute: Just 20 minutes until tonight's #edtechchat hosted by
@thomascmurray about the #dltmooc-ed

wkrakower

Bill Krakower - Technology Teacher from NJ #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:02:51

LizWillobee

Liz, 5th grade T, MI..hello #edtechchat !
Welcome everyone to #edtechchat! I’m Gerald, a district curriculum supervisor from PA and
member of the #Project24 team.

10/7/2013 20:02:51

10/7/2013 20:03:00

KatrinaStevens1

@julnilsmith what's up yourself Julie #edtechchat
Brad Currie, Lead Learner from New Jersey. Look forward to presenting at TechForum NY
on 10/18 and #Edscape '13 on 10/19 #edtechchat
Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’s tweets for this
chat. Your voice matters!

thomascmurray

Q1 coming up in 1 minute... #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:08

EmmausKevinK

@NMHS_Principal Formerly lived on Victory Blvd. on Staten Island! #edtechchat
Hi #edtechchat - I'm Mary Ann Wolf in Chapel Hill, NC; thrilled to be joining @thomasmurray
and the #dltmooc participants!
Interested in connecting your class with @MrBarry628 8th grade students to discuss
government shutdown on Fri. #edtechchat #tlap #cem #ce13

10/7/2013 20:03:12
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thomascmurray

@bcurrie5 - Thanks for joining in, Brad! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:17

s_bearden

@wkrakower Howdy Bill! #edtechchat
trying my hand at two chats tonight! #edtechchat #flipclass Kate from NJ, 9th grade English
&amp; tech enthuiast

10/7/2013 20:03:18

@ajpodchaski Thanks, I really enjoy this chat! :) #edtechchat
#edtechchat William from Tech Stories in UK... awake this week, unlike last week...lol. And
who has had a huge wk thanks to Twitter #edchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’s tweets for
this
chat. Your voice matters!

10/7/2013 20:03:21

10/7/2013 20:03:26

All4edProject24

Hi everyone, I'm a technologist from Wake Technical community college #edtechchat
Jared Wastler, HS AP from Maryland and co-moderator of #mdedchat joining in
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Welcome to tonight’s #edtechchat. We welcome the #DLTMOOC
participants to this chat! Please introduce yourself and wher…

nathan_stevens

@thomascmurray @ajpodchaski and I are already on question 5 #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:49

LatricaWilliams

Hello everyone. I'm looking forward to the insightful discussions #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:51

wkrakower

@s_bearden How are you Susan? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:52

kallen214

Kim Allen, Tech Director from Texas. Glad to be back after vacation #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:55

CindyForsyth

Cindy Forsyth from Lake City, FL #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:58

s_bearden

@KtBkr4 That's a common Monday night chat combo here at #edtechchat!
Kirsten Wilson IT coach Nothwest ISD Ft Worth, TX sitting in car line #mynightforrideshare
will be in and out #edtechchat
LOL RT @nathan_stevens: @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski and I are already on question
5 #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:03:59

Ken Rogers, Head of Middle School at #germantownacademy in PA. #edtechchat
Welcome to all the new folks for tonights #edtechchat - remember to speak up and tag your
tweets for the archive http://t.co/VQpKVrurqQ

10/7/2013 20:04:02

Welcome to the #edtechchat #dltmooc-ed participants!
Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation of today’s schools? Or
does it not? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:04:06

Brad Instructional Technology Illinois mostly watching tonight #edtechchat
Hi everyone! I am Shellie. Student at N.C. State and a pre service elementary ed teacher
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:04:13

Sean from Raleigh, NC here. 2nd grade teacher. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:04:29

RT @FridayInstitute: Welcome to the #edtechchat #dltmooc-ed participants!
Alex Molina, Deputy Director for @MyPASA &amp; part of #mooced's current course.
#edtechchat #DigitalBadges
Being Connected Saved My Career (my post): http://t.co/2XaT3ay5q7 inspired by
@KleinErin @SOMSlibrary @casas_jimmy @CurtRees #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:04:31

10/7/2013 20:04:35

rkiker

Hi all. Drew from Atlanta, Director of Academic Operations. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray My #edtechchat posts are coming from a throwback Chromebook CR48
for the next hour. Almost 3 yo, a fossil in Chromebook yrs.

JudyGriffinAEA

Instructional Tech Consultant, SW Iowa #GHAEA #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:04:39

KentPolen

#edtechchat Good evening, Kent from Ohio
Super cool "requirement" of course - participate in twitter chat! RT @FridayInstitute:
Welcome to the #edtechchat #dltmooc-ed participants!
@thomascmurray That has got to be the best Q I've seen asked in a Twitter chat! (can't wait
to see answers...) #edtechchat
A1 It does it is all about the Technology these Ss are using and how they/will be using it.
#edtechchat
A1: I read a great quote somewhere, "If we are educating our Ss for today's world then we
are 20 years too late." #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:04:39

10/7/2013 20:05:01

s_bearden

@ShellieHub Shellie, welcome to #edtechchat!
RT @d_csuper: Looking forward to #edtechchat tonight and expanding the technology
efforts in the DCRSD.
@pammoran A1 We can't ignore our responsibility to prepare Ss for the complex world
we've created for them. #edtechchat
Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation of
today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Welcome to all the new folks for tonights #edtechchat - remember to
speak up and tag your tweets for the archive http://t.…

thomascmurray

@JohnKFinley - Thanks, John! Tag #edtechchat in your tweets for tonight. :)

10/7/2013 20:05:06
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runningdmc

Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation of
today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat
@DianeMHauser I am there. It looks likjee it is you and @amyshort2. Hop over to
#edtechchat if it is too lonely
School is the exact opposite of real life; doesn't bode well for preparing them to be
successful in today's world #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski That's some efficient multitasking
combined w Back to the Future #edtechchat #DLTMOOC

fulton_monica

Monica Fulton, Rolla Jr. High Principal, Rolla, Mo #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:12

andymoteach1

#edtechchat A1 Starting with the small questions off the bat lol.

10/7/2013 20:05:12

TechNinjaTodd

10/7/2013 20:05:13

All4edProject24

Todd from TX here #edtechchat
@rkiker @thomascmurray my pixel pays homage to your CR48 goodness. Tip o' the hat
#edtechchat
A1: This infographic pretty much sums up the #Project24 belief about the need for
transformation: http://t.co/pWeaQK1jgJ #edtechchat

dave_baroody

@FridayInstitute glad to be taking part in another #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:19

thomascmurray

@rkiker - Dr. Kiker! #edtechchat #googlegod
A1 We are living in a digitally "connected" world that necessitates transforming our learning
to the digital age #edtechchat
Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’s tweets for this chat. Your voice
matters!

10/7/2013 20:05:19

Hello! I'm Diana - Instructional Tech Coordinator - Texas #edtechchat
A1: It 100% does but I feel that change of our practices aren't always where they should
be... #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:28

FREE 300+ page App Guide for teachers RT - http://t.co/q3NYsyH2hg #edtechchat
Students' futures definitely impacts what we teach. If we don't prepare them for technology
they won't be prepared #edtechchat
A1: Students will have jobs that haven't even been invented yet. Tech is crucial to fueling
how, when, &amp; where kids learn! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:32

If you are a chat newbie, don't be shy! #edtechchat We welcome chat novices!
A1: because many of today's schools have failed to adapt to change in decades
#edtechchat
@thomascmurray Q1 today's students are the innovators for tomorrow. Without them who is
going to cure cancer, or teach students #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:33

#edtechchat Glenn Kleiman here from the Friday Institute, NC State Univ, Raleigh NC
I'm a retired educator. Still Love technology. Blog about
children's ministry &amp; integrating technology. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:35

Grechen here! Chatting from my phone! #edtechchat #poorplanning
A1 Our student's future needs are to be creators, inventors, technologists, reasoners. We
need to focus on higher level skills #edtechchat
A1- students today are preparing for technology that hasn't even been invented yet. If all we
teach is the 'now' then we fail. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:42

@WWPscience hi Rebecca! Great to see you! Thanks for all the tweet support! #edtechchat
A1 I think Ss PRESENT nevermind future, compels change. Technology keeps developing
with no guidelines on use or impact #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:48

Hi everyone. Kathy from ct here #edtechchat
A1: The work world is no longer driven by old models. It has changed and education must
adapt to prepare our Ss for it. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:05:59

10/7/2013 20:06:03

ajpodchaski

@ncarroll24 Guilty as charged. Two good options at the same time #4thchat #edtechchat
@tommurray A1 If we don't transform schools, we'll lose a whole generation of talent &amp;
our place in the world. #edtechchat
Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation of
today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat
A1: Reading, writing, and repeating and the past - observing, analyzing, and explaining are
the future #edtechchat

geraldaungst

@andymoteach1 The really hard ones come at 8:30. ;) @thomascmurray #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:14

s_bearden

@wkrakower Psyched for tonight's #edtechchat :) And you?
Our society wants creative, independent, connected, inspiring students. We need to be
building those qualities #edtechchat
A1: our students' future is our future! The classrm will change to take advantage of the huge
tech. changes that are everywhere. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:18

Hi all! Instructional Tech Consultant, NY, NY :) #edtechchat Rainy here!
A1 great Q! It is compelling education to change because the way society functions is
fundamentally changing w tech integration #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:24

10/7/2013 20:06:28

MaineSchoolTech

FInally a chat with a heavy NC flavor #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1:Because, like Brigadoon, it's a good idea for a new idea to appear out of the
mist every century or so. #bonniejean

thomascmurray

@TechNinjaTodd - Thanks for joining Ninja Todd! #edtechchat
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ncarroll24

MT @ugafrank "Two good options at the same time" #4thchat #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:36

gpescatore25

Hi All! Gwen...mom and home &amp; school president from PA. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:38

SoojinLee7

Hello, everyone! I am Soojin from Buffalo.#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:41

TeacherTalk_nc

Hello! I'm Sarah, studying elem ed in NC! #edtechchat
A1 . I think our students will survive no matter shape of our schools. Will they be better off
than last generartion? #edtechchat
A1: I think it compels us to transform away from teacher-centered to student-centered while
incorporating a worldwide audience. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: If you are a chat newbie, don't be shy! #edtechchat We welcome chat
novices! #gen2243

10/7/2013 20:06:41

PST from North Carolina #edtechchat
overload of information and new modes of access require new skills and habits of mind to
sort, filter, cope, and be human #edtechchat
A1: Student's futures compel the transformation greatly, we must prepare them for new
technology. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:47

@NMHS_Principal so how do we change that? #edtechchat
A1: We have to prepare our students for the real world, one in which they have to
collaborate and think critically... #edtechchat
Hey NJ tweeps @NMHS_Principal @wkrakower @bcurrie5 - glad you are here!
#edtechchat #project24

10/7/2013 20:06:49

Because democracy depends on it. #edtechchat
A1: Students' schooling is what determines their future. Teachers have to enable students
to discover what their future entails. #edtechchat
A1 I keep seeing critique of tech in classrooms that merely substitute. I'd argue that minimal
substitution is becoming critical #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:06:56

10/7/2013 20:06:58

powell4thgrade

@NMHS_Principal Thanks for joining us tonight! #edtechchat
I agree Nancy! RT @ncarroll24: MT @ugafrank "Two good options at the same time"
#4thchat #edtechchat

wkrakower

@s_bearden Trying to figure out McAfee on my notebook. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:00

KentPolen

#edtechchat we cannot prepare our students for our past only their future.
A1: There is an obligation to prep Ss for RealWorld, as world changes, ed has to respond to
some degree #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:03

10/7/2013 20:07:06

jaceylynn9

@runningdmc @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski we were chatting before chat #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1 If we are truly facilitators we would let stets dictate direction, relevance of
their edu. I see them wanting participatory.
We welcome MANY new connected eds to their 1st chat tonight!! Check out this complete
list of chats: http://t.co/G59SAOTcM4 #edtechchat
#edtechchat Q1 students deserve to leave our schools prepared for what their future holds.
Every student
SS need to be prepared for anything. Tech changes daily. SS next to be adaptable, flexible.
#edtechchat

TechNinjaTodd

RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat we cannot prepare our students for our past only their future.

10/7/2013 20:07:13

thomascmurray

@ScottRRocco - Awesome to have you here, Scott. Thanks for joining #edtechchat
RT @jaceylynn9: SS need to be prepared for anything. Tech changes daily. SS next to be
adaptable, flexible. #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal But your badge system and the OCW courses for students is real world connected for purpose and well done. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:14

@bcurrie5 Ha! This shows how much respect I ahve for @thomascmurray #edtechchat
A1: I watched Travis from @ischoolinitiative speak, "I have never known a world wo Google
yet I was taught w books." Hmmmm #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:21

10/7/2013 20:07:24

seanrussell311

Ned from VT. Supe in a suped up amazing school system #edtechchat
A1 - Are we in education changing? Or are we just catching up the the reality that is all
around us?
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @pammoran A1 We can't ignore our responsibility to prepare Ss for
the complex world we've created for them. #edtechchat
A1- tech is a way to level e playing field, bringing student competences to the classroom
and pushing Ss to expand #edtechchat #edtechchat
A1 We are competing in a global environment w the best and brightest, We have to be
prepared to create more now than ever #edtechchat
A1. Teaching today should more reflect the world our students will be living in tomorrow.
#edtechchat

sstorm01

just had a parent tell me today the world is "flat" - so true. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:34

wkrakower

@thomascmurray Glad to be apart of the MOCC for #project24 &amp; #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:35

thomascmurray

10/7/2013 20:07:39

FridayInstitute

@gpescatore25 - LOVE seeing a PTO President in the #edtechchat house!!
Just a reminder via @All4edProject24 Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’
s tweets for this chat. Your voice matters!

kam1018

Kim Mueller - Superintendent #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:40

TechNinjaTodd

@jaceylynn9 exactly!! Building adaptable and flexible students is so important! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:41

SuptLisa

#edtechchat Sup Lisa in the house! QCSD schools.

10/7/2013 20:07:42
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MurphysMusings5

A1 In class learning should mirror real life experiences #edtechchat
A1: Knowledge is now in every device we carry. We need to develop problem solving and
promote creativity. How to USE knowledge #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of
today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat
RT @heatheravi8: Alternate Secondary Program Manager
Currently in Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:07:47

10/7/2013 20:07:52

MaineSchoolTech

Hello #edtechchat Ashley from NC, glad to be join #DLTMOOC
A1 Ed can't be about 'remembering' , anyone can 'google' facts - must be abt creativity,
synthesis, collaboration and more #edtechchat
True! RT @s_bearden If you are a chat newbie, don't be shy! #edtechchat We welcome
chat novices!
#edtechchat A1: Schools keep acting like they are preparing people for life. But they can't.
They can only prepare learners to learn.

SeekonkAp_Jones

A1: Unfortunately surviving isn't the same as thriving. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:08:01

SOMSlibrary

Late joining and can't stay long Elissa - Librarian NJ #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:08:02

CarterAshlan

@ajpodchaski Love the way you worded it. Critical thinking is the future. #edtechchat
A1 Since we really don't know what our students future looks like, it's imperative that
schools transform. Factory model :( #edtechchat
@rkiker I was not talking about #NMHS of course, just the other schools that refuse to
change ;) #edtechchat
A1: I am a little leery of pitching the future of education only in terms of outcomes. (ie
college and career ready) #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A1: Schools keep acting like they are preparing
people for life. But they can't. They can only prepare lea…
A1: We're preparing Ss for future roles that req higher level skills. Would love to see shift
away from '21stc skills' language #edtechchat
A1: Schools need to transform but we are not there yet and many not keeping pace.
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A1) Emplyability! If students are not being taught how to use the right tools in
edu won't they struggle in the workplace?
@runningdmc @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray hang on, still trying to dial in....
#edtechchat
Most students already know more tech than teachers. that's because they only know the
present an can see the future. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:08:03

10/7/2013 20:08:17

JenniferBarnett

Roshni Mirchandani, math and tech @TAPAstars, Providence RI #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: Need to make sure they can think critically and look at other people's
positions. Too little of that.
@ScottRRocco Not only does the tech change how we work, but also how we think.
#edtechchat

runningdmc

@nathan_stevens @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski Preemptive chat! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:08:24

wkrakower

@ScottRRocco Who invited @bcurrie5 ? How was that dount this morning? #edtechchat
A1: The real world is constantly changing, our schools must transform with it to prepare our
students to be successful. #edtechchat
With the growing popularity of technology in the workplace students should learn how to
use it to its full potential. #edtechchat
A1 Just because students have a myriad of devices/tech doesn't mean they know how to
use them responsibly &amp; productively. #edtechchat
RT @ScottRRocco: A1: Schools need to transform but we are not there yet and many not
keeping pace. #edtechchat
a1 student learn in a very different way than 10 years ago, knowledge can be attained in a
matter of seconds #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: @gpescatore25 - LOVE seeing a PTO President in the #edtechchat
house!!

10/7/2013 20:08:25

10/7/2013 20:08:42

SparkyTeaching

@KtBkr4 Me too. May have to lurk on one #edtechchat #flipclass
If you value student character as much as grades, you'll appreciate the Magnificent Seven...
https://t.co/evwYXw4DkR #edtechchat #4thchat

betavt

A1 -- we often forget it is their future. Not our present. The world changes #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:08:49

All4edProject24

@gkleiman2 Hi Glenn! Glad to be a part of this with you! #edtechchat
It's not about teaching tech. It's about teaching students to be creative and patient problem
solvers. Tech helps get there. #edtechchat
@SuptLisa - ...and the Tech Savvy Supt of the Year joins the chat. She knows a thing or
two about digital learning. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: More than the future, it is the moral imperative of delivering meaningful
education that compels me to advocate for change.
A1 hundreds of thousands of unfilled tech jobs by 2020. That's pretty compelling.
#edtechchat
RT @JenniferBarnett: @ScottRRocco Not only does the tech change how we work, but also
how we think. #edtechchat
Nathan Campbell here ...Digital Learning Coordinator from @BoganBengal79 in Chicago, IL
#edtechchat
Glad to be here: RT @thomascmurray: @ScottRRocco - Awesome to have you here, Scott.
Thanks for joining #edtechchat
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sstorm01

10/7/2013 20:09:06

nathan_stevens

do our Ss know any better than what they have right now? #edtechchat
A1: Closing gap between school and 'real world' School skills should = real world skills
#edtechchat
@CarterAshlan as #techdir and an engineer by training, I have a bit of a different
perspective #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @runningdmc @thomascmurray were do I plug my serial modem in o my
iPAD #edtechchat

JenniferBarnett

@christybrenn Totally agree. Much beyond the thinking of those skills. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:09:12

runningdmc

10/7/2013 20:09:12

NMHS_Principal

@Mrs_BMW_69 Einstein, I read, only memorized things he couldn't look up... #edtechchat
Interesting answers! Thinking back, I learned all my tech 'on the job'. None of it in school.
#edtechchat
@sstorm01 Need a total transformation of school culture; develop programs an initiatives
that inspire and focus on 4C's #edtechchat

dave_baroody

@MurphysMusings5 Too true! Tech prepares Ss for today, not just the future! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:09:19

TechTeacherT

Tara, Ed Tech Coordinator in DC, checking in with a cold #edtechchat
RT @seanrussell311: A1. Teaching today should more reflect the world our students will be
living in tomorrow. #edtechchat
A1: Opportunities for learning relevant to the real-world situations students face. Help find
their voice and have confidence. #edtechchat
#edtechchat. We must move away from this is what we offer to what are your goals and this
is how we can help you meet them.
@Mrs_BMW_69 excellent points. Think about how much information we had crammed
down our throats in school. #edtechchat
@ScottRRocco I think some still see it as a passing 'trend' so view it the same as any other,
not willing to put in the work! #edtechchat
RT @betavt: A1 -- we often forget it is their future. Not our present. The world changes
#edtechchat
A1 Moving towards the goal of sustainability requires fundamental changes in human
attitudes and behavior #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 Agreed! I saw a Dept of Labor stat that approx 60% of todays K Ss will
work in fields that don't exist yet #edtechchat
@betavt I think we often forget that their future is not the same as ours either, even if they
will be simultaneous. #edtechchat
@jeditechsm Definitely, digital citizenship knowledge and digital literacy are key. Just
having the technology doesn't help #edtechchat
@mrsday75 completely agree! Great teacher told me, we don't know the future but need to
plan as well as we can #edtechchat
A1: We have to develop students who can't eventually be replaced by computers.
#edtechchat
you really want to try and straight lecture in this environment? theyll be crushing candy in no
time #edtechchat http://t.co/XccydHjNnL
A1: Today's students will be digital citizens for their entire lives. Preparing them for the
future begins now #edtechchat
My Four (5) C's page: http://t.co/3pnBUegXMv #4thchat Critical Thinking
/Communication/Collaboration/Creativity/Connectivity #edtechchat
A1: that being said we are not just an information economy but a Maker economy.
#edtechchat
RT @MrCoachCopeland: A1 hundreds of thousands of unfilled tech jobs by 2020. That's
pretty compelling. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:09:21

@Pen63 @seanrussell311Love this! Such a good point! #edtechchat
Also need to stop grouping &amp; holding students back or pushing them onward simply
based in their age. Need to focus on skills. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:09:47

@NMHS_Principal agreed. sometimes i feel like that round peg...#edtechchat
No doubt. RT @seanrussell311: A1. Teaching today should more reflect the world our
students will be living in tomorrow. #edtechchat
A1 #edtechchat Schools need to prep students for future because otherwise, schools are
wasting students' time.
A1 - We need more effective ways to promote critical thinking. Too many profs &amp; corp
execs say grads don't know how to think! #edtechchat
A1: I dictated articles/posts using Siri this morning, yet in school I have to tell students to
ditch phones. Hmmm...#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:09:54

Q2 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A1: Schools keep acting like they are preparing
people for life. But they can't. They can only prepare lea…
A1 - Our students are capable of what the 21st century demands - we just have to give
them a chance to learn &amp; apply in school. #edtechchat
RT @jdferries: you really want to try and straight lecture in this environment? theyll be
crushing candy in no time #edtechchat http://t.co…
A1: Schools need to rethink using the tech available rather than upgrading without
advanced use. Less show...more go. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:08

10/7/2013 20:10:17

rkiker

@betavt Also their present... #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal Nice. Had a great meeting today about MOOCS, STEAM academies,
cyber centers, and more to come. #growth #edtechchat

JordanMD

What's the topic of discussion? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:25
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drjinks
ugafrank
nathan_stevens
TechTeacherT

RT @CarterAshlan: @ajpodchaski Love the way you worded it. Critical thinking is the
future. #edtechchat
A1:shift from accessing content to evaluating content and/or resources in order to facilitate
S own creation and sharing is key #edtechchat
I can learn history fact by doing a search, it is how to apply the fact to synthesize meaning
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:27
10/7/2013 20:10:28
10/7/2013 20:10:28
10/7/2013 20:10:29

EdSurge

A1: We want to decrease the dropout rate. Right?!? #edtechchat
A1: What I learned in HS is far less useful than when I learned it. Yet visiting my HS feels
like I'm in a time warp. #edtechchat
RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat. We must move away from this is what we offer to what are
your goals and this is how we can help you meet them.

geraldaungst

@stmbaker But what skills? And just skills? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:38

rkiker

RT @TechTeacherT: A1: We want to decrease the dropout rate. Right?!? #edtechchat
#edtechchat WOW - *so* many responses to read - if you are a chat newbie be comforted,
there will be a transcript!

10/7/2013 20:10:39

@rick_in_fcps definitely playing catch up in public education! #edtechchat
Schools need to embrace technology and infuse it into the classroom and curriculum.
#edtechchat
@runningdmc Right! I write stuff down so I don't have to remember it :) Anything else is just
a button click or two away #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:40

@geraldaungst #edtechchat My kids tell me that all the time
@kenjeffery Agreed! Must teach Ss how to learn new tech, trouble shoot, problem solve
etc.. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:43

@findingDulcinea - Thanks for joining in Mark!! #edtechchat
A1: to many educators still view their spot at the front of the classroom as being the
anointed post! #edtechchat
@sstorm01 IMO it starts w/ eradicating policies based on control (Social media, devices);
allow students 2 use real world tools #edtechchat
@tcockrum Low level skills are being outsourced, we need higher level reasoning skills to
succeed in today's environment. #edtechchat
@kodable I need to convince kids that their future will be diff. SOme of them think that
nothing will change #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: Because, if we're not careful, our students might hack Kindergarten and
put us all out of business. Oops. They already did.
@rkiker @NMHS_Principal Okay who kicked kier off of Google+ for an evening?
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:10:45

@FridayInstitute I'm new to this how do you slow down the feed #edtechchat
RT “@All4edProject24: Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’s tweets for
this chat. Your voice matters!” #teachervoice

10/7/2013 20:11:00

@_Mike_Sweet I'd say that's probably a conservative estimate, too! #edtechchat
Agree w your thought @Mrs_BMW_69 but if this is passing fad why can I do almost
anything I want/need through my phone? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:11:05

Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom? #edtechchat
@thomascmurray maybe the next questions should be in caps, blends into other tweets
#edtechchat
Intro: What is #Project24? It's an urgent call to action for systemic planning for effective use
of #edtech. #edtechchat (cont)
A1: Students must be able to adapt to changing ideologies, knowledge AND tech, not JUST
tech. We must change and lead that move. #edtechchat
@jeditechsm Absolutely! So, we teach them to use the tools and be productive!
#edtechchat
Too True - I "survived" RT @LizWillobee: Interesting answers! I learned all my tech 'on the
job'. None of it in school. #edtechchat
@sarahkayteaches #edtechchat Always a challenge when, as Sir Ken says "Nobody has a
clue what the world will look like in five years' time"
@NMHS_Principal @sstorm01 So important that students learn how to use real world tools
today. #edtechchat
A1 - Amazing how much more students can learn and accomplish if we just let them
maximize digital learning. #edtechchat
Back in the 80's learned content and taught to students next day. Talk about staying 1 day
ahead of kids! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: In this new reality of techn literacy and the constant creation of new fields
to explore, our Ss need the chance to thrive!
#edtechchat this is a two fold question1st education must determine how building is
built/used not the building determine how we teach
Tonight's chat will be archived at http://t.co/ki7rBE17x6 so don't worry if you aren't reading
everything! #edtechchat #tip
@geraldaungst @stmbaker habits of mind: the ability to stay present in the moment,
mastering single-tasking, analyzing claims #edtechchat
@_Mike_Sweet Agreed! The tech will change, but we can help them to learn how to adopt
those skills going forward. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom?
#edtechchat
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njcampbell1
jdeek
maryannwolfed
EDLisaSpencer
TechTeacherT
techie_teach

RT @NMHS_Principal IMO it starts w/ eradicating policies based on control; allow students
2 use real world tools #edtechchat
#edtechchat Jim Deeken, Texas. A1 - Life long learning is about adapting to change, being
able to solve issues. The one who can will lead.
RT @WWPscience: RT “@All4edProject24: Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of
tonight’s tweets for this chat. Your voice matters!” #t…
RT @ScottRRocco: A1: Schools need to transform but we are not there yet and many not
keeping pace. #edtechchat
A1: transformation thrives on innovation, which is to say that teaching in the same OLD way
offers nothing NEW #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:11:47
10/7/2013 20:11:50
10/7/2013 20:11:50
10/7/2013 20:11:53
10/7/2013 20:11:54
10/7/2013 20:11:54

All4edProject24

I hope I'm not too late! #edtechchat
And make sure those diplomas mean something! RT @TechTeacherT: A1: We want to
decrease the dropout rate. Right?!? #edtechchat

christybrenn

A1: Also shift from accessing/consuming content to creating &amp; curating #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:11:56

FASquire

Frannie, the Canuck, is lurking from the north! Can't keep up with NJ rockstars #edtechchat
“@carlosremaris: @FridayInstitute I'm new to this how do you slow down the feed
#edtechchat” haha! My thoughts exactly on my first time
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A1: Because, if we're not careful, our students might
hack Kindergarten and put us all out of business. O…
@tommurray A2 Digital learning: Ss curating &amp; creating knowledge w support of
teacher facilitators. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:11:59

Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom? #edtechchat
@ScottRRocco Especially interesting when the people claiming it's a fad are the ones who
don't use their phones in that way #edtechchat
@jcwastler Agreed, I see us moving to more of a learning continuum model, trying to mold
lifelong learners #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:12:03

Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom? #edtechchat
A2 I would put it more like learning using digital tools. The focus should be on learning, w
digital tools well integrated. #edtechchat
Technology should enhance our way of teaching instead of simply becoming a new form of
presentation. Make it interactive! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A2 digital learning should be in a hybrid format, some in digital collab
space, some individual activity #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should look many ways! Creating, Curating, Sharing, Collaborating,
helping, reflecting, building, making! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom?
#edtechchat
@geraldaungst My response would be let the students determine those skills based on their
passions.(Outside of basic skill set) #edtechchat
@wkrakower @NMHS_Principal a necessity for our Ss future - heck, for their present
#edtechchat
A2 - digital learning should connect to real world, integrate devices aligned w/ learning
outcomes, and be ubiquitous #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Tonight's chat will be archived at http://t.co/ki7rBE17x6 so don't worry if
you aren't reading everything! #edtechchat #tip
A2: Digital learning should be relevant to the curriculum, paced accordingly to the students,
and hands on. #edtechchat
Intro: (cont) #Project24 is a 1-stop shop of tools, expert advice to get you on the path to
college + career readiness! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:12:08

@B_KOL join the convo! #edtechchat is going on right now!
RT @wkrakower: @NMHS_Principal @sstorm01 So important that students learn how to
use real world tools today. #edtechchat
RT “@All4edProject24: @WWPscience hi Rebecca! Great to see you! Thanks for all the
tweet support! #edtechchat Supporting @thomascmurray!
A2: i think digital learning is allowing our students to create and share with a global
audience but taught how in a safe way #edtechchat
Q2. WHAT SHOULD DIGITAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE IN THE CLASSROOM?
#edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 No one lets students click. Had a nice convo about this w them. Ironies of
adult tech use vs student permission #edtechchat
@wkrakower So impressed that you are participating in #4thchat and #edtechchat ! You
are a chat superstar! My eyes hurting to catch up :)

10/7/2013 20:12:29

10/7/2013 20:12:40

dave_baroody

@FASquire Hello to PEI, from Vancouver! I can't keep up either ;) #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A2- Tech should be integrated, not as an add-on, that drives inquiry and
higher order thinking and collab #edtechchat

LAgumbogoddess

RT @blancaedu: Hi all! Instructional Tech Consultant, NY, NY :) #edtechchat Rainy here!

10/7/2013 20:12:41

kodable

@mrsday75 oh kids! They think they know everything #edtechchat
We try to transform the idea of PD in a tech driven society. It's about learning together
#local-learn #edtechchat
A2: Open campus. No "Carnegie Unit." Anytime, Anywhere, Any Pace access and course
design. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:12:41

Using technology as a tool not teaching the technology. #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 @NMHS_Principal Perfect. Only @thomascmurray could get me off G+
tonight! #edtechchat
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ScottRRocco

@geraldaungst @stmbaker #edtechchat. No we must remember that contetn knowledge is
also power=comprehension. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q2. WHAT SHOULD DIGITAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE IN THE
CLASSROOM? #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: @rkiker @NMHS_Principal Okay who kicked kier off of Google+ for an
evening? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray Q2. WHAT SHOULD DIGITAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE IN THE
CLASSROOM? #edtechchat
RT @jdferries: you really want to try and straight lecture in this environment? theyll be
crushing candy in no time #edtechchat http://t.co…
#edtechchat 2nd educators must move past agrarian calendars and assembly line models
of education.
A2: digital classroom learning is not exclusive of the teacher &amp; personal interaction. It
blends both but tech enhances learning #edtechchat

Mrs_BMW_69

A2 Seamless, integrated, collaborative, creative... and so much more! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:12:57

geraldaungst

@stmbaker Stu passion is definitely necessary. But is it sufficient? #edtechchat
A1: Digital literacy is a human rights issue. W/o it, your ability to express yourself, organize
&amp; rally others is impaired. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:12:59

10/7/2013 20:13:01

elizeducation

A2 Lots of opportunities to explore interests within the topic. #edtechchat
A1: Because the world I graduated in 10 years ago no longer exists. Imagine 5 more. You
can't. #edtechchat

KatrinaStevens1

Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom? #edtechchat #edchat

10/7/2013 20:13:03

njcampbell1

@B_KOL come chat with me on #tweetchat http://t.co/E1CKAfrSjc #edtechchat
“@SeekonkAp_Jones: A1: Unfortunately surviving isn't the same as thriving. #edtechchat” I
couldn't agree with you more
Ugh! So excited for #edtechchat that while waiting on son finish FB practice &amp; following
chat, I totally ran out of gas. #unhappyhusband
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A1: Because, if we're not careful, our students might
hack Kindergarten and put us all out of business. O…
A2 Learning could/should look "messier" as students leverage technology to individualize
and go global w/ their learning #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A2: NO FEAR! Be willing to explore &amp; let learners out of the gate.
Guided self direction for students #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 Right?! At Credo we have "social media specialists." I would have never
predicted that when I was in high school! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:13:04

10/7/2013 20:13:07

nathan_stevens

@JordanMD the digital classroom #edtechchat
A2: The same as learning anywhere, engaged students having fun with the subject and
each other #edtechchat
A2: shouldn't be based around rote tasks and assessment. Should be based around 4 Cs,
completely student centered #edtechchat
A2: this one hits home. We built http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV because even giving old slide
presentations should be interactive. #edtechchat
I'm a senior Business and Marketing Education major at North Carolina State University.
#edtechchat
digital learning should be a combination of content acquisition and showcasing through
digital creation and storytelling #edtechchat
Yes! RT @Mrs_BMW_69 A2 Seamless, integrated, collaborative, creative... and so much
more! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray digital learning should have multiple types of devices for application
diversity #edtechchat

pammoran

Here in central Va .. Looking forward to convo #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:13:17

shannondegan

A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's the tools that change. #edtechchat
Intro: (cont) #project24 is tech neutral: #byod, #1to1, tablets, laptops, mobile, as long as it’s
driven by student learning. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:13:18

10/7/2013 20:13:22

maryannwolfed

Digital learning should be authentic and connected to your learning goals #edtechchat
A2 That all students are using their own devices to learn in their way of learning. Students
are engage it what they are doing. #edtechchat
A2: Love a quote from @chrislehmann that technology should be like oxygen-ubiquitous,
necessary, &amp; invisible #edtechchat
RT @Pen63: #edtechchat WOW - *so* many responses to read - if you are a chat newbie
be comforted, there will be a transcript!
RT @MurphysMusings5: Digital learning should be authentic and connected to your
learning goals #edtechchat
A2 I think digital learning needs to be more individualized. Ss need to direct their own
learning #edtechchat
@kodable @mrsday75 Posted videos of my 5 year old developing computational thinking
with kodable today. #edtechchat
Digital learning should be a way for students to learn how to responsibly use technology to
prepare them for their futures. #edtechchat
@ScottRRocco I agree, we should design the lesson with the outcome in mind, and
integrate meaningful digital tools where helpful #edtechchat
@WWPscience, @pammoran, @NMHS_Principal, Thanks for being here for #project24,
#dltmooc! #edtechchat

iplante

@carlosremaris welcome #edtechchat
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EdTech_Stories
Pen63
jjrobins

#edtechchat A2) Think a good way to answer this is to ask employers what tools they would
like kids to be able use when they leave edu
#edtechchat Dig Learning should like stdt working harder than the teacher, on a person
path, but loving it so much they delight in the work!

10/7/2013 20:13:46
10/7/2013 20:13:46

#edtechchat
RT @KtBkr4: @thomascmurray A2: NO FEAR! Be willing to explore &amp; let learners out
of the gate. Guided self direction for students #edtechchat
@carterashlan it should be more organic than teaching has been; it should be personalized
w/ personal learning outcomes #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:13:47

10/7/2013 20:13:54

carlosremaris

@KentPolen Easier said than done. #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should break down the walls of the classroom to include classmates
from around the world and across ages #edtechchat
A2 Digital Learning should be whatever types of technology that supports both teacher
instruction and student learning #edtechchat

stmbaker

A2: research based for knowledge / creativity driven for products #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:00

theASIDEblog

@jgmac1106 So true. It's about putting it all together. #edtechchat
A2: Students must identify problems and the approp tech to use. Understanding can only
come from meaningful application. #edtechchat
A2 - learning should be exploring the future &amp; understanding the past. Never easier
than now with all of our resources #edtechchat
RT @shannondegan: A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's the tools that change.
#edtechchat
A2: Differentiated. Same info offered in multiple formats so kids are using what works best
for them. #edtechchat
Must first educate adults in the system for any of these changes to occur in the classroom.
#edtechchat
@AngelaMaiers Yes, and I think this will only become more prevalent as time goes on. It's a
much needed social skill. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:02

@christybrenn @chrislehmann Love the quote, interesting analogy #edtechchat
@thomascmurray digital learning expands outside of the walls of the classroom and is
global #edtechchat
A2: I think digital learning should be open and exploratory. Digital resources make more
available to students-take advantage! #edtechchat
RT @christybrenn: A2: Love a quote from @chrislehmann that technology should be like
oxygen-ubiquitous, necessary, &amp; invisible #edtechchat
@runningdmc That is unfortunately true in a lot of cases, we are teaching ours the
responsibilities that come with clicking! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom?
#edtechchat #edchat
A1: Ss live in their real world now &amp; their world demands critical thinking, effective
communication &amp; creative problem solving. #edtechchat
A1..... Preparing for a job market and world yet defined. The process of learning is as
important as the content itself. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Tonight's chat will be archived at http://t.co/ki7rBE17x6 so don't worry if
you aren't reading everything! #edtechchat #tip

10/7/2013 20:14:04

Seamless integration. Not just an add-on. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2 it should look like learning--engaged people working on ideas and projects,
talking about them, being encouraged &amp; supported
RT @s_bearden: Tonight's chat will be archived at http://t.co/ki7rBE17x6 so don't worry if
you aren't reading everything! #edtechchat #tip
@thomascmurray @All4edProject24 @FridayInstitute Excellent initiative, and so glad
@PamMoran is involved. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2: Much like normal literacy learning, we need immersion, practice, review
and opportunities to share our learning together.
RT @tcockrum: A1: We have to develop students who can't eventually be replaced by
computers. #edtechchat
RT @shannondegan: A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's the tools that change.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:15

@jgmac1106 @kodable Thats cool! #edtechchat
A2 and NO a device shouldn't become a "digital worksheet" but reinforcing skills is OK IMO.
Practice can be fun! #edtechchat
A2 Any where students are they should be connecting, collaborating on &amp; offline using
critical thinking skills. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2: @plugusin offers this PHENOMENAL description. "Tech is a tool, not a
learning outcome." Brilliant. http://t.co/oQ3AaOli4h
RT @All4edProject24: Please make sure to tag #edtechchat to all of tonight’s tweets for this
chat. Your voice matters!

10/7/2013 20:14:24

digital learning should be flexible, sustainable, student driven. #edtechchat
A2: Digital leaning should allow us to ask the question, "What do we want to learn today?"
&amp; do it. #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should not only be part of the classroom, but also communication b/t
students, parents, teachers. #edtechchat
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@nathan_stevens @thomascmurray That's the biggest plus of digital learning, connecting
to a wide world of ideas! #edtechchat
A2 Students need to engaged and excited about learning about technology and using
devices to learn. Teachers need 2 cater 2 them #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:33
10/7/2013 20:14:34

#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q1: Why does our students’ future really compel the transformation
of
today’s schools? Or does it not? #edtechchat
A2: In my 3rd week of implementing PBL in my math class. I learned to let them experiment,
create. Don't set a ceiling. #edtechchat
RT @jeditechsm: A2 and NO a device shouldn't become a "digital worksheet" but
reinforcing skills is OK IMO. Practice can be fun! #edtechchat
A2) Digital learning should go with much more interaction between teachers and students.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:34

@NMHS_Principal @sstorm01 Great to see you here on #edtechchat!
@geraldaungst Agree! But the communication techniques we learned have been
surpassed. We never learned to write in 140c. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:37

@nathan_stevens agreed and makes you question what learning is #edtechchat
#edtechchat a2 -- The learning in the classroom needs to mirror the world around it. Adapt,
be flexible and constantly evolving.
@ajpodchaski Creation, synthesis and critical thinking. Should be producing rather than
regurgitating. #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should allow for customized learning opportunities for all Ss. Move ALL
students forward! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray I wonder if this question shouldn't be switched a bit to ask what it should
like in lesson planning. #edtechchat
A1 the walls between our in and out-side school experiences are being broken down. Some
schools resist, others embrace. #edtechchat
A2: Should we even notice it's there? Tech is the catapult to higher goals, deeper learning.
#edtechchat
A2- Digital learning will look diff. in each class- depends on what tools best meet goalstechnology needs to be purposeful #edtechchat
RT @EdTech_Stories: #edtechchat A2) Think a good way to answer this is to ask
employers what tools they would like kids to be able use when…
I constantly hear, "well the way we have been doing it for 20+ years has been successful."
Tech is changing that &amp; causing fear #edtechchat
A2: I know what digital learning in the classroom doesn't look like: PowerPoint lectures.
Need to be interactive #edtechchat
A2: Meaningful application is necessary, not just simply present info, engage the students
to practice what is being taught #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:42

@JoeTweeta joe haven't from you in a while good to tweet you #edtechchat
RT @christybrenn: A2: Love a quote from @chrislehmann that technology should be like
oxygen-ubiquitous, necessary, &amp; invisible #edtechchat
Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to demonstrate conceptual
mastery #edtechchat
A1: Still too much passive learning going on in today's schools--transformation must include
time to let Ss process and express #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:14:55

@KentPolen Agreed, but I’m curious how you would begin the change. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to
demonstrate conceptual mastery #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:15:04

@KatrinaStevens1 @NMHS_Principal likewise! #edtechchat
RT @vtascd: learning should be exploring the future &amp; understanding the past. Never
easier than now with all of our resources #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 Awesome. I think this is a social injustice. Inequity for students not
permitted. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Whatever it looks like, it should not require teachers to spend more time
on prep than they do now netclick.me #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning might look messier, be louder - as students have more of a chance to
collaborate, to solve problems #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: @plugusin offers this PHENOMENAL description.
"Tech is a tool, not a learning outcome." Brilliant. htt…
@jgmac1106 Not when we can just Google the answers. Any good researcher can
accomplish that with today's technology. #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal how do we shift the vigor from fighting the #CCSS to reimagining the
learning community. #edtechchat
@shannondegan I agree with you! Technology changes so much &amp; as a teacher you
have to keep up with it to be the best teacher. #edtechchat
A2 digital learning = search connect communicate make learning w/ expertise of world at
fingertips - #edtechchat
A2. Digital learning should be balanced with good instructional practice and depend on the
purpose of the task. #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Welcome to all the new folks for tonights #edtechchat - remember to
speak up and tag your tweets for the archive http://t.…
RT @SoojinLee7 A2) Digital learning should go with much more interaction between
teachers and students. #edtechchat
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MaineSchoolTech

#edtechchat A2: MESSY. Anyone who still thinks they need to be in control is doing a
disservice to themselves and their students.

10/7/2013 20:15:27

s_bearden

A2: What digital learning will NOT look like: "Sage on the Stage." #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:15:27

All4edProject24

@stephe1234 Adults and students can learn together too! #edtechchat #stuvoice
What makes Simulations tick? -Self interest, just like the real world! http://t.co/yFi41yZVPv
#edtechchat
I find teachers who have found the time to create digital resources tend to feel they have
more time to interact with students. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:15:28

A2: Digital learning should have limited obstacles for students. #edtechchat
@ElizabethLStein I agree, we need to use tools to communicate, to share ideas, to expand
our thoughts. Participatory tools #edtechchat
A2 - Digital education should allow learners access to explore on their own, draw
connections and conclusions themselves #edtechchat
@findingDulcinea True, but the core principles still apply: clear, concise, audience in mind,
etc. #edtechchat
A2: The main thing is that this vision should be driven by student learning goals and needs.
#edtechchat
@_Mike_Sweet That's it, just look at the jobs already in existence and marvel at what the
future may hold for our Ss! #edtechchat
RT @maryannwolfed: Digital learning might look messier, be louder - as students have
more of chance 2collaborate, solve problems #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:15:33

A2 students engaged with authentic and interactive content. #edtechchat
A2: ALL students need personalized, engaging, and self-paced learning activities that push
them toward a self created goal #edtechchat
@kenjeffery Hi there! You'll learn more than you can imagine from #njed Welcome to
#edtechchat
A2: Should look like all great classrooms: engaged students, interesting content and
appropriate tools. Should be crackling! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:15:41

A2: student choice in how to achieve the objective #edtechchat
A2Digital learning should look like fun. Students should be amazed at least 4-5 times a
class in reflection #edtechchat
Digital learning should allow all of us, teachers and students, to personalize our learning, go
at our own pace. #edtechchat
@thomasson_engl @guster4lovers maybe you should join #edtechchat with @KtBkr4 and I
:) #flipclass

10/7/2013 20:15:43

A2: Personalized, project based, authentic, and pedagogically sound #edtechchat
@kenjeffery @FASquire don't worry - just get tweetdeck or something else and do your best
to follow #edtechchat - archives available after
RT @cybraryman1: My TweetDeck page http://t.co/SlwRPbFIt8 Tip: Create columns for
moderators to keep track of questions. #edtechchat
A 1:1 classroom lets a student make #educreations screen cast another 2 make a #Padlet
wall, a 3rd 2 make an #audioboo recording #edtechchat
Q2: Dig learning looks like students finding the answer not getting hampered by
paper/waiting for library. Higher lev thinking #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to
demonstrate conceptual mastery #edtechchat
RT @jeditechsm: A2 and NO a device shouldn't become a "digital worksheet" but
reinforcing skills is OK IMO. Practice can be fun! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2) At the moment social collaboration and remote working seem to be topics
that only look set to become more commonplace
A2: What should digital learning look like? Whatever each child needs it to so they are
successful! #edtechchat
A2 Digital learning should be about personalizing curriculums to each individual student and
not to the masses #edtechchat
A2: Creation, synthesis and critical thinking. Should be producing rather than regurgitating.
#edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should be flexible &amp; connect Ss &amp; their learning to 'experts'
near &amp; far #edtechchat
A2: at the very least, it should be continuously interactive. No excuse for one way slide
presentations. http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:15:51

A2 - I wish we had some students here tonight to answer this question. #edtechchat
@sstorm01 learning is backing the wrong horse and learning how to correct your course
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:16:06

@nathan_stevens Great to "see" you too. #edtechchat I've been lurking awhile.
RT @tcockrum: A1: We have to develop students who can't eventually be replaced by
computers. #edtechchat
A2: Is this a trick question? I think we've succeeded once "digital learning" just becomes
"learning." Real, authentic, learning #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: MESSY. Anyone who still thinks they need to be
in control is doing a disservice to themselves and thei…

10/7/2013 20:16:09

A2: Responsible use of the tools students have at hand is key. #edtechchat
@findingDulcinea And by the time our students are grown, the medium will change a half
dozen more times #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:16:12
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@s_bearden I've seen teachers afraid of using tech b/c they aren't savvy... but that's a good
example for students to see #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2 based on student learning outcomes, formative assessments-digital
learning should look diff in every classroom.
@ericnentrup We are doing that at #NMHS as it is just the right thing to do for our students;
have to fight #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:16:16
10/7/2013 20:16:17
10/7/2013 20:16:17

A2. DL should enable understanding and depth. #edtechchat
My #edtechchat column is in Hyperdrive tonight! Can't even click on tweets! Sorry if I don't
reply to some of you! Great stuff tonight!
@EmmausKevinK @ElizabethLStein what platform are you adopting? i've had good
success w/ #Evernote #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:16:20

A1: Schools need to match tech available at home to increase engagement #edtechchat
#edtechchat let's define "engaged" so that pseudo reformers/vendors do not highjack that
word!

10/7/2013 20:16:24

@MaineSchoolTech exactly! Organized chaos #edtechchat
@geraldaungst It needs to be a focus in order to engage our students in learning that is
meaningful to them. #edtechchat
A2: Authentic, engaging #PBL leveraging tech to connect students across the globe
#edtechchat
RT @jjrobins: A2Digital learning should look like fun. Students should be amazed at least 45 times a class in reflection #edtechchat
@carlosremaris True, but I would hope that would be true with all great teaching!
#edtechchat
@betavt @vtascd Agreed! And also allowing Ss to connect to the present--Ss need to hear
their own voice in the process #edtechchat
A2. Digital learning needs to produce evidence that is portable, accessible and real-world.
#edtechchat
#edtechchat need examples of district tech plans. Roles/resp of tech director &amp; instr
specialists and core ideology for an issue analysis.TY
Do we approach teaching any different than we did in the 1970s? Drill, practice, assess.
#edtechchat
@PeteWalkerTeach Absolutely! But we have to convince everyone that producing is
learning #edtechchat
flexible furniture, student screens sharing different ways to solve challenges, time to reflect
&amp; expand #edtechchat http://t.co/nIGmUG7eIc

10/7/2013 20:16:24

@maryannwolfed Less individual but more personal. #edtechchat
Insanely rapid pace during tonight's #edtechchat - Great to see so many connected
educators here tonight!
RT @thomascmurray: Q2. WHAT SHOULD DIGITAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE IN THE
CLASSROOM? #edtechchat
RT @geraldaungst @findingDulcinea True, but the core principles still apply: clear, concise,
audience in mind, etc. #edtechchat
@lmsmit12 It's all about using whatever we can to connect with our Ss. Use all available
tools. #edtechchat
#edtechchat digital learning should be seamless - not an add on, after thought or a
particular event in time
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: MESSY. Anyone who still thinks they need to be
in control is doing a disservice to themselves and thei…
RT @JudyGriffinAEA Digital learning shld allow all of us, teachers and students, 2
personalize our learning, go at our own pace. #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @findingDulcinea The #edtechchat conversation can push us toward
thinking about what is learned &amp; away from what was "taught"
A2 should NOT look like technology merely replacing/substituting, should be transformative
and challenging #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal Creation process is as important for demonstrating mastery as it is for
them to discover themselves. #edtechchat
I agree, more meaningful! RT @SoojinLee7: A2) Digital learning should go w much more
interaction between teachers and students. #edtechchat
Well said! RT @shannondegan: A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's the tools that
change. #edtechchat
This is both helpful and impressive! MT“@thomascmurray: Check out this complete list of
chats: http://t.co/OFnIFkTxfz #edtechchat”
No one area supersedes another. It's the integration of content, tech, and learning as a unit.
#edtechchat
A2: Admin needs to recognize that allowing mobile devices in class is key as the workforce
of the future will thrive on BYOD #edtechchat
RT @Mrs_BMW_69: A2 should NOT look like technology merely replacing/substituting,
should be transformative and challenging #edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: Digital learning should be authentic and connected to your
learning goals #edtechchat
@njcampbell1 @ElizabethLStein I love Evernote! I've integrated it into much of what I do...
#edtechchat
@d_small ABSOLUTELY! And it isn't even very difficult stuff ...it's things like #Flubaroo and
#Goobric that save hours of time #edtechchat
@stephe1234 @JudyGriffinAEA Personalization of one's learning experience is a definite
pro of tech in the classroom. #edtechchat
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sstorm01

@runningdmc ughh. #edtechchat
A2: W/digital learning, Ss can learn beyond the confines of the textbook, or material in
library, or knowledge of the teacher. #edtechchat
A2 Get students to realize that learning can easily take place anywhere &amp; at any time.
Does not have to take place just in class #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:17:14

A2: Digital Learning looks like "opportunities to learn anytime, anywhere" #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Insanely rapid pace during tonight's #edtechchat - Great to see so
many connected educators here tonight!
A2: Digital learning requires higher order and critical thinking. You shouldn't be able to
"Google" the answer. #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning is using tech seamlessly in class to enhance student learning and
outcomes. #edtechchat
A1:Teach critical thinking, problem solving, STEM driven, basic skills that will transfer to any
device or career . #edtechchat
A2 cont.: Digital learning should be well-structured so students know what is expected and
also fun! Fun = interest = learning. #edtechchat
@stmbaker Disagree role of prior knowledge shifted but well rounded content mastery
important. Root of disciplinary literacies. #edtechchat
A2:Digital Learning should include the tools, opportunities for collaboration, communication,
sharing &amp; creating for Ts and Ss. #edtechchat
“@d_csuper: #edtechchat digital learning should be seamless - not an add on, after thought
or a particular event in time” amen
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: MESSY. Anyone who still thinks they need to be
in control is doing a disservice to themselves and thei…
RT @thomascmurray: Insanely rapid pace during tonight's #edtechchat - Great to see so
many connected educators here tonight!

10/7/2013 20:17:15

@geraldaungst Good to see you here, Gerald, on #edtechchat!
We can work on that. Great idea! #stuvoice RT @betavt: A2 - I wish we had some students
here tonight to answer this question. #edtechchat
@runningdmc Did you mean to abbreviate using "dig learning?" Because I love the double
meaning there #edtechchat
A2: Students using technology = 80%, teachers using technology to teach with = 20%
#edtechchat
@stmbaker My son is passionate about music. Could he study only that and be successful
in life? #edtechchat
Trying to follow on Tweetdeck, but it's like trying to follow a disco ball it's moving so fast!
#edtechchat
A2 - sure someone has already said this with the pace tonight - but really, it should be just
LEARNING #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:17:32

10/7/2013 20:17:48

jeditechsm

RT @geraldaungst: @maryannwolfed Less individual but more personal. #edtechchat
RT @tcockrum: A2: Digital leaning should allow us to ask the question, "What do we want to
learn today?" &amp; do it. #edtechchat
@EdTechCaitlin @s_bearden Love to emphasize that we're learning together-currently
introducing @googleapps to Ss #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: Well said! RT @shannondegan: A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's
the tools that change. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray like my son's teacher is teaching math and science through building
computers, and having online experiences #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Insanely rapid pace during tonight's #edtechchat - Great to see so
many connected educators here tonight!
Setting my tweetdeck #edtechchat column in DVR mode. Pause timeline and go read! So
many great ideas.

stephe1234

Use tweetchat to follow #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:17:59

TriciaWheeling

10/7/2013 20:18:00

powell4thgrade

RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat we cannot prepare our students for our past only their future.
Digital learning must be based on sound pedagogy to be successful; tool(s) has to be a
catalyst for deeper learning #edtechchat
@njcampbell1 @EmmausKevinK Still exploring options--still work with very pencil/paper
driven environment. iPads are available #edtechchat
RT @seanrussell311: A2. Digital learning needs to produce evidence that is portable,
accessible and real-world. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Insanely rapid pace during tonight's #edtechchat - Great to see so
many connected educators here tonight!
@chip122772 sip from the firehose slowly and give back as needed. #edtechchat in
hyperdrive.
RT @TechTeacherT A2: Students using technology = 80%, teachers using technology to
teach with = 20% #edtechchat
@christybrenn definitely agree! students should be connected to content masters and be
able to explore subject's at depth #edtechchat
RT @roshnimirchi: A2: Digital learning is using tech seamlessly in class to enhance student
learning and outcomes. #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should allow a lot of time for trial/error, problem solving and exploration
#edtechchat
I AGREE!! RT @chip122772: Trying to follow on Tweetdeck, but it's like trying to follow a
disco ball it's moving so fast! #edtechchat

sstorm01

@nathan_stevens nice. #edtechchat
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theASIDEblog

Digital learning is not a one way approach; it's organic learning. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:22

TeacherTalk_nc

10/7/2013 20:18:22

DLDay2013

Technology does not have to take away from personal and hands on learning. #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat MESSY. Anyone who still thinks they need to be in
control is doing a disservice to themselves and their Ss.

betavt

A2 - A digital culture in our schools needs to exist for all students to thrive #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:23

rick_in_fcps

@geraldaungst @stmbaker He could. But how do you define "successful"? #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: MESSY. Anyone who still thinks they need to be
in control is doing a disservice to themselves and thei…
@Mrs_BMW_69 Learning is key! Thats the reason students are there :)
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:28

10/7/2013 20:18:33

JenniferLISD

@NMHS_Principal Well Said Eric! #edtechchat
My 10 yo students get extremely excited when we use any kink of tech. Why wouldn't we
use that excitement to further learning? #edtechchat

lmsmit12

A2: Digital learning provides richer resources! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:35

runningdmc

@MurphysMusings5 Ha. Yes. #edtechchat. Subliminal rules.
RT @elizeducation: A1: Because the world I graduated in 5 years ago no longer exists.
Imagine 5 more. You can't. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @PeteWalkerTeach not just producing, but creating objects that can produce
reciprocal teaching #edtechchat
Hang in there! RT @chip122772: Trying to follow on Tweetdeck, but it's like trying to follow
a disco ball it's moving so fast! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:35

Mike Medvinsky, middle school music teacher from MI, late, but here! #edtechchat
RT @TechTeacherT: A2: Students using technology = 80%, teachers using technology to
teach with = 20% #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:38

I think teaching students with tools they are familiar with helps them. #edtechchat
@exinda and knowing how to use them for more than digital consumption is key. Being
creators as well as consumers #edtechchat
@christybrenn definitely agree! students shld b connected 2 content masters &amp; be
able to explore subject's at depth #edtechchat
@wkrakower Absolutely. Just as all Ss learn differently, they need diff. devices to suit
learning style. #edtechchat
@brad_welch13 When schools approach it this way, we're doing a real disservice to
students. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:40

@thomascmurray @ajpodchaski I missed the estimates...over/number? #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 Agree. This may be more of connected learning, but certainly digital/tech
transformed exp. http://t.co/FVmX7cY0HV #edtechchat
RT @TechTeacherT: A2: Students using technology = 80%, teachers using technology to
teach with = 20% #edtechchat so very true!

10/7/2013 20:18:49

http://t.co/MsDUOdZmFW #edtechchat
@geraldaungst Absolutely more personalized,every child working on what he needs, having
content and strategies that work best #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:51

@MaineSchoolTech Agree, but this is a huge culture shift! #edtechchat
A2 Digital learning must focus on the what (content} and not necessarily the how (tool).
#edtechchat
A2: digital learning needs to be easy and accessible as students are busier than ever.
#edtechchat
@chip122772 When chats this busy pick a thread of thought or a few people and start a
side bar. Put #edtechchat next to mentions column.
Yes! @seanrussell311 A2. Digital learning needs to produce evidence that is portable,
accessible and real-world. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:18:54

Q3 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
@TechTeacherT it's always a funnel 2 the lesser if a Principal uses it A LOT teachers use it
often n students may use it rarely #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:19:08

@jdferries wheels, wheels, wheels or tennis balls, tennis balls, tennis balls #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning should build on curiosity, need, desire and engagement - like all
learning. #edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @njcampbell1 I am exploring Evernote, but need to find time to become
savvy with it--I know it will be amazing #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q2. WHAT SHOULD DIGITAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE IN THE
CLASSROOM? #edtechchat
.@cybraryman1 Imagine if ALL educators realized this too. Lrng does not have to take place
just in PD. #edtechchat
RT @d_csuper: #edtechchat digital learning should be seamless - not an add on, after
thought or a particular event in time
RT @JoeTweeta: RT @TechTeacherT: A2: Students using technology = 80%, teachers
using technology to teach with = 20% #edtechchat
Keeping an eye on #edtechchat. Richard from New Zealand. Head of Tech (teaching) in a
high school.
RT @mgeddes: A2 Digital learning must focus on the what (content} and not necessarily
the how (tool). #edtechchat
A2. Need to start with the why and purpose when shifting to a digital learning culture.
#edtechchat
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_Mike_Sweet

10/7/2013 20:19:27

MaineSchoolTech

@elizeducation Touche! #edtechchat
RT @blancaedu: A2: Digital learning should build on curiosity, need, desire and
engagement - like all learning. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Our digital teach/learn needs to allow us to redefine
participation/collaboration. Classrooms can't be ONLY F2F any more.

theASIDEblog

Digital learning challenges the institutional approach, and it should. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:19:34

thomascmurray

@s_bearden -- 2,000 and 200. I took the over. :) @ajpodchaski #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Social Media in the Classroom: Benefits, Barriers, Best Practices
[PODCAST]
http://t.co/trjNxV2lJ1 #edtechchat #edtech @BAMR…

10/7/2013 20:19:35

10/7/2013 20:19:38

jdferries

@betavt Hi Ned, great to see you here on #edtechchat!
RT @blancaedu: A2: Digital learning should build on curiosity, need, desire and
engagement - like all learning. #edtechchat
Teachers are guides of behavior, not just content. as students move from tech-as -toy to
tech-as-tool they will error and grow #edtechchat

runningdmc

@wkrakower Oh, I so want #BYOD for Christmas #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:19:42

nathan_stevens

@jdferries classroom should be a sandbox and change with activity #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal I agree with you, technology is a catalyst. It activates and promotes
thinking in several ways. #edtechchat
@mgeddes The What is definitely most important, digital tools opern a world of
collaboration outside of the room which helps! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:19:47

Sorry I'm late! Tim from NJ - IT Coordinator #edtechchat Hope I didn't miss much
A2: Students owning their learning, best of what teachers can do - meeting each child's
needs based upon meaningful data #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:19:54

Missed Q3 #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat MESSY. Anyone who still thinks
they need to be in control is doing a disservice to...
@mgeddes I agree the how is easily Googable. The making of meaning that teakes
creativty and synthesis of thought. #edtechchat
#edtechchat we have to realize that just because students are digital natives it does not
mean that they have digital fluency.

10/7/2013 20:19:56

A2 Digital learning is fluid and student driven #edtechchat
@TeacherTalk_nc Yes. Too many kids don't know how to use their devices properly for
college/career prep! #edtechchat
@DLDay2013 @MaineSchoolTech Agree - teachers should be setting themselves up as
facilitators of learning - get out of the way. #edtechchat
Anyone? RT @ChristinaMLuce: #edtechchat need examples of district tech plans.
Roles/resp of tech director &amp; instr specialists....
RT @AM1931: “@d_csuper: #edtechchat digital learning should be seamless - not an add
on, after thought or a particular event in time” amen
RT @thomascmurray: @s_bearden -- 2,000 and 200. I took the over. :) @ajpodchaski
#edtechchat
Q3: How should a school district support professional learning (PD) to promote the
conversion to a digital classroom? #edtechchat
A3: The most successful districts we see approach #profdev the same way they do
students: individual learning plans. #edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @carlosremaris Personalized learning is not always as obvious in a
digital environ. It needs to be a priority #edtechchat
A2: Digital learning= learning which tools are the best for each (art) assignment. Allow
choice in a structured environment. #edtechchat
@blancaedu and a sense of play, being able to go where curiosity takes you. Once
students feel that freedom, they are empowered #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:20:03

10/7/2013 20:20:17

d_small

@stephe1234 LOL .. me too! This column is moving so fast! #edtechchat
@rick_in_fcps Content, happy, contributing member of society and community, able to
support himself/family, make a living. #edtechchat
Tools like Prof cast, Moodle, Google make the creation of digital resources easy.
#edtechchat

julnilsmith

Okay #edtechchat folks - I just got home - what have I missed?? =)

10/7/2013 20:20:23

ajpodchaski

@nathan_stevens @PeteWalkerTeach Yes, that too ! #edtechchat
#edtechchat @s_bearden @thomascmurray If you've not seen Dave Cromier discuss
Rhizomatic learning it's worth a look http://t.co/2hJBO2Pg9P

10/7/2013 20:20:23

@runningdmc I wish I could do this in my school but we still do not have wifi. #edtechchat
A3: If we believe students should be able to learn any time, any place, any pace, why not
teachers? #edtechchat
Digital learning shows 100% class participation because one person's contribution does not
prevent another's contribution. #edtechchat
@_Mike_Sweet The glory of digital is making changes with no erase marks. Free to reflect
and grow #edtechchat
@roshnimirchi @TeacherTalk_nc we are tackling this right now @BoganBengal79 building
in PD for students on how to use devices! #edtechchat
@geraldaungst Yes. Build a program that is based on music. Naturally, Math &amp; English
are included, but are built around music. ##edtechchat
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cybraryman1
jdferries
geraldaungst

@stephe1234 Q3:How should a school district support professional learning (PD) to
promote the conversion to a digital classroom?#edtechchat
@nathan_stevens last week we cleared out the desks so that we could work on large
scissor lifts. new students stopped in to look #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:20:35
10/7/2013 20:20:36

@rick_in_fcps For starters. :) #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to
demonstrate conceptual mastery #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 @mrsday75 aw! Thanks you all have no idea how much we love seeing
those! #edtechchat
@DLDay2013 @tcockrum Agreed! Critical thinking and heuristic skills are a must!
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:20:36

10/7/2013 20:20:41

CarterAshlan

@chip122772 No worries! Archives will be posted at http://t.co/ki7rBE17x6. #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal Absolutely based upon sound pedagogy, but with the ability to go so
much further for more students at any time. #edtechchat
About as much as me! RT @julnilsmith: Okay #edtechchat folks - I just got home - what
have I missed?? =)
“@KatrinaStevens1: @betavt Hi Ned, great to see you here on #edtechchat!” Glad to be
here. I actually thought it was #NYJet chat. Ha
@thomascmurray @s_bearden @ajpodchaski I went slightly under, but I think I already lost
#edtechchat
A3: Seminars, collaboration with schools that already use tech, workshops, PLNs
#edtechchat

kenjeffery

@julnilsmith It's a fast one tonight, hold onto yer hats! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:20:58

techie_teach

A3: The PD should reflect the digital learning we want teachers to use. #edtechchat
@uscit1 @DLDay2013 I love Google Hangouts! We are also using Twitter Backchannels to
encourage conversations in class. #edtechchat
A3 Districts should offer tiered Digital Learning PD that includes personal choice, as should
student learning. #edtechchat
A3 I've had several school districts hire me for PD on Web 2.0 which I think is encouraging
#edtechchat
@JoeTweeta Not necessarily. It really depends on how intentional a teacher is in creating
this type of environment #edtechchat
A2 explorative, collaborative, real-world, authentic. Students need to think and apply and
use the tech tools available #edtechchat
RT @christybrenn: A2: Love a quote from @chrislehmann that technology should be like
oxygen-ubiquitous, necessary, &amp; invisible #edtechchat
@brad_welch13 Some do-in fact many do We need 2 start taking people 2 where this
learning happens, like where the wild things r. #edtechchat
Q3: How should a school district support professional learning (PD) to
promote the conversion to a digital classroom? #edtechchat
Q3: HOW SHOULD A SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL LEARNING (PD)
TO PROMOTE THE CONVERSION TO A DIGITAL CLASSROOM? . #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:21:00

a2 it should be collaborative - much sharing going on and the focus on learning #edtechchat
A3: Honor all the work/learning teachers do on their own. (Not just in officially sanctioned
courses/programs.) #edtechchat
Q3. All educators need to be immersed in this type of learning and have and be connected.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:21:09

@thomascmurray @ajpodchaski I'm in for over! #edtechchat
@stephe1234 Agree. Purpose is critical...then tech tools integrated to support &amp;
enhance goals #edtechchat
Model, Model, Model! RT @thomascmurray: Q3: How should district support professional
learning (PD) to promote conversion? #edtechchat
A3: Spend an equal number of dollars on PD as the tech. Attach to student product as and
long term pedagogical goal. #edtechchat
Often times I find that the kids are ready to be innovative with tech. It's the teachers that are
holding them back...
:( #edtechchat
A3 No district system as such here in Aus but our Department ran pilot programs and
provide free PL- just have to get Ts there! #edtechchat
A2) Teachers should be experts in dealing with technology because we should teach
students how to manage technology. #edtechchat
@Tackk Great point! Including parents and families are key to a successful digital
classroom. #edtechchat
RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat we have to realize that just because students are digital
natives it does not mean that they have digital fluenc…
@chip122772 you know it's a good twitter chat when someone compares it with a spinning
disco ball! #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @thomascmurray @s_bearden I don't do preliminary counts, but we are
approaching record speeds I believe #edtechchat
@KentPolen Or that they can connect digital tools 2 educational theories required 4 lifelong
success. #edtechchat
A3 District needs to model what how they expect their tchrs to teach stdts-w/o that
authenticity/permission it *never* happens! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:21:12

@jdferries teachers are the models of students future behavior #edtechchat
A3: Small-group choices in specific tech Ts want, and 1:1 followup--T's pairing up.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:21:33
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jeditechsm
CarterAshlan
NMHS_Principal
theASIDEblog
MurphysMusings5

Me too. RT @thomascmurray: @s_bearden -- 2,000 and 200. I took the over. :)
@ajpodchaski #edtechchat
RT @techie_teach A3: The PD should reflect the digital learning we want teachers to use.
#edtechchat
A3 - #NMHS is beginning to support professional learning w/ digital badges http://t.
co/DsdpjqGu7M #edtechchat
To fully accept digital learning, we need to revamp the notion that it can be neatly
measured. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:21:35
10/7/2013 20:21:36
10/7/2013 20:21:36
10/7/2013 20:21:38

RT @runningdmc: @MurphysMusings5 Ha. Yes. #edtechchat. Subliminal rules.
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: @plugusin offers this PHENOMENAL description.
"Tech is a tool, not a learning outcome." Brilliant. htt…
RT @techie_teach: A3: The PD should reflect the digital learning we want teachers to use.
#edtechchat
Here is what we offer - https://t.co/Shwg4DT1Xs
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:21:45

Work together to help teachers connect to prepare them to teach technology #edtechchat
A3. Need to bring visionary speakers, companies, edus in to push the thinking and vision of
stakeholders. #edtechchat
AWESOME---&gt;RT @NMHS_Principal: A3 - #NMHS is beginning to support professional
learning w/ digital badges http://t.co/JjKwOaiD5B #edtechchat
A3: PD academies &amp; Lead Learner Committee. My LLC roles out next week &amp; PD
academies started w tech classes coming. Grassroots! #edtechchat
A3 My Flipped PD page: http://t.co/sUFRb7y4mH It's the digital age! Promote #edcamps
#TeachMeets where there is choice #edtechchat
“@All4edProject24: A3: If we believe students should be able to learn any time, any place,
any pace, why not teachers? #edtechchat” #ELO's
A3: quit being afraid of not being able to control the message 100% of the time!
#edtechchat
@geraldaungst @KentPolen #edtechchat Create a counter-culture... "let's all be pirates" http://t.co/hPL2JlIVZd &amp; http://t.co/1mJzZsuFnj

10/7/2013 20:21:51

10/7/2013 20:22:04

CindyForsyth

@ajpodchaski A3: First, by calling it learning, not development. ;) #edtechchat
A3. Must fit the teacher. Online, in person, during planning times, after school. Whatever
works. #edtechchat

josieahlquist

A3: find internal/local resources to share best practices for digital tech #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:22:06

CarterAshlan

@runningdmc 1:1 followup is a great idea, much more personal #edtechchat
A3: Let people experiment, and possibly fail, get the tech restrictions out of the way!
#edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: A3 - #NMHS is beginning to support professional learning w/ digital
badges http://t.co/DsdpjqGu7M #edtechchat
Q3: How should a school district support professional learning (PD)? #edtechchat Use
technology to deliver. Teachers learn by example.

10/7/2013 20:22:07

A3: Find models, bring models, create models, be a model. Did I say MODEL? #edtechchat
A3 There should be a move to personalized professional development to find the
technology that suits T's needs. Edcamp model #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Supply Ts with the appropriate tools - wifi, tablets, apps. Then survey staff
to find what PD they need for digital class
@thomascmurray A3 - it takes a village - Those of us here are needed to spread the right
information. #edtechchat
RT @SuptLisa: Q3: How should a school district support professional learning (PD)?
#edtechchat Use technology to deliver. Teachers learn b…
A3- a great Q, given how PD is changing. Digital portfolios to aggregate personal, anytime
PD, complementing the traditional #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Districts need to give PD teeth and make tech integration required in some
form(s). 100% optional for Ts is not an OK option
@geraldaungst Good definition. I'd submit one could study just music and end up there.
(I've been reading much on unschooling.) #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:22:14

Allow teacher pd to be online and applicable to their digital interests. #edtechchat
new/old pedagogy: assess learning objectivs, evaluate tools at hand to help solve, Use
technology &amp; note results. Reflect/share #edtechchat
A3 - Leadership, leadership, leadership. PD, PD, PD. Infrastructure, infrastructure,
infrastructure #edtechchat
Edtech PD is not one size fits all - be the person that can help all. One on one trainings can
be a blessing for a lot #edtechchat
A3; Having edtech facilitators, coaches or whatever title to be available in the school for
ongoing, direct, classroom-based PD. #edtechchat
Definitely over tonight! @jeditechsm @thomascmurray @s_bearden @ajpodchaski
#edtechchat
@SoojinLee7 This is so true. We need to make sure that we are up to date on new
technology. #edtechchat
MODEL! RT @blancaedu A3: Find models, bring models, create models, be a model. Did I
say MODEL? #edtechchat
We are developing a parent forum to highlight the power of tech and expose the
misconceptions. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski A3: Second, by modeling for tchrs what they want to see in classrooms:
personalized, learner-centered, etc. #edtechchat
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MikeWestNCSU
maryannwolfed
roshnimirchi

I officially think twitter chats are messy, disorganized, and difficult to keep up with. What
ever happened to actual chat rooms?#edtechchat
A3: Professional learning must be job-embedded and personalized for educators - providing
ongoing support #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:22:35
10/7/2013 20:22:35
10/7/2013 20:22:42

Pen63

Technology is not a substitute for teaching, but rather a supplement. #edtechchat
A3: Do weekly Ed Tech spotlights on Tt who are using tech in the classroom effectively.
Share with the whole staff #edtechchat
A3: allow for leaders in the student bodies to join the conversation in meaningful ways, lead
PD session for their teachers. #edtechchat
@kodable @mrsday75 It was spur of moment will do screencapture for longer post on
computational thinking http://t.co/TUkWkDC2z8 #edtechchat
@thomascmurray District should promote inter-industry PD. I have teachers &amp; nurses
teaching kids in medical pathways eCourse. #edtechchat
On this page students can ask questions of experts about social entrepreneurship. http://t.
co/eV2tN2vj31 #edtechchat
A3: Key is finding teacher leaders who are not reading, or talking about tech but have
implemented successfully #edtechchat
@njcampbell1 and not just control, give explicit permission to try something which may not
be perfect the first time, right? #edtechchat

theASIDEblog

Digital learning is "beyond the bubble test." They are diametrically opposite. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:22:47

nathan_stevens

@jdferries I started building our new makerspace today. Putting up walls. #edtechchat
Why Minecraft Is More Than Just Another Video Game | http://t.co/9OMR9HNUxh | by
@wardmark, #edchat, #edtechchat, #ntchat
@jgmac1106 Not sure I agree.I'm cheap. A lot of PD can be done informally/free. T's talking
w other T's, Twitter, self-directed. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:22:47

10/7/2013 20:22:51

_Mike_Sweet

@techgirljenny that mindset needs to change #edtechchat
A3: Meet teachers where they're at w/PD needs Intro tech tools for digital classroom slowly
&amp; purposefully #edtechchat
A3 Share benefits instead of using "threats." Partner up Ts with more tech savvy
colleagues. Focus on positives! #edtechchat
A3: Visit successful models, ask questions, plan, involve teachers &amp; ss (in fact, have
them lead the PD), repeat... #edtechchat
@MikeWestNCSU There are times when I long for those too #aolchat #edtechchat
#chatroom
#edtechchat PD cannot be an event must be ongoing. Book chats on Twitter, Appy hours,
EdCamps, ParentCamps.
RT @NMHS_Principal: Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to
demonstrate conceptual mastery #edtechchat
@s_fortin @carlosremaris Very much agreed, but can be built in with good planning!
#edtechchat
@njcampbell1 or just quit being afraid. Too much fear driving decision making. Without risk
there is no innovation #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski my sneaky A3: choose free/easy tools that require minimal PD! #edtechchat
http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
RT @iplante: How educators are using Twitter to connect http://t.co/9gUetiu2Sb nice post
@s_bearden #edtechchat
Coming from an edcamp organizers - this is powerful stuff that should be replicated in
school districts. #edtechchat
RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat PD cannot be an event must be ongoing. Book chats on
Twitter, Appy hours, EdCamps, ParentCamps.
#mlearning Yes! MT @cybraryman1 A2 Get Ss to realize learning can easily take place
anywhere/ any time. Not just in class #edtechchat

rick_in_fcps

@AM1931 @All4edProject24 YES!!! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:16

josieahlquist

A3 match up one nontech teacher with experienced one #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:17

CarterAshlan

@TechTeacherT Support is definitely key within a school and school district. #edtechchat
My univ colleagues are much more reluctant to use tech than K-12 It's so strange to me...
#edtechchat
@rick_in_fcps I tend to agree, at least in principle, but it’s a complex solution to guide a
student there. #edtechchat
RT @theASIDEblog: To fully accept digital learning, we need to revamp the notion that it
can be neatly measured. #edtechchat
A3: shift the paradigm to really make a PLC out of each stakeholder group in a school faculty, staff, students and parents #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: @ericnentrup We are doing that at #NMHS as it is just the right
thing to do for our students; have to fight #edtechchat
A3: A district needs to TEACH and provide experiences to instructors where they can demo
tech products in context of their class #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:19

10/7/2013 20:23:29

maryannwolfed

A3: PD should include digital learning - Edmodo, Twitter, blogging, PLC #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: Here is what we offer - https://t.co/Shwg4DT1Xs
#edtechchat
A3: Teachers must be able to take risks, ideally with a coach who models &amp; supports,
leaders who understand complexity #edtechchat #dltmooc

CarterAshlan

RT @josieahlquist A3 match up one nontech teacher with experienced one #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:29

christybrenn

A3: Lead by example Have district use technology to deliver #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:32
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TechTeacherT
SeekonkAp_Jones
WWPscience
s_bearden
thomascmurray
DarrenAbramson

A3: Create 5 minute how-to videos on Ed Tech tools answering What, Why, and How
#edtechchat
A3: Districts need to support PD for the pedagogy BEFORE expecting tech to be infused
into instruction. #edtechchat
A3: Shared practice- Ts using tech in effective ways. Encourage Ss as tech ambassadors.
Use techie Ts as coaches. #edtechchat
A3: PD needs to be differentiated, frequent, and timely - teachers must be able to practice
what they learn immediately. #edtechchat
A3: Move from hours based to outcome based accountability. Differentiate. Cultivate
teacher leadership. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:35
10/7/2013 20:23:35
10/7/2013 20:23:35
10/7/2013 20:23:36
10/7/2013 20:23:39

@MaineSchoolTech intense answer, I like it! #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
RT @Todd_Reimer: Why Minecraft Is More Than Just Another Video Game | http://t.
co/9OMR9HNUxh | by @wardmark, #edchat, #edtechchat, #ntchat
A2: DL should be seamless (which is difficult without sufficient, funded technical support##).
#edtechchat
Pose a problem to your students and let them interpret the answers using technology
#Moravianar #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:41

Great PD of course. #edtechchat
@geraldaungst Good Call! Really need to be continuous learning, not just professional
development #edtechchat
@josieahlquist Plus, so many blog and digital resources out there, many of which are
written by the same folks who are here! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:44

#edtechchat A3: Probably don't start with Twitter Chat! :)
@nathan_stevens teachers: models of mindsets that will be used to do things un-thought of
at present. we are the singularity. #edtechchat
@runningdmc There are still costs involved, release time, subs, I believe in paying for long
term commitment. #edtechchat
@josieahlquist I really like the idea of tech mentors, we are planning to trial that in our
school in january #edtechchat
Districts should provide ongoing prof. dev. and support to for teachers in current
technologies as well as access to new tech. #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @ajpodchaski Good point. Get rid of top down lingo. NLP works.
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski A3 change professional to collaboration development. Start involving student
and teachers on developing strategies #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:23:54

@gkleiman2 Firm believer in ongoing, job-embedded PD. #edtechchat
Q3: How should school districts support professional learning (PD) to
promote the conversion to a digital classroom? #edtechchat
A3: promoting power of Social Media for educators monthly w my newsletter to staff w
resources exclusively pulled from SM #edtechchat
A3 - there is a lot to learn &amp; it is always increasing. Workshops should be opened for
tchrs to choose based on specific topics. #edtechchat
@njcampbell1 @TeacherTalk_nc @BoganBengal79 Awesome! Are you BYOD? Would
love to hear your PD strategies. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:03

@NMHS_Principal @KatrinaStevens1 Great idea! #edtechchat
A3. All in the system must be digital learners that are connected and take part in the
collective voice of education. #edtechchat
A3 3 most important parts of digital pd...Flexibility Flexibility Flexibility, wrapped in a bow of
accountability #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:08

@roshnimirchi Love it! #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: RT @tcockrum: A1: We have to develop students who can't eventually
be replaced by computers. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: Move from hours based to outcome based accountability.
Differentiate. Cultivate teacher leadership. #edtechchat
RT @roshnimirchi: Technology is not a substitute for teaching, but rather a supplement.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:11

10/7/2013 20:24:15

maryannwolfed

We earn points that allow us to get items for our classrooms :) #edtechchat
RT @CarterAshlan: RT @techie_teach A3: The PD should reflect the digital learning we
want teachers to use. #edtechchat

dmetherington

Digital learning should take student goals and interests in mind. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:17

ShellieHub

@john_aubry haha yes! This is very overwhelming! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:19

thomascmurray

A3: My thoughts on PD Reform: http://t.co/bYQyBD8noV #edtechchat
A3: Follow up PD with roundtable share sessions--teachers should share how they are
applying #edtechchat #collaboration is key!

10/7/2013 20:24:19

@ajpodchaski jeez im sure taking the OVER Tonight - #edtechchat
Yes! @betavt A3 - Leadership, leadership, leadership. PD, PD, PD. Infrastructure,
infrastructure, infrastructure #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: Move from hours based to outcome based accountability.
Differentiate. Cultivate teacher leadership. #edtechchat
A2: Students creating, analyzing, collaborating on and sharing content that is meaningful to
them with others around the world #edtechchat
Love this idea! RT @JenniferLISD: We earn points that allow us to get items for our
classrooms :) #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:23
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kylepace

A3 we have a teacher tech team that provides pd on a regular basis - 4 offeringsdifferentiated learning works #edtechchat
But how do we get admin that thinks straight rows and silent rooms is learning to buy in?
#edtechchat
A3: Let teachers have a choice in what digital tools they want to learn about so they are
comfortable with what they're doing. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: @RafranzDavis "Tech PD should focus more on instructional design,
release of control &amp; autonomy of learning, LESS on apps"
@mgeddes but what content are we talking about and is it definitely as relevant to them as
much as us? #JustAThought #edtechchat
A3: #RhodeIsland Dept of Ed just hosted a full day conference.Tools &amp; resources were
shared and help was provided to all.#edtechchat
@thomascmurray Start with a plan to provide PD for administrators. Then let that lead to PD
for teachers and staff. #edtechchat

rkiker

RT @thomascmurray: A3: My thoughts on PD Reform: http://t.co/RotrfuiR8a #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:33

heatheravi8

A2: it should be individual (not three kids crowded around one device screen)... #edtechchat
@runningdmc @ajpodchaski Teachers can get in their own way on that, unfortunately.
Some cling to what’s familiar. #edtechchat
@CarterAshlan T's who say "it's too much," I say, "Let me show you what I did. I show
Learnist board or blog. Simple. #edtechchat
@runningdmc That said I am a big proponent of #unconferences and #edcamp #edcampct
#edtechchat
RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat PD cannot be an event must be ongoing. Book chats on
Twitter, Appy hours, EdCamps, ParentCamps.
@thomascmurray @ScottRRocco focus on the thinking students must do; then talk about
tech as one way to access and perform #edtechchat
@MikeWestNCSU "messy, disorganized, and difficult to keep up with" That's the change
we're talking about! #edtechchat
@sarahkayteaches I agree, we all have something to offer, we are all teachers! So we
should all share and learn! #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: Well said! RT @shannondegan: A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's
the tools that change. #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal Would love to learn more about how badges are being received in your
school #edtechchat
Tchrs need 2 know what its like as participant 1st RT @christybrenn: A3: Lead by example
Have district use technology to deliver #edtechchat
@ShellieHub @john_aubry Been away for a few weeks - they have stepped up their game!
#edtechchat
@ScottRRocco Thanks for Sharing @SmorePages such a great Social Media Tool.
#edtechchat
A3 (cont) Embed reflection in demo lessons and lesson studies so Ts and Admin see value
in using tech to accomplish lofty goals #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:34

@jjrobins "wrappined in a bow of accountability" love it! #edtechchat
@julnilsmith isn't it because usually research, and not teaching is rewarded? #edtechchat
http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV

10/7/2013 20:24:46

I think we should let more STUDENTS lead technology staff development! #edtechchat
#edtechchat Don't forget to allow plenty of dialogue about the why. The purpose/need for
PD must be felt deeply for any hope of success.
A3: This also needs to be coupled with tech integrators supporting teachers in the
classrooms. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:51

A3) Allow the freedom to use all the tools available. #edtechchat
A3: eCourses, blended learning, tech camps, challenges - all the things that engage kids
will also make engaging PD. #edtechchat
A3: Modeling is key. Largely comes down to building a shared culture as well: A steadfast
dedication to staying relevant. #edtechchat
@techgirljenny Not only teachers...but adults in general, afraid of the "bad" that might
happen. #edtechchat
@thomasson_engl @KtBkr4 @mrsday75 @guster4lovers Are you making fun of my
#edtechchat choice a few weeks ago?? #flipclass
@kylepace - Thanks for joining #edtechchat Kyle. Great hearing from you my friend!
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:24:57

RT @Gregbagby: A3) Allow the freedom to use all the tools available. #edtechchat
A3 That is a challenge with all the competing demands. But one on one, in the classroom.
Where it is happening. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:07

@MikeWestNCSU Then again, people said that about the old chat rooms too! #edtechchat
@jeffreysfaust all of the above! Within reason, there should be joint experiments with
teachers and tech to work out details #edtechchat
@julnilsmith I agree - I think that postsecondary needs to up the game. Students are coming
to us with higher expectations. #edtechchat
@bgsuclarks Ask yourself, "Have I hijacked the children's ideas?" http://t.co/DGgX16h6r5
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:08

Who will train the teachers to be digital natives, this needs to be addressed. #edtechchat
Great suggestion! RT @TechNinjaTodd I think we should let more STUDENTS lead
technology staff development! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:12
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runningdmc

10/7/2013 20:25:13

kodable

@jgmac1106 Me, too. They work. Traditional PD is usually torture #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: @plugusin offers this PHENOMENAL description.
"Tech is a tool, not a learning outcome." Brilliant. htt…
@ajpodchaski @thomascmurray @s_bearden preliminary, I thought you went to the magic
8-ball #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: A3: Let people experiment, and possibly fail, get the tech restrictions out
of the way! #edtechchat

roshnimirchi

@runningdmc How are those CRT monitors doing? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:22

TheAnswerPad

I think we'll all be thankful for the archive tonight! @s_bearden #edtechchat
A3: multiple methods of PD, in-person, online, individual, group and most importantly
ongoing #edtechchat
A3: Key is finding teacher leaders who are not reading, or talking about tech but have
implemented successfully #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:25

It's a coalition of the willing. #edtechchat
A3 This is huge for us. Identify &amp; equip leaders in each building/school to do PD for
respective staff. This helps tremendously! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: Move from hours based to outcome based accountability.
Differentiate. Cultivate teacher leadership. #edtechchat
A3: This is how I do it. I figure I'll keep on until the big boss says to stop #edtechchat http://t.
co/UsTng59QAS
Teachers should not wait for PD to come to them. So much great PD online and free. Just
point them in right direction like here.#edtechchat
A3: Show teachers the benefits of it. It's hard to make transition. Show why it's worth it. Its
like an effective advertisement #edtechchat
A3: School leaders need to recognize the power of digital learning and provide opportunities
for teachers to participate in pd #edtechchat
RT @DarrenAbramson: @ajpodchaski my sneaky A3: choose free/easy tools that require
minimal PD! #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
#edtechchat A3: If PD is still sit and get, we are torturing staff the way we continue to torture
students. We need hands on exploration
Best way for organizations to infuse tech / innovation is to model by example - not just edurisks by principals but upper admin #edtechchat
@WWPscience Make PD continuous, formative, and standards-based. @thomascmurray
#edtechchat
@TechNinjaTodd interesting. I'm skeptical of the digital native hypothesis. #edtechchat http:
//t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
@TechNinjaTodd Pretty cool idea! Ss can easily model confidence and a tech savvy
mindset for hesitant teachers #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:28

Seek out the teachers who look for learning on their own an reward them #edtechchat
A3: Teachers could take leadership roles within their departments to enhance a train the
trainer model. #edtechchat
Yes sir. Love this. RT @TechNinjaTodd: I think we should let more STUDENTS lead
technology staff development! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:25:56

@geraldaungst True. #edtechchat
A3 Demonstrate technology's ability to enhance curriculum and and student learning, not
just an extra #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 #edtechchat You mean be organised like Apple shops? "Our children
need schools of tomorrow today" http://t.co/0pBbwH2Ugn
A3: Time for teachers to attend, deliver PD in a variety of methods, lots of support, and
encourage innovation and creativity. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:00

A3: Ongoing, various platforms, and content-driven. #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @betavt Agreed! With technology, you must be operational before you
can be transformational! #edtechchat
@fulton_monica Id add - teach tchrs 2 evaluate software/hardware on their own - too much
is invented daily to wait to be taught #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:05

Having teachers trained to use the tools will make it easier to instruct students. #edtechchat
RT @TechTeacherT: A3: This is how I do it. I figure I'll keep on until the big boss says to
stop #edtechchat http://t.co/UsTng59QAS
RT @jeditechsm: Yes sir. Love this. RT @TechNinjaTodd: I think we should let more
STUDENTS lead technology staff development! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:09

it doesn't have to be all about tech - #makered movement - the tech is a tool #edtechchat
Can school districts make more hours in the day? #edtechchat The edcamp model is great.
One doesn't have to be a Expert to share knowledge
a3 school systems need to realize that making mistakes is part of learning and do not
downgrade students #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: My thoughts on PD Reform: http://t.co/bYQyBD8noV
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:13

@thomascmurray Anytime my friend. Always glad when I can join in! #edtechchat
#edtechchat As administrators we must model, through PD, what we expect classrooms to
look like.
@roshnimirchi @njcampbell1 @TeacherTalk_nc @BoganBengal79 BYOT_PD: free coffee,
donuts, whiteboard space. post ideas - magic #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 Guess you're right, but I do on my own time. No subs. I guess tech mentor
stipend would be nice. Never considered. #edtechchat
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@DanaMWalker if u r working at the school level, even an elem school, there are students
who know things tap them! #edtechchat
Brilliant! #stuvoice RT @TechNinjaTodd I think we should let more STUDENTS lead
technology staff development! #edtechchat
@cybraryman1 I agree Jerry, there's a world of learning right in your own living room that
we can access! #edtechchat
RPS offers an I-teach academy and focus groups for teacher tech training. The district has
a tech instruction specialist. #edtechchat
A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large areas and performing drive-by PD.
#edtechchat
A3) Let teachers focus on what they can do well and let all the others build from their
knowledge. #edtechchat
Encourage teachers to fulfill their own PD and leadership should teach by example
#edtechchat
RT @KentPolen #edtechchat As administrators we must model, through PD, what we
expect classrooms to look like.
RT @stephe1234: A3. Need to bring visionary speakers, companies, edus in to push the
thinking and vision of stakeholders. #edtechchat
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@TechNinjaTodd http://t.co/ATs41hiqcu #edtechchat
You guys actually have input into your PD? Ours is always hijacked by the state. Almost
every PD is collab on SIP #edtechchat
A3) district PD should provide experiences for Ts to learn from people beyond their walls.
Differentiated learning (PD) #edtechchat
Great to see so many #dltmooc and #project24 participants in #edtechchat - great
discussion on digital learning transition topics!
A3: Would love to see cross-district &amp; Ts-Ss collaboration Does anyone have HS Ss
intro tools to elem Ts? #edtechchat
#edtechchat We cannot support "sit 'n git" any longer. Action research, data analysis,
PLCs...

10/7/2013 20:26:35

10/7/2013 20:26:43

MaineSchoolTech

@runningdmc I knew I liked you! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: At what point will we realize that "don't sage on the stage" messages
delivered by a sage on the stage is problematic?

geraldaungst

@HDRamseur And differentiated by need, interest, etc. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:48

nathan_stevens

@gkleiman2 it is nice to have NCSU flavor in this chat #edtechchat
@DanaMWalker Teachers also need to devote and commit the time to training themselves
by just exploring and applying #edtechchat
@TechNinjaTodd Heard about super cool student tech/geek squad at #edcampsd.
#edtechchat
YES AND AGREED!! RT @thomascmurray: A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large
areas and performing drive-by PD. #edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: A3 Demonstrate technology's ability to enhance curriculum and
and student learning, not just an extra #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:50

@TechNinjaTodd agree! We are developing a student-led Genius Bar. #edtechchat
A3:Integrate the experience of highly qualified, non-tech teachers, don't reject it. Know
PEOPLE still matter as much as SYSTEMS #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:55

A3) Allow teachers to request the PL that is needed. #edtechchat
@Joe_Mazza in the #edtechchat house. @rkiker showed. Now where is @lynhilt ? Next
dinner is on her.
PD also needs to build in accountability for teachers. SHOW how you use this training to
create a community of innovation #edtechchat
RT @jeditechsm: Yes sir. Love this. RT @TechNinjaTodd: I think we should let more
STUDENTS lead technology staff development! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:26:59

Create a new culture -- voice, ownership is crucial. #edtechchat
A3: Differentiate and allow Ts to learn at their own pace. And Ts &lt;3 Tech Tuesday
@iplante They are asking for more! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:00

@jgmac1106 so important and so overlooked #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A3: @RafranzDavis "Tech PD should focus more on
instructional design, release of control &amp; autonomy of lea…
#edtechchat you have to change the culture, provide keys stakeholders answers to why
technology is important.
#edtechchat want to see more at the preservice level (before we get into districts) - I'm
hooked, but how can I hook my other new teachers?
A3: Admis model types of tech usage and walk the walk for Ts. Use dept/faculty meetings
differently for Ts to strategize #edtechchat
@roshnimirchi Want a picture? They're still there... I can give a motion sensor shot. They'll
still be there #edtechchat
RT @carlosremaris: #edtechchat you have to change the culture, provide keys stakeholders
answers to why technology is important.

10/7/2013 20:27:01

@MrCsays @ShellieHub Any hints on how to track this better? #edtechchat
Agreed! RT @bekcikelly Encourage teachers to fulfill their own PD and leadership should
teach by example #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:10

Is there a question we are discussion? #edtechchat
What mistakes have you made (or lessons have you learned) in integrating tech into the
classroom (from a PD perspective)? #edtechchat
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MrCsays
jeditechsm
ACTEM
blancaedu
rkiker
s_bearden
JenniferLISD

@MurphysMusings5 Tech for tech sakes is going to end up where it belongs, w Laser Discs
&amp; Scantrons. Real tech should =learning #edtechchat
A3 Tech tip. Enable remote desktop &amp; remote to each T's class computer from lab for
PD sessions. High value here. Same computer! #edtechchat
“@iplante: @MaineSchoolTech @Cape_LLC @kevinhoneycutt @ACTEM awesome to
have u here #edtechchat” Glad to have all of you coming to #actem13
RT @jeditechsm: Yes sir. Love this. RT @TechNinjaTodd: I think we should let more
STUDENTS lead technology staff development! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: @Joe_Mazza in the #edtechchat house. @rkiker showed. Now
where is @lynhilt ? Next dinner is on her.
@Gregbagby Yes! That's one reason I love "Teach Like a Pirate." Encourages teachers to
build on their strengths/passions. #edtechchat
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maryannwolfed

@TechNinjaTodd I love this idea. I'm on board! #edtechchat
Why Minecraft Is More Than Just Another Video Game http://t.co/OjcQmHnhdj | by
@wardmark, #edtechchat, #ntchat #iplayminecraft #educ353
@jeditechsm just scroll back and forth and it "freezes, at least for me it does :) #edtechchat
#jedimindtrick
@am1931 - great to see you in #dltmooc #edtechchat! I hope the RI conference with
#all4edproject24 gears was awesome!

NMHS_Principal

@keengravely @sstorm01 They need us to help them change ;) #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:32

runningdmc

10/7/2013 20:27:33

TechNinjaTodd

@MurphysMusings5 You, too:) #edtechchat
@techgirljenny @TechNinjaTodd That is a fantastic idea! How is that working for you? Do
your students enjoy it? #edtechchat
RT @techgirljenny: @TechNinjaTodd agree! We are developing a student-led Genius Bar.
#edtechchat

MrCsays

@john_aubry @ShellieHub Tweet Deck for me. Read the archives! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:39

medeateach

A3: Create time for teachers to explore. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:42

christybrenn

@sstorm01 Wind up saying this over &amp; over. Tech = tool not a curriculum #edtechchat
@gpworden Couldn't agree more. E-learning is just as beneficial for staff as it is for
students! #edtechchat
Simply giving teachers technology is not effective! They need to shown effective
implementation and use! #edtechchat
Teach them and let them teach! RT @thomascmurray:Stop herding teachers like cattle into
large areas and performing drive-by PD. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:43

RT @medeateach: A3: Create time for teachers to explore. #edtechchat
@techie_teach What about the teachers who prefer that because they can be invisible and
unaccountable? @thomascmurray #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:54

A3 - has to be about the culture. Otherwise equity becomes the issue #edtechchat
A3: these need to be addressed first: 5 Essential Questions to Ask Before You Innovate in
Your School http://t.co/xxoPafb9jP #edtechchat
@wkrakower would love to. Also love to rekindle the global faculty meeting in the near
future. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: A3 - #NMHS is beginning to support professional learning w/ digital
badges http://t.co/OwD968AIek #edtechchat #d123
@rick_in_fcps I hear you, but all I see is a cascade of tweets. It's like I'm in a crowded rm w/
everyone screaming. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:27:55

10/7/2013 20:28:01

julnilsmith

@nathan_stevens @gkleiman2 GO NCSU! #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal @keengravely You got that right. Be the change you wish to see...
#edtechchat
Teachers need to learn that Twitter is a 24/7 river of PD that you can approach w a bucket
or a spoon. Great PD right here! #edtechchat

tmussoline

A3 Start with administration. Get them on Social Media. Create their own PLN. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:28:06

kallen214

@TechNinjaTodd More student-led staff development would be great. #edtechchat
“@geraldaungst: @WWPscience Make PD continuous, formative, and standards-based.
@thomascmurray #edtechchat” Heck yes! Agreed!

10/7/2013 20:28:06

@maryannwolfed You asked, we comply!! #edtechchat
I had some of my students come during summer and create tech videos! They LOVED it
#edtechchat http://t.co/2GF4aTK2se
Moo, I mean YES! RT @thomascmurray: A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large
areas and performing drive-by PD. #edtechchat
@SeekonkAp_Jones Our new IT Director has initiated this. Good idea and builds trust to
help not judge. #edtechchat
If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http://t.co/v8HYx7HfZp
@jaizzo #edtechchat #4thchat
@thomascmurray so much better when its vibrant, individualized, and meaningful http://t.
co/sEpDRHIbTH #edtechchat
@gpescatore25 afraid that the students know more than they do! Can we please get over
that already!?! #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 @josieahlquist teachers across the board could benefit from this.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:28:09

Don't pressure teachers. Let them figure out technology on their own terms #edtechchat
@MmeHibou It's difficult sometimes! Often people say, 'oh, yes, I should look into that', but
they keep doing the same thing #edtechchat
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+1 RT @TechNinjaTodd: I had some of my students come during summer and create tech
videos! They LOVED it #edtechchat http://t.co/r4WRNGbe6N
Typical Hilt style. RT @lynhilt: @thomascmurray @Joe_Mazza @rkiker I forgot it was
Monday. Here I am! #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http:
//t.co/v8HYx7HfZp @jaizzo #edtechchat #4thchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to
demonstrate conceptual mastery #edtechchat
A3: Convince admin about the benefits of Tech Integration. Top-down buy-in is key to
establishing a successful digital program. #edtechchat
A3 Framing is important. Don't focus on tool used but strategies. Ex making student thinking
visible- what can we use? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large areas and performing
drive-by PD. #edtechchat
A3: I think Skype and Google Hangouts need to find there way into more teacher PD. Bring
more districts together. #edtechchat
RT @ShellieHub Don't pressure teachers. Let them figure out technology on their own
terms #edtechchat
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A3 Hire any of the amazing online content creators/digital experts here on #edtechchat!
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A3: If PD is still sit and get, we are torturing staff the
way we continue to torture students. We need ha…
@NMHS_Principal @keengravely That's why I try to hang out in @sstorm's room to learn!
#edtechchat
We need to think more creatively bout the time we have during the day to support digital
learning http://t.co/IsdtbFASHU #edtechchat
@MmeHibou Oooh. Definitely interested in this. 1st yr teacher. Constantly trying to get preservice teachers connected #edtechchat #CEM13
@TechNinjaTodd Great point Todd. Was thinking the same. Great experience w/that
recently when Ss gave some PD to their parents! #edtechchat
@gkleiman2 Yes or connections with local universities and pre-service tchrs to develop
support. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:28:38

Make your walls transparent in every way possible. Reflection always follows! #edtechchat
Hold Tech Tutorials or Tech Tuesdays for Staff. Promote attendance at Edcamps. Model
digital learning at faculty meetings. #edtechchat
YES RT @techie_teach: A3: I think Skype and GHOs need to find there way into more
teacher PD. Bring more districts together. #edtechchat
RT @atragg: A3: Differentiate and allow Ts to learn at their own pace. And Ts &lt;3 Tech
Tuesday @iplante They are asking for more! #edtechchat
“@tmussoline: A3 Start with administration. Get them on Social Media. Create their own
PLN. #edtechchat” yet so many don't get it

10/7/2013 20:28:54

@MurphysMusings5 #edtechchat Absolutely its the Te@ch that matters ... not the tech!
Wow #edtechchat is off the chain tonight. I click to follow someone and miss a lot of tweets!
#goodproblemtohave

10/7/2013 20:28:57

Professional development should practice what it preaches #edtechchat
RT @TechNinjaTodd: I had some of my students come during summer and create tech
videos! They LOVED it #edtechchat http://t.co/2GF4aTK2se
A3 Using teachers to teach one another is helpful - practical presentations and open sharing
#edtechchat
@jdferries @roshnimirchi @TeacherTalk_nc @BoganBengal79 don't forget good ideas
&amp;dragons, I will bring the rainbows &amp; unicorns #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http:
//t.co/v8HYx7HfZp @jaizzo #edtechchat #4thchat
@jeffreysfaust don't have to lift for all - but if sandbox has lid on it, no one can play in the
sand - need to experiment #edtechchat
@WWPscience @thomascmurray Every day is a PD day: make sure you learn something
professionally before you go to bed. #edtechchat
RT @jeditechsm: Wow #edtechchat is off the chain tonight. I click to follow someone and
miss a lot of tweets! #goodproblemtohave
RT @jeditechsm: My #edtechchat column is in Hyperdrive tonight! Can't even click on
tweets! Sorry if I don't reply to some of you! Great st…
RT @bekcikelly A3 Using teachers to teach one another is helpful - practical presentations
and open sharing #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal Making the world more like school is out. So we need to make school
more like the “real” world then. #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @thomascmurray Wake up call - You can't be invisible and unaccountable
anymore! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:29:00

@MikeWestNCSU It does take some getting used to. #edtechchat
@kylepace yes! I want more of my students to lead PD for parents this year! #goals
#edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @cybraryman1 Yes, we have to make our own PD experiences--and
with today's tools the opportunities are endless! #edtechchat
@MmeHibou We need to get more teachers that are models into pre-service progms b4
going the other way a round #edtechchat
RT “@thomascmurray: A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large areas and performing
drive-by PD. #edtechchat”
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jgmac1106
carlosremaris

RT @KatrinaStevens1: @gkleiman2 Firm believer in ongoing, job-embedded PD.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:29:28

@bcurrie5 sounds like a great idea #edtechchat
#edtechchat students leading PD for staff would be a great collaborative effort which would
make students feel valued in mission of school
How do we change the structure of the system especially at the HS when the Carnegie Unit
is the driver? @thomascmurray #edtechchat
RT @bekcikelly A3 Using teachers to teach one another is helpful - practical presentations
and open sharing #edtechchat
A3: Formal and informal PD should be part of the mix - Twitter chats, MOOC-Eds, PLCs can all be critical parts. #edtechchat
“@techgirljenny: @TechNinjaTodd agree! We are developing a student-led Genius Bar.
#edtechchat” that's really cool!

10/7/2013 20:29:33

10/7/2013 20:29:39

thomascmurray

Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning. #edtechchat
@julnilsmith @josieahlquist That makes sense...it's one-way communication which clearly is
not the best way to teach/learn. #edtechchat
A3: Admin must lead by example, practice what they preach, and allow THEIR learning to
be transparent. #edtechchat

Pen63

@roshnimirchi But don't wait for them, right? :) #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:29:44

njcampbell1

10/7/2013 20:29:46

pammoran

A3: we have weekly PD called PLAYDATEs https://t.co/QjbwPhNvYE #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A3: At what point will we realize that "don't sage on
the stage" messages delivered by a sage on the stage…
@techie_teach But that’s uncomfortable. And not in the contract either. #devilsadvocate
@thomascmurray #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @WWPscience @thomascmurray Yes, you should always be on your toes
learning. There's so much exciting out there! #edtechchat
A3 assured competencies of teachers of digital learners- facilitators of PBL, interactive tech,
connected learning strategies #edtechchat

CarterAshlan

@venspired I think many educators need to be reminded of this, daily. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:00

rick_in_fcps

A3: PD has to meet the (adult) learner where he or she is. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:04

runningdmc

A3: In school edcamp style PD on a PD day... #edtechchat
Little video, big messages &gt;&gt; https://t.co/GCR295KLQU
#edtechchat #4thchat #elemchat #5thchat

10/7/2013 20:30:06

10/7/2013 20:30:06

Joe_Mazza

The three goals of #fwsu. Excellence, Digital Age Learning &amp; Equity #edtechchat
A3: Encourage GHO/Skype for planning between diff schools and connecting w/other
educators #edtechchat
@TechTeacherT Ditto, I make videos on a variety of #edtechchat /tool related topics for my
colleagues. http://t.co/IumM5saznX It's fun!
“@iPadWells: NEW POSTER: WHY IPAD?
http://t.co/XZveqGWr3P
http://t.co/SzxlFIy079
#edadmin #EdtechChat”
My teachers learn the most from each other not from me. Create innovative ways to get
them together building shared capacity #edtechchat

AngelaMaiers

@keengravely You are absolutely right Keen! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:08

thomascmurray

Q4 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray Admin must lead by example, practice what they preach, and allow
THEIR learning to be transparent. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:08

Tech Tuesdays or whatever day huge this year already...... #edtechchat
SO TRUE! RT @venspired Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day
learning. #edtechchat
When I hear teachers are interested in stuff I'm doing in class, I open up my room one day
after school to train Ts interested #edtechchat
I've found small group PD to be helpful. Really focus on individual and team needs.
#edtechchat
@theASIDEblog We are trying to get there as well. Trust is definitely one of the best side
effects! #edtechchat
“@bekcikelly: A3 Using teachers to teach one another is helpful - practical presentations
and open sharing #edtechchat” Definitely!!
RT @jeditechsm: Wow #edtechchat is off the chain tonight. I click to follow someone and
miss a lot of tweets! #goodproblemtohave
YES! RT @thomascmurray: A3: Admin must lead by example, practice what they preach,
and allow THEIR learning to be transparent. #edtechchat
YES RT @ShellieHub: RT @bekcikelly A3 Using teachers to teach one another is helpful practical presentations and open sharing #edtechchat
all sessions are attended by maybe 5-7 teachers at a time, one period long I do this 6
periods throughout the day #edtechchat
RT @venspired: Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning.
#edtechchat
@bcurrie5 @thomascmurray my new favorite term: "drive by PD". #edtechchat http://t.
co/8Yuh1OprgV
RT @venspired: Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning.
#edtechchat
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jdferries
geraldaungst
EmmausKevinK
sstorm01

@newfirewithin @NMHS_Principal making school and work more human is an even better
goal. Learn abt caring, committing to justice #edtechchat
@KentPolen Also agree. What’s a “small step” towards abandoning the agrarian calendar
though? #edtechchat
@ElizabethLStein @cybraryman1 Model as adults, and S's will follow the same path!
#edtechchat
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findingDulcinea

@SuptLisa ...and so do our Students :-) #edtechchat
@MrCsays I have been working really hard to shift this mindset in my new position.
#edtechchat
RT @ndebrantes: “@iPadWells: NEW POSTER: WHY IPAD?
http://t.co/XZveqGWr3P
http://t.co/SzxlFIy079
#edadmin #EdtechChat”
People get so caught up in having PD just to use tech, they fail to see tech as a tool to
connect FOR PD. #edtechchat
RT @bcurrie5: RT “@thomascmurray: A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large areas
and performing drive-by PD. #edtechchat”
@thomascmurray and be able trust teachers to try valid ideas that may or not work
#edtechchat
@njcampbell1 @TeacherTalk_nc @BoganBengal79 Very cool! I've loved using the #GAFE
platform. Works well with our new Chromebooks. #edtechchat
RT @venspired: Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning.
#edtechchat
Real world doesn't care about tests, they care about real Ss who care about what they do.
Tech should help produce more of that #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Also allow for mistakes - perfection is not what is to be expected - it's a
learning process for all! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3: Make asynchronous PD the norm. Why do we assume we all need to be in
one big cave together illuminated by iPad torchlight?
A3 build on the capacity you have. There are at least a few early adopters in your building
who can help lead the way! #edtechchat
“@thomascmurray: A3: Admin must lead by example, practice what they preach, and allow
THEIR learning to be transparent. #edtechchat Indeed
@KentPolen not sure they are digital natives, more like proficient with certain tools and
concepts - not actual understanding #edtechchat
We have tools to reinforce learning easily, yet most PD is on a drive-by basis. Follow-up
needs to be pre-planned. #edtechchat

TechTeacherT

A3: Post Tech Byte Tuesdays on a different Ed Tech tool each week #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:49

JenniferLISD

10/7/2013 20:30:49

blancaedu

@JenniferBarnett #edtechchat it really does! It makes us think and plan and be proactive.
@kenjeffery RIght Ken--it is not just digital literacy- it is social and cultural fluency that
matters! #edtechchat
A3 Teaching kids how to learn is paramount. Why should this not apply to Ts? PD should be
on how to sort out one's own PD #edtechchat
@ShellieHub I struggle w/this a little bc some minds think that its still too long to wait. Not
sure I agree but at times I do. #edtechchat

runningdmc

@maryannwolfed Most of my knowledge/connections have been Twitter/PLN #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:53

venspired

@geraldaungst @WWPscience @thomascmurray YES! My thoughts, exactly. #edtechchat
@AngelaMaiers - Thanks for stopping in #edtechchat #rockstar author, international
speaker, and model connected educator!
@thomascmurray Agree wholeheartedly. I'm working very hard to get my Admins connected
and modeling tech! #edtechchat
@roshnimirchi @azizsims my principal is awesome w/ this stuff! we have more social
media @BoganBengal79.... #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:30:54

10/7/2013 20:30:58

pammoran

@SuptLisa You are awesome! #Project24 and #DLTMOOC experts rock! #edtechchat
*unless* what it preaches circa 2006 - true storyRT @MurphysMusings5: Professional
development should practice what it preaches #edtechchat
@ThomasCMurray I'm living in NC and going to NCSTATE but I came to hear your
perspective. I'm from d-town &amp; went to CB WEST HS #edtechchat
Making Ts aware am available to brainstorm and help at key points gives them legs
#edtechchat
RT @TechNinjaTodd: I think we should let more STUDENTS lead technology staff
development! #edtechchat
RT @bcurrie5: RT “@thomascmurray: A3: Stop herding teachers like cattle into large areas
and performing drive-by PD. #edtechchat”

s_bearden

@TechNinjaTodd Good for you Todd! Pass on the learning! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:05

CHuckeba

10/7/2013 20:31:07

blancaedu

@venspired we just need to get teachers and administrators to believe this! #edtechchat
Small group, focused, with plenty of follow up. Modeling after best classroom practices -you can't go wrong! #edtechchat
RT @CarterAshlan: SO TRUE! RT @venspired Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's
part of the every day learning. #edtechchat

thomascmurray

Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:08

ajpodchaski

Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources. #edtechchat
A3:We are doing smaller pd every other week. Not as much commitment necessary and
letting the Tt tell what they want #edtechchat
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nathan_stevens
Ericlowe21
kylepace
dave_baroody
All4edProject24

@CarterAshlan @gkleiman2 I am usually the only NC person in most of the ed tech based
chats #edtechchat
#edtechchat teachers need to see how tech can make their work more efficient and their
instruction effective in a whole new manner
@TechNinjaTodd PD for leadership and teachers is important, but it also is important for
parents and the community. #edtechchat
@kodable @techgirljenny @TechNinjaTodd Ours are called "Technomancers" (their name)!
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:11
10/7/2013 20:31:12
10/7/2013 20:31:14
10/7/2013 20:31:15

RT @thomascmurray: Q4 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
WOW - great idea! RT @TechNinjaTodd: @kylepace yes! I want more of my students to
lead PD for parents this year! #goals #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:16

10/7/2013 20:31:22

MrCsays

@venspired Love this- so true! #edtechchat
“@geraldaungst: @WWPscience @thomascmurray Every day is a PD day: #edtechchat”
With social media - that is the ABSOLUTELY the #truth
@roshnimirchi @azizsims ...than any other school in Chicago Public Schools ...admin
support is CRITICAL #edtechchat
@jeffreysfaust Thanks - as a #techdir I want my teachers to work with me on new tools and
ideas, and I need to be open as well #edtechchat
@MurphysMusings5 So hard sometimes looking up at that mountain. Keep climbing &amp;
look for help #edtechchat We will all make it to the peak

thomascmurray

@MikeWestNCSU - Thanks for stopping in Michael! Great to connect. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:29

kenjeffery

10/7/2013 20:31:29

findingDulcinea

@AngelaMaiers I think of it as the 'social etiquette' guides of the past. :) #edtechchat
RT @@thomascmurray Admin must lead by example, practice what they preach, and allow
THEIR learning to be transparent. #edtechchat #suptchat

runningdmc

@roshnimirchi Amen. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:31

iplante

Today had meeting on leveraging the building...most ideas involved tech #edtechchat
PD works best when tapping small groups and helping to apply what they learn. Use it, or
lose it mentality. #edtechchat
RT @venspired: People get so caught up in having PD just to use tech, they fail to see tech
as a tool to connect FOR PD. #edtechchat
“@JenniferBarnett: Make your walls transparent in every way possible. Reflection always
follows! #edtechchat”
#edtechchat A3: Admin at PD need to do as I do (not do as I say). "Please use this tech...
which terrifies me and I won't use" just won't fly
@venspired I agree with you it's not about the technology it's about changing the teaching
and learning experience #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:31:37

10/7/2013 20:31:43

ShellieHub

@techgirljenny Great idea - getting the parents involved is essential #edtechchat
RT @venspired: Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning.
#edtechchat
A3 Come up with ways to gamify your PD! I've seen some really great examples lately.
#edtechchat
A3: I think begins with culture building to remove fear of Ts in regards to attempting &amp;
failing along process of innovation #edtechchat
I need help on how to archive and access this conversation for later reference and sharing
with our tech comm. Any guidance? #edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @cybraryman1 Yes, and we can learn tech tools alongside our Ss as
well--model authentic learning #edtechchat
@gpworden great ideas. The result of engaged students always amazes me. What a flow
of creativity, learning, and sharing. #edtechchat
A4) For me at the grad level, Skype and Google Hangouts can bring experts from long
distances in. A conference in a classroom! #edtechchat
RT @betavt: A3 - Leadership, leadership, leadership. PD, PD, PD. Infrastructure,
infrastructure, infrastructure #edtechchat
Students Changing the World: A Progress Report Worth Celebrating http://t.co/pfvauTr8FF
via @HuffPostImpact #edtechchat
RT @lynhilt: I've found small group PD to be helpful. Really focus on individual and team
needs. #edtechchat
#eci296 This class is so helpful in how to teach! Love blogs and other resources to teach
me about technology in the classroom #edtechchat

MrCsays

@iplante Now we just need to turn those conversations into real results #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:07

thomascmurray

10/7/2013 20:32:08

powell4thgrade

A4: In #qcsd, we use a Digital Resources Wikispace http://t.co/SYlAbrrKT9 #edtechchat
Q4: PLEASE SHARE YOUR FAVORITE DIGITAL CLASSROOM RESOURCES.
#edtechchat
RT @WWPscience: “@geraldaungst: @WWPscience @thomascmurray Every day is a PD
day: #edtechchat” With social media - that is the ABSOLUTELY …

iplante

Love @IXLLearning @LexiaLearning for differentiation #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:10

roshnimirchi

@runningdmc Wish we were there. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:11

techie_teach

A4: FOR ME - Twitter chats, blogs, and Google+ #edtechchat
I have participated in 13 #edcamps #TeachMeets &amp; experienced the best PD in my
entire teaching career. Great to have choice #edtechchat
@gpworden @venspired also tech is a tool, not a learner outcome. students using email
should not garner points! #edtechchat
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sstorm01

RT @AngelaMaiers: Students Changing the World: A Progress Report Worth Celebrating
http://t.co/pfvauTr8FF via @HuffPostImpact #edtechchat
#edtechchat We need to get a Tech Integration Specialist as part of the Core Curriculum
standards.
People have a fear of tech that can become an excuse... they just need ongoing support...
daily support. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray that's cute how you think we are still keeping up w the question…
#chatoverload #edtechchat
@Pen63 Fair stipulation. If you are providing PD on effective tech approaches - practice
that! #edtechchat
RT @ScottCapro: A3: Key is finding teacher leaders who are not reading, or talking about
tech but have implemented successfully #edtechchat

betavt

Game time! Thanks everyone - great thoughts #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:21

runningdmc

@TechNinjaTodd Good idea, because it's tough to escape class and observe. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:24

nathan_stevens

@ajpodchaski A4 GROUPBOARD is one of the best tools in a classroom #edtechchat
Enjoying the discussion? Registration for the #DLTMOOC-Ed is open until 10/11. Share
ideas with over 1,700 educators worldwide! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:24

A4 http://t.co/QiyAjMsQfi #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q4: PLEASE SHARE YOUR FAVORITE DIGITAL CLASSROOM
RESOURCES. #edtechchat
RT @Ericlowe21: #edtechchat students leading PD for staff would be a great collaborative
effort which would make students feel valued in mi…
RT @TechNinjaTodd: I think we should let more STUDENTS lead technology staff
development! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:28

@nathan_stevens Well now you're not! Nice to run into a Wolfpacker on here! #edtechchat
@bekcikelly @TechNinjaTodd still in development, but using this to guide us: http://t.
co/ujPBUgQNB9 #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http:
//t.co/CugQiEczFA #edtechchat #4thchat
A4 Backchannels to advise and track class. G+ communities to shift ownership to students,
camtasia/weVideo to record everyone #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:40

10/7/2013 20:32:41

josieahlquist

@ElizabethLStein @cybraryman1 They can teach us too! Win, win! #edtechchat
RT @Pen63: @thomascmurray that's cute how you think we are still keeping up w the
question… #chatoverload #edtechchat
While affirmation is fun #talkischeap We need people to be #agentsofchange in ed. Take
charge and be the change you want to see #edtechchat
Yes! &gt; "@venspired People get so caught up in having PD just to use tech, they fail to
see tech as a tool to connect FOR PD. #edtechchat"

jelfrink

#edtechchat fav digital resources for me: PLN #edweb, for students: #gaggle

10/7/2013 20:32:43

nathan_stevens

@thomascmurray nice #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:44

BedleyBros

Loving @soundbrushapp for Ss created music background for presos #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:50

wkrakower

A4 Edmodo, Glogster, Espresso Education, Twitter, ReadingA-Z, #edtechchat
A4 Explain Everything, Screencastomatic, Audacity, Chromecast, AppleTV, Youtube,
Twitter, Google +, Google Drive! #edtechchat
“@venspired: Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning.
#edtechchat”
A4: FOR STUDENTS - Edmodo and GAFE -- two resources we are implementing this year
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:32:51

@EmmausKevinK @cybraryman1 Yes, yes! #edtechchat
A3 Klein ISD has "100 model teachers" that rotates every T thru classrooms, provides
online forum for discussion. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:00

A4: iPads, Chromebooks, iMovie, Google Drive #edtechchat
A3: can't move an initiative forward if you don't understand it's benefits. Engage in use of
tech in education. Be the Example #edtechchat
@maryannwolfed For sure! Social media and the Internet have broken down walls. Get
connected to Ts EVERYWHERE to change happen! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:02

Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources. #edtechchat
Q4: where to begin? twitter, skype classroom, blogs, through to Edmodo, Socrative, three
ring... #edtechchat
RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat PD cannot be an event must be ongoing. Book chats on
Twitter, Appy hours, EdCamps, ParentCamps.
@KentPolen They know how to do some things faster, but don't get the underlying concepts
- or the scope of what happens #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources.
#edtechchat
A4: RESOURCES: Google Apps for Collaboration, Today’s Meet for Back channeling, Poll
Everywhere, Twitter #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources.
#edtechchat
#lgg2 #mmchat #edtechchat #sexbox #giveaway #pghabitat rays nation Elizabeth and val
chris bosh is the shit right now jerry jones @nba @jlo
RT @KatrinaStevens1 Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources.
#edtechchat
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iplante

Don't forget http://t.co/cV4dS0Qlin #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:14

roshnimirchi

@njcampbell1 @AzizSims Sounds great, way ahead of most schools! #edtechchat
@venspired Or for the really ambitious: Learn 6 impossible things before breakfast every
day. ;) @WWPscience @thomascmurray #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q4: PLEASE SHARE YOUR FAVORITE DIGITAL CLASSROOM
RESOURCES. #edtechchat
A4: EverNote, Podcasts. Google Apps. YouTube. Some kind of LMS (we use BlackBoard.)
#edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 agree - need to think more startup and entrepreneurial as educators not wait on corps to sell us innovation #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:16

A4: Kidblog, Quadblog, Animoto, 10 Marks, Prezi, Google Drive, QR codes #edtechchat
A4) The Apple TV w/ LCD... All Ss devices can connect and the teacher can switch from
DTop/LTop/iPad no wires little setup. #edtechchat
Each school train willing teachers to be tech leaders 2 offer support to other staff.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:22

10/7/2013 20:33:28

kallen214

@CarterAshlan here every Monday #edtechchat
@Pen63 @MurphysMusings5 Was so joking about that today. If by "joking" you mean
"deadly serious" and "crying." #edtechchat
Has anyone discovered a good app similar to Hootsuite that works well with iOS 7.2. Having
problems since I upgraded. #edtechchat

JJ_Rains

Q4: Google docs, pinterest, Edmodo, and Twitter #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:30

s_bearden

@SeekonkAp_Jones #edtechchat archives are always available at http://t.co/ki7rBE17x6!
@TechNinjaTodd Maybe there should also be opportunity for them to come observe you "in
action" during school too! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:32

#edtechchat is flying! Love it
A4- TodaysMeet back channel to facilitate conversation, YouTube, google docs for collab
#edtechchat
@ScottRRocco @thomascmurray Completely agree. Here is my reflection on this topic.
http://t.co/r9F6Otc0iw #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCES: Google Apps for Collaboration, Today’s Meet for
Back channeling, Poll Everywhere, Twitter #edtechchat
A4 Google Apps! Docs, sites, calendar. All great for collaboration and organization.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:33:37

@dave_baroody @techgirljenny @TechNinjaTodd love that! #edtechchat
“@thomascmurray: A4: Edmodo, Evernote, Livebinder, the entire Google Apps Suite, and
Remind101 #edtechchat
@ShellieHub @john_aubry gets that way for the moderators as well sometimes :)
#edtechchat
RT @venspired: People have a fear of tech that can become an excuse... they just need
ongoing support... daily support. #edtechchat
A4: I'm amazed my iPad blog now has 6000 readers a week! It may be useful: http://t.
co/6Yl39vbujV #edtechchat
#edtechchat many times staff/ admin feel they need trained some of best PD is exploring,
growing, sharing failing to grow as professional

10/7/2013 20:33:43

10/7/2013 20:33:54

vtascd

@GlogsterEDU @voicethread @prezi fabulous tools #edtechchat
@kenjeffery social etiquette/privacy r part and parcel to the convo abt creating a 21st
century learning ecosystem #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @KentPolen That is where we come in :) We teach the understandings
#edtechchat
RT @techgirljenny: @bekcikelly @TechNinjaTodd still in development, but using this to
guide us: http://t.co/ujPBUgQNB9 #edtechchat
A4 The classroom hashtag has been a great place for S's to share resources and
communicate, learn from others outside of room #edtechchat
We use the snack down format at VT EdCamp to share ideas. Amazing ideas #vted
#edtechchat

KatrinaStevens1

Q4: Please share your favorite digital classroom resources. #edtechchat #edchat

10/7/2013 20:34:03

Gregbagby

A4) @InstaGrok #edtechchat
RT @suptlisa: #edtechchat We cannot support "sit 'n git" any longer. Action research, data
analysis, PLCs...

10/7/2013 20:34:04

@jdferries @thomascmurray and ROBoTS #edtechchat
A4: RESOURCE: http://t.co/wfMZhyUrR3 - Digital Learning MOOC from Friday Institute and
Alliance for Education #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: Resource #1 = My Twitter PLN. If you haven't already, check out who your
own gurus Follow to find some new gurus' gurus
A3) I have started a monthly AppStravaganza MeetUp to support friends and tech
integration. https://t.co/AGd2gxCfgU #edtechchat
a3 - so much we can learn from our Ss too - my class taught Ts last friday how to
#mysteryskype #edtechchat
A4: I use WP blog, with Learnist boards linked in (replaced text w these 2 things) and I
tweet out posts. Simple, effective. #edtechchat
A4: Twitter is a great digital classroom resource. We are using it in my #ECI296 class.
Promotes making connections with others #edtechchat
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EdTech_Stories
cybraryman1

#edtechchat Educators doing all the evangelizing for great products again RT
@thomascmurray Share your favorite digital classroom resources

10/7/2013 20:34:19
10/7/2013 20:34:19

mtechman

A4 My Technology pages: http://t.co/rhtEBHdiQz Hope you have a lot of time! #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 Not so much about fav resources as much as which tools students are
inspired to adapt, tinker with. #edtechchat

jeditechsm

A4 Google. Apps. Suite. Chromebooks. We love our #gafe #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:21

iplante

Love @TeqPD for many resources #edtechchat
“@maryannwolfed: great to see you in #dltmooc #edtechchat! I hope the RI conference
with #all4edproject24 gears was awesome!” It was great!
A4: So important to help educators identify what will work for them to meet student needs so many options... #edtechchat
“@venspired: People get so caught up in having PD ...they fail to see tech as a tool to
connect FOR PD. #edtechchat” WE need to change that!

10/7/2013 20:34:21

10/7/2013 20:34:36

maryannwolfed

@njcampbell1 Absolutely, and if we aren't modelling/teaching it, then who is? #edtechchat
@WWPscience I am working on getting colleagues to join me in a Google Docs
synchronous planning session--another collab option #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 A4: Evernote, Edmodo, Google Apps, any blogging platform.
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCE: http://t.co/wfMZhyUrR3 - Digital Learning MOOC
from Friday Institute and Alliance for Education #edtechchat

jdferries

RT @jeditechsm: A4 Google. Apps. Suite. Chromebooks. We love our #gafe #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:38

EmmausKevinK

@sstorm01 I'm sure you'll pass that along to the school psychologist! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:39

AngelaMaiers

@wkrakower @EdTechNJ EVERY EXCITED! Bill! #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: A4 My Technology pages: http://t.co/rhtEBHdiQz Hope you have a lot
of time! #edtechchat
Incorporating tech takes time to plan and implement in class. I work very hard. The payoff is
great but i give up personal time #edtechchat
RT @kylepace: @TechNinjaTodd Maybe there should also be opportunity for them to come
observe you "in action" during school too! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:39

RT @AngelaMaiers: @wkrakower @EdTechNJ EVERY EXCITED! Bill! #edtechchat
A3. PD must be attached to longer term job embedded goal and model digital pedagogy.
Not be focused on the tech alone. #edtechchat
@techgirljenny @TechNinjaTodd That's a wonderful way to get started! I'd love to do
something similar! You have me thinking... #edtechchat
@carlosremaris @venspired Amen. It's the learning environment that matters. Tech just
gives us flexibility for new ways. #edtechchat
Check it out! RT @cybraryman1 A4 My Technology pages: http://t.co/jpT2v1oIww Hope
you have a lot of time! #edtechchat
A4: For me:Twitter For Ss: @SymbalooEDU for curation, Google Apps for collaboration,
Skype/GHO for connecting #edtechchat
A4 Fav Classroom resources: Google Drive/Forms Tchr- LiveBinder delicious twitter Stdtvoice thread iMovie audacity #edtechchat
RT @njcampbell1: A3: we have weekly PD called PLAYDATEs https://t.co/QjbwPhNvYE
#edtechchat
@Ericlowe21 I agree it would build a sense of community and develop leadership
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:44

10/7/2013 20:34:55

s_fortin

@TechNinjaTodd just said the same thing! totally agree! #edtechchat
A3 It used to be @twitter but my home feed keeps getting spammed by @TheScienceGuy
promos. I miss the simple days, before #DWTS #edtechchat

iplante

Research tools @InstaGrok @googledrive #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:56

runningdmc

@TechNinjaTodd I want them leading a help desk for credit. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:34:56

PrincipalTreece

Backchanneling tools are powerful, twitter, today's meet, padlet #edtechchat
A4 Resources: Twitter, PollEverywhere, Today's Meet, Google Apps, @edsurge @edutopia
@CommonSenseMedia #edtechchat
RT @kodable: “@techgirljenny: @TechNinjaTodd agree! We are developing a student-led
Genius Bar. #edtechchat” that's really cool!
RT @cybraryman1: If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http:
//t.co/v8HYx7HfZp @jaizzo #edtechchat #4thchat

10/7/2013 20:35:00

A4: RESOURCE: Anything from @cybraryman1: http://t.co/5qiD83U9Ud #edtechchat
RT @geraldaungst @KatrinaStevens1 A4: Evernote, Edmodo, Google Apps, any blogging
platform. #edtechchat
A4: ProjectShareTx/Epsilen, CourseNetworking, Ofc365, GoogleDrive, Edmodo, ANYthing I
can learn and share. #edtechchat
@thomasson_engl @katieregan88 @KtBkr4 @mrsday75 @guster4lovers can't we all just
get along? :) #flipclass #edtechchat
A4 my fave digital resources all in this handy @LiveBinders organized by type http://t.
co/nuastld9BM Feel free to share &amp; use! #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 Although I'm a fan of sev digital writing tools: blogging platforms, padlet,
Mozilla's Thimble. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:08

FREE 300+ page App Guide for teachers RT - http://t.co/aiC0fdMSpe #edtechchat
A4: Of course we have to rave about Digital Learning Day! http://t.co/43xfyUzrbz
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:15
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iplante
AngelaMaiers

RT @MrCsays: @iplante Now we just need to turn those conversations into real results
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:15

@thomascmurray my honor my rockstar friend and #edubrother! #edtechchat
PD Reform: http://t.co/PzTDCERkdl #edtechchat Via @thomascmurray great post our study
group @anmahoney
As an admin, you have to model risk-taking, ongoing learning, and be supportive. Tech
won't happen because you say it should. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:19

10/7/2013 20:35:26

FASquire

Edmodo, twitter, wiki, and blogs...#edtechchat
RT @All4edProject24: A4: Of course we have to rave about Digital Learning Day! http://t.
co/43xfyUzrbz #edtechchat
Yes, got to plan the next one, teachers are stopping me in the hall- they want more Tech
Tues! @iplante #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCES: Google Apps for Collaboration, Today’s Meet for
Back channeling, Poll Everywhere, Twitter #edtechchat

CarterAshlan

A4: Blogging is a great tool. Promotes reflection and critical thinking. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:33

ElizabethLStein

@lynhilt The power of the small group--agreed! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:33

nathan_stevens

10/7/2013 20:35:34

ScottCapro

@thomascmurray the best tool is having a diverse of devices in the classroom. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCE: http://t.co/wfMZhyUrR3 - Digital Learning MOOC
from Friday Institute and Alliance for Education #edtechchat
A4: Digital storytelling through blogs platforms, Pinterest boards, common Twitter hashtag,
group facebook pg, tumblr research #edtechchat
My favorite resource/tool is anything that unleashes the creativity and passion of my
students #edtechchat
The folks at @simplek12 have great resources, many of which are free! http://t.
co/e773PJxSlB #edtechchat #lovethebluebunnies
A4 with seniors (16-18) I only use Facebook for course management and communication:
#EdtechChat http://t.co/PC5YfDPAV9
RT @CarterAshlan: A4: Blogging is a great tool. Promotes reflection and critical thinking.
#edtechchat
@jeditechsm is there a google way of creating slide show w audio commentary?
#edtechchat

jaceylynn9

A4 for Ss , google apps, visual.ly, for teachers-- doctopus, goobric, flubaroo. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:35:56

philosophypaul

10/7/2013 20:35:57

mangeroth

A4 #edtechchat Moodle, Adobe Connect, Wiggio, Google+
A4 Diigo definitely! Grouping students assigning digital content with discussion prompts
saving websites + sharing #edtechchat

ShellieHub

Bye guys! This was fun and educational! Got to go do more homework. :) #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:01

EmmausKevinK

@thomascmurray @cybraryman1 THE official librarian of Twitter! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:02

FASquire

RT @ScottCapro: A4: iPads, Chromebooks, iMovie, Google Drive #edtechchat
RT @KentPolen: #edtechchat. We must move away from this is what we offer to what are
your goals and this is how we can help you meet them.
@jeditechsm We implemented GAFE this year and have about 100 or so Chromebooks.
They are wonderful for multiple student use! #edtechchat
Misc: Remember that "Tech Happens," go with the flow and let Students see you make
mistakes! It's part of learning! #edtechchat
A must rave situation! RT @All4edProject24: A4: Of course we have to rave about Digital
Learning Day! http://t.co/xU98UdvxKa #edtechchat
RT @venspired: People get so caught up in having PD just to use tech, they fail to see tech
as a tool to connect FOR PD. #edtechchat
No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND ON TWITTER tonight. http://t.
co/X2AogjkeqU

10/7/2013 20:36:03

A4: Twiducate- it takes the classroom conversation to a whole new level #edtechchat
Back-channeling a fab tool...@TodaysMeet @Socrative @nearpod @TheAnswerPad
#edtechchat
RT @PrincipalTreece: Backchanneling tools are powerful, twitter, today's meet, padlet
#edtechchat
@mangeroth @TechNinjaTodd It could take multiple formats. One of our elem schools just
did theirs as a "parent learning night". #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: Because of my twitter PLN, I am my own best resource. I curate w/
@evernote &amp; then search my "file cabinets" for what I need
I'd love to see more teachers using Reddit in the classroom, such as its Ask Me Anything.
http://t.co/uy1hCmBhwO #edtechchat
Students Changing the World: A Progress Report Worth Celebrating http://t.
co/Ts2oNKN1X9 @HuffPostImpact #edtechchat @AngelaMaiers @tehmita

10/7/2013 20:36:13

could someone plz repost Q4 #edtechchat
RT @iPadWells RT @PrincipalTreece: Backchanneling tools are powerful, twitter, today's
meet, padlet #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:26

10/7/2013 20:36:28

jdferries

A4: @edutopia, #DLDay offer so many great resources for the classroom #edtechchat
RT @kylepace: @TechNinjaTodd Maybe there should also be opportunity for them to come
observe you "in action" during school too! #edtechchat
teachers occasionally get a kick out of me walking into the teacher resource room and
saying "well that went epically bad" #edtechchat :)

geraldaungst

@venspired Aw, darn. I was so hoping to lead by mandate. #not #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:30
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jeditechsm
ndebrantes
jjrobins

@techie_teach Yes they are! And they are just starting to gather steam. Only going to get
better! #edtechchat
“@bekcikelly: @thomascmurray Also allow for mistakes perfection is not what is to be
expected it's a learning process for all! #edtechchat”

10/7/2013 20:36:32
10/7/2013 20:36:33

Hotmail, msn, homestarrunner, and all the right type #websitesOfthe90s #edtechchat
@julnilsmith @LiveBinders Definitley! My students can find resources, see how I model
organization, link to others... #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @thomasson_engl @KtBkr4 @mrsday75 @guster4lovers *hands up. I have
much love for #edtechchat @thomascmurray
RT @thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCE: http://t.co/wfMZhyUrR3 - Digital Learning MOOC
from Friday Institute and Alliance for Education #edtechchat
RT @venspired: People have a fear of tech that can become an excuse... they just need
ongoing support... daily support. #edtechchat
I give my Ss loads of web 2.0 options for assignments - they LOVE having choices, incl
"write paper on dead tree" #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND ON TWITTER
tonight. http://t.co/X2AogjkeqU

10/7/2013 20:36:34

@venspired this is so important, as well as listening to feedback #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 #edtechchat Yes. I completely agree. There needs to be a balance approach.
How is this enriching the curriculum?

10/7/2013 20:36:38

10/7/2013 20:36:39

roshnimirchi

A4 Noodle Tools is solid support for Ss research on many levels #edtechchat
A4: Faves are @edmodo, @Socrative, @ClassDojo, @IXLLearning, @nearpod,
@googledrive. Increase engagement + collaboration! #edtechchat

LizWillobee

Tried to back-channel on a GHO in school--it was blocked! Booo. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:50

elizeducation

Gotta run. Thanks #edtechchat!
RT @nathan_stevens: @thomascmurray and be able trust teachers to try valid ideas that
may or not work #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:52

@thomascmurray amazing. #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
RT @s_bearden: The folks at @simplek12 have great resources, many of which are free!
http://t.co/e773PJxSlB #edtechchat #lovethebluebunnies
Loving you guys' digital classroom resource suggestions, can't wait to check them out for
myself. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND ON TWITTER
tonight. http://t.co/R0r6ZkRfks
a4 my favorite source of knowledge is @ajpodchaski and his knowledge of proper amounts
of glitter #edtechchat #glitterchat
RT @MrCsays RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND ON
TWITTER tonight. http://t.co/IceE4KDsbX
#edtechchat Try to prompt PD groups w/questions of purpose instead of app
. Who's wondering how... I need to better... Let tech speak 2 goal
A4: Edmodo, Twitter, GAFE - totally embedded part of my day as a lead learner helping Ts
... &amp; when I taught Ss. Love the power #edtechchat
#edtechchat what a great way to build sense of community in school tech pd with staff,
students, and parents
Speaking the language of teens...RT @PrincipalTreece: Backchanneling tools are powerful,
twitter, today's meet, padlet #edtechchat
Telekenisis. RT@elizeducation: A1: Because the world I graduated in 10 years ago no
longer exists. Imagine 5 more. You can't. #edtechchat
a3 - make sure Ts have tech in their classrooms &amp; have a great tech dept &amp;
leader like @thomascmurray #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCE: Anything from @cybraryman1: http://t.
co/5qiD83U9Ud #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:36:55

Great resources @LiveBinders @edutopia @Edudemic #edtechchat
A4: Twitter, as I believe it is best for connecting Me, Ts, &amp; Ss to other Ts, Ss, &amp;
resources that may or may not be in twitter #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:37:17

@thomascmurray And before Billy Gunn and Dolph Ziggler! #edtechchat #wwe
RT @MrCsays: RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND
ON TWITTER tonight. http://t.co/R0r6ZkRfks
A4: @ClassDojo for behavior management and @Socrative for online assessments with
immediate results #edtechchat
@geraldaungst I honestly think some believe a requirement will make it so. Sad fact.
#edtechchat
Google tools, remind101, Twitter for PD and Common Sense Media for Internet Safety
#edtechchat
Q4 great to see that so many of these are collaborative/creative tools, not just ready-to-go
programs #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:37:19

Present at #edtechchat
RT @exinda: A1: Today's students will be digital citizens for their entire lives. Preparing
them for the future begins now #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:37:34

10/7/2013 20:37:36

findingDulcinea

Ain't Groking great!!! @iplante @InstaGrok @googledrive #edtechchat
@Quora another great resource; students LOVE "Answers" sites, but this is the only one
where u can get an intelligent answer. #edtechchat

jgmac1106

RT @MurphysMusings5: @runningdmc I knew I liked you! #edtechchat
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geraldaungst

“@thomascmurray: A4: RESOURCE: Poll Everywhere, Twitter, Today's Meet, Socrative,
Smores. #edtechchat”
@philosophypaul #edtechchat I think Google+ and Hangouts with twitter will change the
classroom
@jeditechsm Agreed! I have been trying to model this when I push into classrooms. Other
teachers need to see this too #edtechchat
“@CarterAshlan: A4: #edtechchat check out http://t.co/AQ8rMnHKpo to see student
blogging via #ELO's
@bekcikelly so many innovative ideas are often squelched by status quo. We need to give
them a space to be creative! #edtechchat
A4: Hopefully some of you have tried Tackk for assgnmts, student creative etc. We've seen
lots of creative uses in education. #edtechchat
CHOICE RT @julnilsmith: I give Ss loads of web 2.0 options for assignments they LOVE
choices, incl "write paper on dead tree" #edtechchat
@venspired If it doesn’t take the first time, command it louder the second. That’ll work for
sure. #edtechchat

iplante

Loving @ClassDojo for elementary and middle school ages #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:37:59

pammoran

10/7/2013 20:37:59

findingDulcinea

“@irasocol: http:http://t.co/ndfijfNY2f #edchatie” #edtechchat
Misc: I've witnessed 1st hand this year that principals modeling tech makes a world of
difference! Amazing transformations! #edtechchat
@pammoran @KatrinaStevens1 Agreed! Innovation starts in the classrooms, need more
teacherpreneurs. #edtechchat
A4 #edtechchat Google Apps- for students and teachers! Common Sense Media.
VoiceThread. CILC. Image Quest. TN Electronic Library.
@findingDulcinea Got a personal Redditor now. A freshman schooling me on this very
subject. I'm almost ready for narwhal bacon, #edtechchat
Lastly, @Zoom_US is a new video conferencing tool that is better than any I've seen.
#edtechchat

Mrs_BMW_69

@DarrenAbramson Will have to check it out, bookmarked! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:38:16

thomascmurray

@sstorm01 - Thanks, Shawn. Humbled. #edtechchat
RT @CarterAshlan: RT @MrCsays RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat
as the #1 TREND ON TWITTER tonight. http://t.co/IceE4KDsbX
Loving all of the digital classroom resources- Will definitely be checking out some new tools
#edtechchat
@thomascmurray @learningpod offers free practice questions from Kaplan etc. I'm a bit
biased, though. http://t.co/3v8Hhf1wTG #edtechchat
Luv This! RT @AngelaMaiers: @kenjeffery RIght Ken--its not just digital literacy- its social
and cultural fluency that matters! #edtechchat
@bekcikelly That's what I need to remember things around the house my wife wants me to
-- Remind101! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:38:17

@techgirljenny @bekcikelly AMEN to that! #edtechchat
RT @atragg: Yes, got to plan the next one, teachers are stopping me in the hall- they want
more Tech Tues! @iplante #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:38:25

10/7/2013 20:38:30

MrCsays

#edtechchat Have you ever used #reddit for education resources?
RT @NMHS_Principal: My favorite resource/tool is anything that unleashes the creativity
and passion of my students #edtechchat
@iplante @ClassDojo They ROCK! I have a teacher doing her whole 3rd grade class
modificaions with that #edtechchat

iplante

RT @Gregbagby: Ain't Groking great!!! @iplante @InstaGrok @googledrive #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:38:35

BedleyBros

10/7/2013 20:38:35

MaineSchoolTech

A4 just love simple tools like the research option inside Google Docs #edtechchat
A4: Favorite Digital Classroom Resource = Any LMS that allows you to take your students
beyond the four walls of your classroom #edtechchat
a3 I wake up each day a better teacher because of my PLN - amazing people on here
#rockstarpln #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: If you have a static answer to Q4 (i.e. x website) is there an evolving
dynamic alternative answer? Great model for students

runningdmc

@njcampbell1 What digital resources do you use? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:38:41

ajpodchaski

10/7/2013 20:38:45

kimath11

@rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU and tonight is even bigger than usual! #edtechchat
A4: is anyone else amazed when people AREN'T on Twitter? It's like, how do you learn
anything? #edtechchat
@kcalderw @ajpodchaski no way you can never have too much glitter #glitterchat
#edtechchat
RT @All4edProject24: A4: is anyone else amazed when people AREN'T on Twitter? It's
like, how do you learn anything? #edtechchat
@runningdmc @findingDulcinea thats how i got started on Pinterest. found 3 #digcit girls to
show me the way. great final proj #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http:
//t.co/v8HYx7HfZp @jaizzo #edtechchat #4thchat
RT @s_bearden: Social Media in the Classroom: Benefits, Barriers, Best Practices
[PODCAST]
http://t.co/trjNxV2lJ1 #edtechchat #edtech @BAMR…

atragg

A4: Anyone else using http://t.co/FJE4b4xnUi? I love it! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:01

thomascmurray

Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
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josieahlquist

RT "A4: Faves are @edmodo @Socrative @ClassDojo, @IXLLearning @nearpod
@googledrive. Increase engagement+collaboration! #edtechchat" Great!

10/7/2013 20:39:09

iplante

Love @LEGO_Education #storytelling for my writing class #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:09

thomascmurray

10/7/2013 20:39:09

vtascd

This hour of #edtechchat is FLYING by. Incredible collaboration tonight.
#edtechchat Students will collaborate around the globe with original, cogent written, oral,
and pictorial expression.
A4 - we use a curated scoop.it to communicate info to our members http://t.co/MCjS1IRZef
#edtechchat #vted

techie_teach

@All4edProject24 YES! Twitter has helped me grow so much! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:22

s_bearden

@nathan_stevens @kcalderw @ajpodchaski or bling! #blingchat #edtechchat
Challenge: find easier to use in-class technology than this: http://t.co/6cr6YzhMAS If you
do, NetClick is yours for free #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:27

.@GedditHQ is great for getting real time feedback from Ss #edtechchat
A4: Remember, it's Connected Educator Month. Everyone here should get a colleague onto
Twitter. #edtechchat #ce13
RT @sstorm01: a3 - make sure Ts have tech in their classrooms &amp; have a great tech
dept &amp; leader like @thomascmurray #edtechchat
It's the jedi-esque moderating. ;-) RT @thomascmurray: This hour of #edtechchat is
FLYING by. Incredible collaboration tonight.
@All4edProject24 Yes!!! Even more so when I say, "I learned this on twitter," and they look
at me like I'M the crazy one! :D #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:33

@wkrakower What is expresso Education? Never heard of it. #edtechchat
@LizWillobee How about Today's Meet. We use it all the time in our MS and also in our
faculty meeting today! It was sweet. #edtechchat
#edtechchat #DLTMOOC This is good night for me. I have to go read a BOOK - I hope my
eyes can adjust from this manic scrolling in this chat!
RT @All4edProject24: A4: is anyone else amazed when people AREN'T on Twitter? It's
like, how do you learn anything? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: This hour of #edtechchat is FLYING by. Incredible collaboration
tonight.

10/7/2013 20:39:37

@atragg looks great, will def. check it out! #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: @plugusin offers this PHENOMENAL description.
"Tech is a tool, not a learning outcome." Brilliant. htt…
On a side note - Team #EDTECHCHAT is going to go 5-0 in our #eduffleague - repping our
team all year! http://t.co/IGd3uoBvAm

10/7/2013 20:39:47

A4: not using YET but so want to work on a digital-interactive textbook. #edtechchat
@webby37 @thomascmurray students know more about there own devices than any other
device we put in front of them #edtechchat #byotchat
My Web Wardrobe -An interesting perspective on Web Tools http://t.co/wGZWpHLZtV
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:52

@thomascmurray Like moving at the speed of current technology! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @nathan_stevens @kcalderw @ajpodchaski or bling! #blingchat
#edtechchat
@jdferries Had flop other day involving tech flow. Sad first thought was "glad that wasn't a
walk-in eval." People afraid to try #edtechchat
A4 Ask the students what they use to learn. I ask them everyday. Best students in the class
go to YouTube, Khan, Twitter, FB #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:39:59

@tmussoline Oh, I'll try it, thanks! #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: A3 - #NMHS is beginning to support professional learning w/ digital
badges http://t.co/DsdpjqGu7M #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:04

Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of TEACHING? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of
TEACHING? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:09

A4 #edtechchat Cell Phones in the classroom by Liz Kolb great resource!!
@Mrs_BMW_69 @All4edProject24 I'm so glad I'm not the only one that gets the crazy looks
when I say "I learn this on Twitter…" #edtechchat
Google apps: so much to love with forms, research, scholar and docs! Apple TVs have done
a lot for our school this year. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:18

@MrCsays So is Team #psycchat! We're destined to meet! #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU Yes, tonight's chat is truly a fire hose even
by #edtechchat standards!
Love it...plan book app is my go to w/ @Dropbox integ. “@atragg: A4: Anyone else using
http://t.co/Bs3eE69vzZ? I love it! #edtechchat”
A4: Also important to emphasize that tools/resources are dynamic. Concept/model of digital
classroom=more imp than specific site #edtechchat
@jeditechsm Ditto! Just got 75 Chromebooks and love using them in the classrooms.
@hapara_team is a good add-on as well to GAFE #edtechchat
Screencast-o-matic is probably my favorite tool right now. Quick videos to get Ts and Ss
started on something new #edtechchat Thx @jgmac1106
A4 we have begun to fold in Twitter and Instagram into our classrooms
#edtechchat
A4: Google Drive, IFTTT, Explain Everything, iTunes U, Book Creator, iBooks Author,
Edmodo, always changing.... #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:24
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josieahlquist
AngelinaShy
MrCsays

RT @DLDay2013: A4: Remember, it's Connected Educator Month. Everyone here should
get a colleague onto Twitter. #edtechchat #ce13
RT @bekcikelly: Google tools, remind101, Twitter for PD and Common Sense Media for
Internet Safety #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:36
10/7/2013 20:40:37

@EmmausKevinK Super Bowl of #eduffleague ! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of
TEACHING? #edtechchat
I say this often! RT @All4edProject24:anyone else amazed when people AREN'T on
Twitter? It's like, how do you learn anything? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:38

A4: Evernote, Twitter, TeacherKit, dropbox... #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Blogger my students have really taken to it for current event discussions
#edtechchat
RT @All4edProject24: A4: is anyone else amazed when people AREN'T on Twitter? It's
like, how do you learn anything? #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @ajpodchaski @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU Yes, tonight's chat is
truly a fire hose even by #edtechchat standards!
A4: Padlet for posting and peer reviewing digital media projects and for learning vocabulary
#edtechchat
Fascinating that Ss can pick up new devices &amp; learn them w/o having "PD"
#edtechchat
@s_bearden @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU I have been 8m behind for 25 minutes now
:) #edtechchat
A4: Twitter is my favorite. So many resources from such a diverse group of knowledge,
experience, and talent. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:43

10/7/2013 20:40:54

njcampbell1

@s_bearden we have combined glitter and bling = twitter nirvana #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: If chat is too fast for you. TIP: Use Twubs to slow the stream down http:
//t.co/v8HYx7HfZp @jaizzo #edtechchat #4thchat
RT @DLDay2013: A4: Remember, it's Connected Educator Month. Everyone here should
get a colleague onto Twitter. #edtechchat #ce13
RT @thomascmurray: This hour of #edtechchat is FLYING by. Incredible collaboration
tonight.
A5 it can streamline flow ....teaching and learning flow, save mountains of time, as well for
the teacher #edtechchat

EmmausKevinK

@MrCsays Now you are talking! That's high tech in action! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:58

Mrs_BMW_69

@techie_teach @All4edProject24 I'm JUST about getting used to it ;) #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:40:59

All4edProject24

@thomascmurray Amazing. Thank you so much for putting this together. #edtechchat
A5 Just like Ss have access to info, so do Ts! Together this is a recipe for amazing learning
potential. Be brave &amp; go for it! #edtechchat
Green @GreenHillsAEA will be hosting an #Edcamp March 8 in Red Oak, Iowa. Promises
to be a Great day of learning. Join us. #edtechchat
@FinkTeach They have activities that enhance lesson geared towards CC I enjoy their USA
Today Articles http://t.co/YaQjtQ8qeG #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Love how you facilitate #edtechchat - such a great #project24, #dltmooc
experience! Great minds and ideas!

10/7/2013 20:40:59

@thomascmurray A5: first, by making it more about LEARNING. #edtechchat
RT @julnilsmith: Fascinating that Ss can pick up new devices &amp; learn them w/o having
"PD" #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: If we are truly connected and therefore ever evolving, we are constantly
transforming into our best current teaching selves
Q5: HOW CAN A HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL CLASSROOM TRANSFORM THE ART OF
TEACHING? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:03

Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of TEACHING? #edtechchat
RT @julnilsmith: Fascinating that Ss can pick up new devices &amp; learn them w/o having
"PD" #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:08

10/7/2013 20:41:10

runningdmc

@All4edProject24 - Team effort. :) #edtechchat
A4 (cont) Know where the other kids go? They ask the kids who go to YouTube, Khan,
Twitter &amp; FB. Kids have their own #PLNs #edtechchat
@atragg dropbox is a good website, but it can be confusing at times!
#educ353 #edtechchat
@jdferries I avoided Pinterest a while bc I love Learnist, but I use Pinterest different...
evernote light. @findingDulcinea #edtechchat

keengravely

#edtechchat students need to be loosed and guided.

10/7/2013 20:41:23

s_bearden

@MurphysMusings5 @jgmac1106 Great tool for students also! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Great that #edtechchat is trending and its not that I've got a glass half
empty outlook...but can we not slow it down a bit!
@nathan_stevens @webby37 @thomascmurray yes, and probably more comfortable using
them. #optimize learning #edtechchat
“@sstorm01: a3 - so much we can learn from our Ss too - my class taught Ts last friday how
to #mysteryskype #edtechchat”

10/7/2013 20:41:23

@MrCsays #truth love when my Ss are passionate about learning #edtechchat
A5: Digital teaching is more about seeking, finding, sharing and helping than it is about
knowing. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:31
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RT @DLDay2013: A4: Remember, it's Connected Educator Month. Everyone here should
get a colleague onto Twitter. #edtechchat #ce13
A5- Ts as mentors, getting messy along with Ss, allowing them a voice and assigning
authority. Everyone wins #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:34
10/7/2013 20:41:37

@julnilsmith Our future tchrs! Imagine the possibilities with them! #edtechchat
RT @BedleyBros: A4 just love simple tools like the research option inside Google Docs
#edtechchat
@DLDay2013 Learning value in Reddit is its community. There are filthy subreddits, but
there's also http://t.co/cLCwQUaMNP #edtechchat
A5) Must first have a high quality connected educator to work the room. They must be
willing to share and seek #edtechchat
RT @All4edProject24: A4: is anyone else amazed when people AREN'T on Twitter? It's
like, how do you learn anything? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:38

10/7/2013 20:41:47

jelfrink

@techgirljenny Yes! IFTTT rules! #edtechchat
A5 #edtechchat depends of what is high quality? Not the stuff! Shift in pedagogy
transforms the art of teaching in a digital classroom

thomascmurray

@maryannwolfed - Thanks! Team effort. Great conversation tonight at #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:48

nathan_stevens

@thomascmurray @ajpodchaski especially when we are on Q20 #edtechchat
@DarrenAbramson You get a month free to try it out- the iPad app was a bit buggy at first.
Much better now! #edtechchat
A5 w/ #flipclass i can talk to every student, every day. w/ G+, stdnts answer b4 i do and own
the room, w/ twitter we model&amp;grow #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:48

@findingDulcinea Not 100% yet, I'm working on getting my sea legs #edtechchat
@MrCsays @s_bearden @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU counter stops at the magic tweet
at 9pm for stat count #edtechchat
@MurphysMusings5 Glad to get another screencat-o-matic convert. Its explain everything
for iPad and now on Android. #edtechchat
Pumped to see my buds @LizWillobee @ProfDaley &amp; @kenjeffery @nathan_stevens
in this #edtechchat tonight! Feels like a class reunion haha
RT @s_bearden: @ajpodchaski @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU Yes, tonight's chat is
truly a fire hose even by #edtechchat standards!

10/7/2013 20:41:52

A5) One way is that it allows students to be heard in so many different ways. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A5: and by letting the teacher get out of the way of the content to become
a leader of learners. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:41:56

Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of TEACHING? #edtechchat
Q5. Student engagement! Everyone learning in their own way in their own time with their
own style. Teacher is a facilitator. #edtechchat
Don’t forget to check out the @bamradionetwork and #edtechchat radio each week: http://t.
co/rUJ04QwmHO
MT “@All4edProject24: A4: amazed when people AREN'T on Twitter? It's like, how do you
learn anything? #edtechchat” WE need to change that!
A5 Digital classroom can connect students to experts outside classroom. Enables easy
global collaboration &amp; exploration #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:42:03

@Pen63 No joke! Lots of speed reading to keep up with it all tonight! #dltmooc #edtechchat
A5: Teachers can become facilitators and the guide to student learning. Students can create
the lesson plans. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:42:12

@ScottRRocco iBooks Author is AMAZING!! #edtechchat
Interesting idea RT @TechTeacherT: A3: Post Tech Byte Tuesdays on a different Ed Tech
tool each week #edtechchat
Love that #caisct hosts "too many tools too little time" to highlight key tools each year
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of
TEACHING? #edtechchat
Anyone out there able to hook up samsung chromebook to VGA projector. Got hdmi to
VGA w no luck #edtechchat
@runningdmc It's such a culture shift, learning to see failure as part of learning process. But
that's so imp for Ss too. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:42:14

A5 - This... #edtechchat http://t.co/ck5IMrWMlZ
@runningdmc @jdferries @findingDulcinea not heard of learnist! we use Padlet a lot, tho
@BoganBengal79 #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Don’t forget to check out the @bamradionetwork and #edtechchat
radio each week: http://t.co/rUJ04QwmHO
Great info everyone. Thanks! I must leave for now. Can't wait to read the archive! You are
all fantastic with ideas to match! #edtechchat
A5 Tech helps w the art of making connections. Connections to content, thoughts, people,
other worlds, creation. Connection #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 @techie_teach @All4edProject24 Get those looks all the time ;)
#edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Don’t forget to check out the @bamradionetwork and #edtechchat
radio each week: http://t.co/rUJ04QwmHO

10/7/2013 20:42:22

A5: It can put the learning in the hands of students #edtechchat
@runningdmc @jdferries #edtechchat I would have applauded your efforts. Keep going!
Admins don't always get it!

10/7/2013 20:42:37
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Favorite tools @polleverywhere @Socrative @threering @padlet @GarageBandiPad
@aurasma iMovie @edmodo @ThingLink_EDU #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Don’t forget to check out the @bamradionetwork and #edtechchat
radio each week: http://t.co/rUJ04QwmHO
A5: Teachers do what they do best - apply instructional strategies with high quality content
to meet the needs of each student #edtechchat
A5 High quality dig classroom will challenge education, forcing to keep up with this digital
tech &amp; producing #digcit leaders #edtechchat
@thomascmurray a5 what makes it high quality are the students &amp; what they are doing
with the resources #edtechchat
@IMC_Booklady @All4edProject24 Some don't! (Learn anything.) Not a priority for them.
#edtechchat
@njcampbell1 Totally worth it though. I'm doing the same with my staff. Much better PD!
#edtechchat
A5: I'm of opinion that effectively used tech will enhance role of teacher NOT minimize it!
Eds will become guides to learning #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A5 in a high quality classroom, students teach the class and the teacher
facilitates #edtechchat
@JennRegruth @TrippsGOL @MrKreslTeaches Minecraft is such a great example of
Digital Learning. #4thchat #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of
TEACHING? #edtechchat
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@thomascmurray it makes differentiating instruction so much easier #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q2: What should digital learning look like in the classroom?
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:42:59

A4: Google and its many applications #edtechchat
A5) Don't know who coined the new role of teacher as "meddler in the middle" but I think it
applies here. #edtechchat
A5: I want to say YES! I do know there are things Ss want to try but are held back while the
infrastructure plays catch up #edtechchat
A5 high quality teaching uses tech to transform learning &amp; motivate but it starts w/ the
T, their vision &amp; solid relationships #edtechchat
@s_bearden To be honest, I didn't think of that. Do you have Ss use the free version?
#edtechchat
@jeditechsm love how it saves me time and makes me look connected and productive.
#edtechchat #ifttt
Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform teaching.
#edtechchat
Power of digital learning = authentic audience (global), product (creative), and collaboration
(real world tools) #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: Transforming teaching doesn't require ed tech. It requires the courage to
let go the reins and see where the wagon ends up.
A5 Technology allows me to break down the classroom walls and learn with fabulous
teachers and students from around the world. #edtechchat
RT @shyj: Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform
teaching. #edtechchat
@s_bearden @ajpodchaski @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU I was thinking flame thrower
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:43:01

A5) Teachers can make space for interaction with students. #edtechchat
A5: We engage students in learning because they find it meaningful when the problem is
real. Worksheets are not engaging. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray Q5: #edtechchat A5: gives students more freedom as well as more hands
on for visual learners! #educ353
@KatrinaStevens1 A5 It brings Ts one step closer to being the guide on the side instead of
the sage on the stage! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:43:20

. @techgirljenny I've got to check it out. Thanks! #edtechchat
A5: Technology flattens our world and helps make our students unstoppable. We just have
to sometimes get out of their way. #edtechchat
A5: Educators get to lead and guide students to discover and create. They get to apply to
real-world problems. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:43:27

#edtechchat Teachers need higher quality PD to keep up with their students.
RT @thomascmurray: Q5: HOW CAN A HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL CLASSROOM
TRANSFORM THE ART OF TEACHING? #edtechchat
A5: big increase in engagement, leading to students feeling supported and learning
outcomes improving. #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
RT @maryannwolfed: @thomascmurray Love how you facilitate #edtechchat - such a great
#project24, #dltmooc experience! Great minds and idea…
RT @DLDay2013: RT @tcockrum: A1: We have to develop students who can't eventually
be replaced by computers. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND ON TWITTER
tonight. http://t.co/X2AogjkeqU

10/7/2013 20:43:28

10/7/2013 20:43:41

iplante

Q5 teachers become more like Sherpas less like donkeys #edtechchat so don't be an ass!
The #edtechchat team is differentiated...@thomascmurray @ajpodchaski @s_bearden
@KatrinaStevens1 @iplante this is why it works

roshnimirchi

@runningdmc Lol wish my school was at this place. Admin buy-in is tough. #edtechchat
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@SeekonkAp_Jones thanks for joining #edtechchat tonight!
@cybraryman1 @mind_innovator #edtechchat Can't wait. Not enough formal PD time to
cover what's needed
A5: High quality digital education = endless possibilities for increasing artistic teaching
methods. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:43:45

@thomascmurray Get the ball rolling and watch real learning in action #edtechchat
@findingDulcinea Do you have any good resources/guides for Ts who want to use Reddit?
Or, interested in writing a blog for us? #edtechchat
It's amazing how drastically different districts can approach technology when they are less
than 10 miles apart. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:43:52

@ScottRRocco Do you use a Mac? #edtechchat
@All4edProject24 We agree! Twitter is such a good way to communicate and learn, right?
#edtechchat
@DarrenAbramson True, S's are naturally drawn to technology. It's their first go to naturally
at home too. #edtechchat
@MrCsays Ok. I have tested it with Ss a few times now. I keep starting blog entries and not
finishing. I promise I will... #edtechchat
@julnilsmith Imagine what would be possible if we spent more time teaching tech (instead
of relying on "native" ability) #edtechchat
A5 Students can learn anytime/anywhere- the world is at their fingertips. We Ts can
harness that, and let innovation begin! #edtechchat
A5. It increases engagement and connection. Also, it enables a level of authenticity of
content and experience. #edtechchat
@shahlock @sstorm01 Sure, tests of character and will. Those are the ones that truly
define who we are #edtechchat
A5:2- High quality dig also makes Ss creators, showing them the power of the tool and their
own ideas and voice in authentic env #edtechchat
@thomascmurray #edtechchat A5: Use of instant feedback tech in class makes teacher
more aware of each student's level of comprehension
A5: digital classrooms always in a state of change; tchrs are constantly learning new thingsalways learning = always improving #edtechchat
A5 By authentically engaging students in the learning process. It becomes their work and
their discovery. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:43:59

A5: making it more student centered and collaborative #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: Great digital teaching &amp; learning can catalyze change but
transformation begins with the very analogue choice to take a leap
A5 Don't take criticism &amp; extreme views discourage you. Everyone is at different spot in
journey. Focus on Students &amp; learning! #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski high quality teaching take the teacher away from the front of the classroom
and let's students control #edtechchat
@All4edProject24 --- Both @findingDulcinea and his partner in crime @AngelaMaiers
would be PERFECT connections for #project24 #edtechchat
RT @shyj: Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform
teaching. #edtechchat
A5 Technology has also allowed my students with IEP's to perform at a higher level;
Evernote , Edmodo and Google Suites. #edtechchat”
A5: Give your students a voice to change the world and educate others. Is there anything
more worthy than that? #edtechchat
@njcampbell1 @jdferries @findingDulcinea @BoganBengal79 One I used in class. Great
success.Students love. http://t.co/GK1JJazF13 #edtechchat
RT @keengravely: #edtechchat Teachers need higher quality PD to keep up with their
students.
RT @hjcook: A5) Don't know who coined the new role of teacher as "meddler in the middle"
but I think it applies here. #edtechchat
@ScottRRocco I also cannot see it any other way! It's all about guiding Ss to grasp their
own thinking--not memorize ours! #edtechchat
@MurphysMusings5 We all have about 305 projects going at once! I look forward to reading
them when you are done #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:44:35

Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the Art of TEACHING? #edtechchat
Looking for a 3/4 classroom to FaceTime robotics lesson with...beginning programming with
Legos #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:03

@venspired @shyj So well said! And the digital tools make that possible. #edtechchat
Impressive to see the chatter on #edtechchat tonight. Overwhelming number of teachers
contributing.
A5: The smartest person in the room is the room...social media makes for a HUGE room!
#edtechchat
A5 I like this quote... Technology won't replace teachers, but teachers who use technology
will #edtechchat
Tech should provide the road to learning...enhanced or accessible..not to replace things that
work #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5 Tech can't transform the art that is teaching! Teaching is a craft -all tech
can do is provide better brushes for the artist!
. @techgirljenny unfortunately no, iPad. I was originally a Mac kid... Apple 2C years ago.
#edtechchat
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RT @shyj: Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform
teaching. #edtechchat
Spinoff of A5: Do you feel like digital learning gets at the heart of why you teach?
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:11
10/7/2013 20:45:12

@roshnimirchi Why? #edtechchat
Yes indeed! @roshnimirchi: @pammoran @KatrinaStevens1 Agreed! Innovation starts in
the classrooms, need more teacherpreneurs. #edtechchat”
@All4edProject24 I think if I wrote a blog it would be the first resources on using Reddit in
school. So yes! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:13

thanks @cybraryman1 for the tip about Twubs. I can almost keep up! #edtechchat
@MrCsays @sstorm01 but there are constant tests of technical skills and know-how.
#edtechchat
“@thomascmurray: A5: Technology changes everything. Today's classroom teaching must
"catch" up with advances in @tech #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:22

@MaineSchoolTech Agreed. How are you helping people take the leap? #edtechchat
a4- @edmodo today's meet love @LiveBinders for curating, all google apps, any tool to
create #edtechchat
#edtechchat Daughter came home with a book report "packet" today. Given choice between
tri-folg, poster board or diorama. It's 1975,I guess
@kodable @webby37 @thomascmurray let me tell everyone, if you haven't tried Kodable,
you should #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:25

@ScottRRocco Curators of technology and learning! #edtechchat
A5 digital classroom meets student where they are, what they r excited about &amp; brings
out love for learning in multiple formats #edtechchat
A5. Instant access to information. Need to work on being discerning users of that info See
@hrheingold Crap Detection 101 #edtechchat
A5Let's Tt become facilitators while students can collaborate and focus on solving open
ended problems. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:29

@wkrakower interesting, will have to do a trial. #edtechchat
@shyj:Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers &amp; students transform
teaching. While experimenting with tech #nofear #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:35

A5) I think what really changes is the art of learning. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5. Education and technology allows teachers to become more creative and
diverse in giving material.
RT @EdTech_Stories: #edtechchat A5 Tech can't transform the art that is teaching!
Teaching is a craft -all tech can do is provide better br…
A5) educator must be willing to seek and share from/with students and teachers... The
smartest one in the room is the room. #edtechchat
A5 - Bloom's taxonomy has "create" at the top - Ss should be makers, not just memorizers.
Helps facilitate learning &amp; engagement #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1 Q5: How can a high quality digital classroom transform the art of
TEACHING? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:37

10/7/2013 20:45:46

EdTech_Stories

@BedleyBros Loved Noodle Tools when teaching research in 6th grade. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @ShellieHub Hmm...I'm not sure my decoder ring is working but reading the
archives holds some promise! #edtechchat
High quality teaching - flexibility and not being afraid to fail.Great learning comes from
failure."F" is the new "A"! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5) By freeing up teachers time so they can teach for longer in class time or
allow students to take learning home with them

sstorm01

@shahlock @MrCsays can we just say pencil and paper? #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:45:57

nathan_stevens

@julnilsmith @LizWillobee @ProfDaley @kenjeffery or a stalker convention #edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @DarrenAbramson I think it's their first go-to for social inteactions, not
really so much for academic related. #edtechchat
It's about #enhancing the learning experience &gt;&gt;&gt;A5: How can a high quality digital
classroom transform the art of TEACHING? #edtechchat
RIGHT! RT @Tackk @All4edProject24 We agree! Twitter is such a good way to
communicate and learn, right? #edtechchat
Don’t forget to check out the @bamradionetwork and #edtechchat radio each week: http://t.
co/1nWeKk2uSX

10/7/2013 20:45:59

10/7/2013 20:46:04

jdferries

@nkellogg easy to feel "twitter punch drunk!" ... #edtechchat
Get learners collaborating on something new - then let them use the technology that makes
sense to them. #edtechchat
A5: T role transitions to facilitation of learning and reflection of experiences on pic c/of
@dkuropatwa #edtechchat http://t.co/hST587DS9W
@s_fortin @julnilsmith "digital Native" is a term we're trying to exorcise. #edtechchat http://t.
co/aq5LB1Wj88

techgirljenny

@ScottRRocco iBooks Author is free for Mac. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:46:08

linseykrakowka

#edtechchat A5: students can be as creative as they want to be!

10/7/2013 20:46:16

s_bearden

@mrnesi So much of it is determined by school culture and leadership! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:46:17

MrCsays

@sstorm01 @shahlock HAHA well that woulnd't be very "techie" now would it? #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A2: @plugusin offers this PHENOMENAL description.
"Tech is a tool, not a learning outcome." Brilliant. htt…
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@mind_innovator @cybraryman1 #edtechchat You'd have to avoid professional readings,
resources, assistance these days. So easy 2b involved
#edtechchat the number 1 trend on Twitter (again) tonight. Join the conversation!
@All4edProject24 @FridayInstitute http://t.co/T2Fwla3TVO
It can expand resources available to both teachers and students. Opportunities are endless
with technology! #edtechchat
A5: Tech has transformed all aspects of life... to think it wouldn't be transformational in ed is
being blind to #reallife #edtechchat
A5: Transforms: I am a mentor, facilitator, connector. Leader of higher lev knowledge. I
guide, introduce. No rote. #edtechchat
Awesome discussion of this and culture of teaching and learning in #dltmooc, https://t.
co/ZZo6Y7UOP1. Registration still open. #edtechchat
The best tech tool ever invented --your mind! Use it to create engaging lessons using
technology. Helps connect to the world #edtechchat
A5 Collaborate with others on projects from around the globe. Here is an example of one
coming up http://t.co/FmTK2JFxGK #edtechchat
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ndebrantes

Amen! RT @BedleyBros: @nkellogg easy to feel "twitter punch drunk!" ... #edtechchat
@john_aubry @ShellieHub it takes some time to get used to, but come back for a few
weeks and you'll be a pro! #edtechchat
A5: Have Ss host twitter chats on real world problems and use as artifact for portfolio of
mastery level learning. #powerful #edtechchat
RT @ChristinaMLuce: @BedleyBros Loved Noodle Tools when teaching research in 6th
grade. #edtechchat
“@julnilsmith: Fascinating that Ss can pick up new devices &amp; learn them w/o having
"PD" #edtechchat”

lisaodavis

@thomascmurray I'm here. So fast!!! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:46:45

kodable

@webby37 @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray interesting. I wonder why. #edtechchat
@DLDay2013 It has certainly ignited a passion because it represents a true world
connection - Ss learn far beyond the classroon #edtechchat
A5: Schools need high quality, blended professional learning experiences that transform
teaching practices #edtechchat
RT @nkellogg: Amen! RT @BedleyBros: @nkellogg easy to feel "twitter punch drunk!" ...
#edtechchat
@jeditechsm Oh yes, important always to know who to share a quote with and those not
ready #edtechchat
Ts need to share with Ts #edtechchat had a #caisct school recently share great wiki of
apps...in past this would gave not happened
RT @Ericlowe21: #edtechchat many times staff/ admin feel they need trained some of best
PD is exploring, growing, sharing failing to grow a…
A5: High quality digital classroom... WITH high quality teaching... helps engage students.
#edtechchat
Wise words. MT @jeditechsm: A5 Don't let criticism discourage you. Everyone is at dif pt in
journey. Focus on Ss &amp; learning! #edtechchat
RT @diben: A5: Schools need high quality, blended professional learning experiences that
transform teaching practices #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:46:45

RT @linseykrakowka #edtechchat A5: students can be as creative as they want to be!
RT @thomascmurray: #edtechchat the number 1 trend on Twitter (again) tonight. Join the
conversation! http://t.co/Xdgni1Axoi #MSedchat
RT @Mrs_BMW_69: A5 I like this quote... Technology won't replace teachers, but teachers
who use technology will #edtechchat
@thomascmurray In a long run, use of a feedback mechanism in class affects teaching
style. More here: http://t.co/m6PU0blTOs #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: #edtechchat the number 1 trend on Twitter (again) tonight. Join the
conversation! @All4edProject24 @FridayInstitute htt…
Learning is the main dish, tech is just a tool to bake it. So many possibilities for recipes.
#edtechchat #dinnertime

10/7/2013 20:47:04

@WWPscience Great idea! #edtechchat
A5: to support my previous answer: The Most Powerful Educational Disrupter http://t.
co/fFhZGmez3e #edtechchat
RT @atragg: A5: High quality digital classroom... WITH high quality teaching... helps
engage students. #edtechchat
@linseykrakowka When they are allowed to be... in the classroom. Otherwise, their heads
are outside the classroom creating. #edtechchat
@lisaodavis @gpescatore25 - TWO #rockstar PTO Moms joining tonight's #edtechchat !
#youmatter
RT @venspired: Learning is the main dish, tech is just a tool to bake it. So many
possibilities for recipes. #edtechchat #dinnertime
@jeditechsm On another note, why do we let Ts get away with things because they're
'insecure' - we don't do that for our Ss! #edtechchat
A5: digital classrooms allow teachers to quickly and efficiently teach &amp; communicate, in
ways students are already familiar. #edtechchat
RT @venspired: People have a fear of tech that can become an excuse... they just need
ongoing support... daily support. #edtechchat
@julnilsmith So this is why it amazes me that people are so willing to dump money into PD.
Buy coffee, set up meetings. #edtechchat
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RT @Mrs_BMW_69: A5 I like this quote... Technology won't replace teachers, but teachers
who use technology will #edtechchat
@keengravely But at what point do Ts need to seek out their own PD to get what they need
instead of waiting for school to offer? #edtechchat

techgirljenny

@DavidHochheiser it's comfortable....sigh #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:47:44

christybrenn

10/7/2013 20:47:45

jdferries

@WWPscience Wow! Fab idea! #edtechchat
RT @WWPscience: A5: Give your students a voice to change the world and educate
others. Is there anything more worthy than that? #edtechchat
love walking into a fully integrated room complete w/ coloring and collaboration #edtechchat
http://t.co/lm59b9uv95

All4edProject24

@thomascmurray Let's follow up on that! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:47:48

ScottRRocco

. @techgirljenny I'll have rejoin the Mac family! #edtechchat
RT @venspired: Learning is the main dish, tech is just a tool to bake it. So many
possibilities for recipes. #edtechchat #dinnertime
RT @Mrs_BMW_69: A5 I like this quote... Technology won't replace teachers, but teachers
who use technology will #edtechchat
RT @shyj: Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform
teaching. #edtechchat
RT @venspired: Gotta remember, tech is not an event... it's part of the every day learning.
#edtechchat
“@NMHS_Principal:A3-#NMHS is beginning to support professional learning w/ digital
badges http://t.co/Piggg3StLl #edtechchat” @Jenniferdiz

10/7/2013 20:47:49

Q6 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 @jeditechsm There are some adult learners that forget that they need to
modeling real learning #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: #edtechchat the number 1 trend on Twitter (again) tonight. Join the
conversation! @All4edProject24 @FridayInstitute htt…

10/7/2013 20:48:08

@christybrenn @WWPscience Yes, I like that idea!! #edtechchat
@ChristinaMLuce @BedleyBros #edtechchat Easy Bib's advanced features are so
amazing. Digital notecards, pre-cited. MLA loaded in
A5: Tech allows for increased engagement, collaboration, and differentiation. What every
teacher wants! #edtechchat
A5: When I see Ss taking concept through tech &amp; creating beyond what I thought
possible I am amazed and see how limitless it is #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:48:13

@iplante what wiki was that? #edtechchat
Focus on S achievement before tech tool....how can tool help them meet needs
#edtechchat
Was glad to jump in for a bit--such amazing thinkers here--Thankful for the collab w/this
inspiring group! #edtechchat
See you next time!

10/7/2013 20:48:16

@shyj A5 #edtechchat YES! thanks for that!
Students need to know that technology can be just one of the greatest tools. Technology
cannot overwhelm teachers' place. #edtechchat
RT @ScottRRocco: A5: to support my previous answer: The Most Powerful Educational
Disrupter http://t.co/fFhZGmez3e #edtechchat
@shoshyart #edtechchat The Tellagami iPad app does something similar. I'm yet to find
something equivalent to voki or go animate.
@thomascmurray Parents are a child's first &amp; most important teachers! Like:
@lisaodavis @gpescatore25 - #edtechchat ! #youmatter
Adult learners need to model real learning. Don't be that teacher that refures to evolve or try
something new #edtechchat
RT @roshnimirchi: A5: Tech allows for increased engagement, collaboration, and
differentiation. What every teacher wants! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:48:25

@ElizabethLStein Thank you for joining us! #edtechchat
A5: Ss response to me helping her edit our news segment in iMovie on the iPad. She said,
"Ms. Linney, I know what I'm doing" #edtechchat
RT @Krogteach: A5. It increases engagement and connection. Also, it enables a level of
authenticity of content and experience. #edtechchat
@DrStaubSTEM To prepare students for the bleeding edge, connect them with
professionals who are working there. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: My favorite resource/tool is anything that unleashes the creativity
and passion of my students #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:48:46

@QuesteqREM - Make sure to add #edtechchat so everyone sees your great input.
@MrCsays @jeditechsm Very true, still think of themselves as "teachers" first and only
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:48:50

I think I'll need a phenergan after #edtechchat tonight. How about you?
@DarrenAbramson @edtechchat We still have the reason, the passion, analysis and the
synthesis --use the tools to get there! #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: Adult learners need to model real learning. Don't be that teacher that
refures to evolve or try something new #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: Adult learners need to model real learning. Don't be that teacher that
refures to evolve or try something new #edtechchat
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RT @cybraryman1 @thomascmurray Parents are a child's first &amp; most important
teachers! Like: @lisaodavis @gpescatore25 #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:48:58

A5 a high quality digi learning space might be anywhere but a classroom #edtechchat
Totally Agree! RT @iplante Focus on S achievement before tech tool....how can tool help
them meet needs #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: @thomascmurray Parents are a child's first &amp; most important
teachers! Like: @lisaodavis @gpescatore25 - #edtechchat ! #yo…
RT @MrCsays: Adult learners need to model real learning. Don't be that teacher that
refures to evolve or try something new #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: Well said! RT @shannondegan: A2: Great teaching is great teaching, it's
the tools that change. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:48:58

@thomascmurray can't wait, are we up to a zillion tweets? #edtechchat
@shyj @keengravely How about offering to design a better PD experience for the
school/district? #edtechchat
Q6: How can a high quality digital classroom transform STUDENT LEARNING?
#edtechchat
RT @maryannwolfed Educators get to lead and guide students to discover and create.
They get to apply to real-world problems. #edtechchat
@SoojinLee7 Sure can! It's just a tool but a tool that NEEDS to be used for some things in
class #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Focus on S achievement before tech tool....how can tool help them meet
needs #edtechchat
@techgirljenny #edtechchat No expectations from district. Gave a "if you want" option, but
young kids want to please.
@shyj Great point. They have to get out of the box, but they need to know system limits.
Bought my own iPad; couldn't wait. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q6: How can a high quality digital classroom transform STUDENT
LEARNING? #edtechchat
RT @DavidHochheiser: #edtechchat Daughter came home with a book report "packet"
today. Given choice between tri-folg, poster board or diora…
@thomascmurray @lisaodavis I find it funny you think I'm joining...I've caught 1 out of 3000
tweets :) #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Great questions--that will continue to keep me thinking and applying! Many
thanks! #edtechchat
A5: If we are to truly be intentional about meeting students where they are, we have to go
there too.Don't be scared- it's fun! #edtechchat
A4 I think students and teachers alike need to be skilled at screencasting/netcasting.
#edtechchat
“@DLDay2013: Do you feel like digital learning gets at the heart of why you teach?
#edtechchat” Absolutely! Making changes happen!
One of these nights, my man @sjunkins will grace us with his presence during #edtechchat.
Personal invite maybe?
A5: By giving Ts and Ss the ability to change the classroom learning environment and their
personal learning environment. #edtechchat
A5: A high quality digital classroom inspires and allows teachers to make learning more
personalized with a 1:1 environment #edtechchat
@Mrs_BMW_69 @jeditechsm We are all learners. If you stop learning, you stop growing.
PERIOD. #edtechchat
A5: digital media becomes organic;Ss become engaged creators/problem-solvlers; T
becomes learning partner #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: Adult learners need to model real learning. Don't be that teacher that
refures to evolve or try something new #edtechchat
With schools pouring money into tech, what happens to students with no books to take
home and no access? Left Behind? #edtechchat
Excellent analogy, could we go as far as letting the students create/explore w/ the bare
ingredients we hand them? @venspired #edtechchat
Q6: Let just call it a high quality classroom, can't be that without the digital element, surely?
#edtechchat
RT @shyj: Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform
teaching. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:49:02

A6: Passive learning no longer possible for a student. No more "sit &amp; get". #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q6: How can a high quality digital classroom transform STUDENT
LEARNING? #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens Passed a zillion at 8:30. We’re up to eleventh bajillion and four.
@thomascmurray #edtechchat
A5: #geniushour has resulted in Ss saying "I had nothing to do so I worked on my Fri project
and did this," Intrinsic learning? #edtechchat
@gpescatore25 @thomascmurray @lisaodavis Congrats - that's more than lots of people!
You are now a #rockstar #edtechchat
A6 By engaging students and taking them to the next level of thinking. Create, Collaborate,
Communicate. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: Transforming Teaching begins w/ a choice to delete MY (my students)
replace it with OUR &amp; then connect to countless other Ts
@EtrnowMillwe @newfirewithin True...we must be the change that we wish ti see in
education #edtechchat
Q6: HOW CAN A HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL CLASSROOM TRANSFORM STUDENT
LEARNING? #edtechchat .
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nathan_stevens

@thomascmurray A6 students are now the drivers or owners of their learning #edtechchat
"The Road To Greatness", a book to inspire and empower young minds http://t.
co/1vpf7zPTxF #edtechchat #edtech #byod http://t.co/wXowg4aTX2
@geraldaungst @keengravely Now that is key, but first districts have to ASK Ts what they
need. Don't see that happen often. #edtechchat
Now #edtechchat is complete with the appearance of the magnificent @AngelaMaiers
#YouMatter
RT @thomascmurray Q6: HOW CAN A HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL CLASSROOM
TRANSFORM STUDENT LEARNING? #edtechchat .
RT @geraldaungst: @nathan_stevens Passed a zillion at 8:30. We’re up to eleventh
bajillion and four. @thomascmurray #edtechchat
Q6: instant global audience, hands on "maker" opportunities, unlimited tools, coding!. Oh to
be a student in this era! #edtechchat
a5) Kids need opportunities to analyze and select the tool that works for them on a
particular project. Lots of opportunities. #edtechchat
@venspired @szutz Yes…but they also need to show some drive and want to use the
technology. My job is to make them want it! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:50:09

10/7/2013 20:50:30

pammoran

Have to run, thanks all for such a great #edtechchat!
RT @thomascmurray: Q6: How can a high quality digital classroom transform STUDENT
LEARNING? #edtechchat

techie_teach

A6: It will force the students to actually LEARN and not be a passive learner. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:50:38

iplante

Thank you to all the new #edtechchat participants...hope you join us each week
Q6: transform STUDENT LEARNING? #edtechchat Levels the playing field giving all kids
opportunity.

10/7/2013 20:50:38

@shyj @keengravely We do. Not as often as we should/could, but we do. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Q6: How can a high quality digital classroom transform STUDENT
LEARNING? #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @webby37 @thomascmurray thanks for the shout out! Glad you like it.
Tweet if you ever need help/have feedback #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:50:41

@shyj @geraldaungst @keengravely Sad but true! #edtechchat
RT @SuptLisa: Q6: transform STUDENT LEARNING? #edtechchat Levels the playing field
giving all kids opportunity.
“@s_bearden: @WWPscience Great idea! #edtechchat” THX - Ask Ss to be involved in this
amazing learning experience and LEAD the way!
#edtechchat With tools in all hands, the outside world comes to class. used to be books for
all. now computers.
RT @MrCsays: Adult learners need to model real learning. Don't be that teacher that
refures to evolve or try something new #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: One of these nights, my man @sjunkins will grace us with his
presence during #edtechchat. Personal invite maybe?
RT @NMHS_Principal: Digital learning allows students to create authentic artifacts to
demonstrate conceptual mastery #edtechchat
RT @MrCsays: @Mrs_BMW_69 @jeditechsm We are all learners. If you stop learning, you
stop growing. PERIOD. #edtechchat
A6: very simple: less time passive, more time active. An engaged student is a learning
student. #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV

10/7/2013 20:50:47

RT @Gregbagby: Ain't Groking great!!! @iplante @InstaGrok @googledrive #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 This is a deficit of mine. I need to find some skill here. #edtechchat. That and
video...on my "learn" list.
A6- Access to,authentic, professional audiences- it's not just for Ts eyes anymore!
#edtechchat
@pammoran A6 Digital learning allows us to personalize student learning 24/7.
#edtechchat
RT @iplante: Ts need to share with Ts #edtechchat had a #caisct school recently share
great wiki of apps...in past this would gave not happ…
A5 #edtechchat developed a SAMR walk thru tool to observe and grow as tech leaders in
the classroom tweet me @jelfrink for tool
A6 Choice in learning, self directed, authentic global audience and purpose - what more
could you ask for? #edtechchat
Q6: How can a high quality digital classroom transform STUDENT LEARNING?
#edtechchat
A6: The HQD classroom gives Ss the skills and exposure to tools and way of thinking
needed in today's professional world #edtechchat
@keengravely Agree, but many times those who set the limits have no idea of the possibility
for learning opportunites out there. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:50:59
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AM1931

@tmussoline @szutz Yes-- a little inspiration goes a long way for motivation! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: One of these nights, my man @sjunkins will grace us with his
presence during #edtechchat. Personal invite maybe?
RT @wkrakower: A6 By engaging students and taking them to the next level of thinking.
Create, Collaborate, Communicate. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray a6: it connects students to resources beyond the classroom. It ensures
that #learning happens any place any time #edtechchat

All4edProject24

A6 It can empower truly competency or mastery based learning. #edtechchat
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A5: It allows for more opportunities for the students to meet their different learning styles...a
digital classroom is visual! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A6- the world becomes the classroom for collaboration, communication,
creativity, &amp; challenging thinking #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: RT @suptlisa: #edtechchat We cannot support "sit 'n git" any longer.
Action research, data analysis, PLCs...
A6: Student digital curation, high levels of SAMR Model, Student choice, Student
engagement...STUDENT FIRST. #edtechchat
@SuptLisa Give all Ss a chance. All Ss should have the chance to learn, grow, and become
the people who will change the world #edtechchat
RT @SuptLisa: Q6: transform STUDENT LEARNING? #edtechchat Levels the playing field
giving all kids opportunity.
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@iplante ok, I asked because a lot people tell me they found my wiki #edtechchat
Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to expand your #PLN
and get connected #ce13
RT @thomascmurray: A6: Student digital curation, high levels of SAMR Model, Student
choice, Student engagement...STUDENT FIRST. #edtechchat
@shyj @keengravely But I’d say don’t wait to be asked. Take the initiative and let them
know what you want. #edtechchat
A6: students are tech savvy, most not tech educated. Tech classroom creates students who
maximize power of tech for learning #edtechchat
@NMHS_Principal #edtechchat Reminds me of interview I watched with 49'ers coach
Harbaugh and decision to replace Smith for Kaepernick
A6 students learning is enhanced by digital technology through increased connection w
faculty, classmates and expressing self #edtechchat
Do this. RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from
#edtechchat to expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13
a6: A high quality digital classroom operates at the height of Blooms - spend more time
creating. #edtechchat
@keengravely Creativity can be heightened using technology! Its always good to be
creative in the classroom. #edtechchat #educ353

10/7/2013 20:51:25

@runningdmc You ever need anything just reach out. Aklways happy to help. #edtechchat
A5: high quality digital classroom allows S's to pick their seat, consume according to their
needs, minimizes learning style gap #edtechchat
RT @jeditechsm: Do this. RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital
colleagues from #edtechchat to expand your #PLN and get c…
Only the teacher can transform learning and digital tolls can be used by him/her to make
that happen #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6- tech allows immediate gratification,offering immediate feedback on student
work- Ex: take pic of work, project it,edit live
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13
Great analogy! RT @venspired: Learning is the main dish, tech is just a tool to bake it. So
many possibilities for recipes. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:51:56

See powers of #edtechchat with #satchat tonight @ScottRRocco @wkrakower @bcurrie5
RT @NMHS_Principal: @ericnentrup We are doing that at #NMHS as it is just the right
thing to do for our students; have to fight #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:52:01

Q6: How can high quality digital classrooms transform STUDENT LEARNING? #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13
A6 Digital learning allows 24/7 learning and collar. If we create excitement, S's will learn on
their own using these tools #edtechchat
@Michaelncsued public library plays a big part in urban environments - also, fed gov't
pushing for low cost/free internet access #edtechchat
“@All4edProject24: A6 It can empower truly competency or mastery based learning.
#edtechchat” @HubProv
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13
A6: I've found that there's an app &amp; approach for every type of learner w/ tech every S
has opportunity 2 learn and shine w/tech #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Only the teacher can transform learning and digital tolls can be used
by him/her to make that happen #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:52:03

@NMHS_Principal @ericnentrup Keep fighting the good fight. #edtechchat
The key to 6 is "high quality" -- this isnt replacing class w/ 3 unrelated math apps &amp; a 5
minute intervention #educationnation #edtechchat
Last Q is out; if you want to keep the discussion going, check out the #DLTMOOC-Ed Register til 10/11 http://t.co/GmicMkrNc8 #edtechchat
RT @iplante: See powers of #edtechchat with #satchat tonight @ScottRRocco
@wkrakower @bcurrie5
@SuptLisa Love it! Must redefine equity beyond equal inputs, but rather what each student
needs to reach potential. #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13
@ajpodchaski students do not sit and learn passively any more. They are the one who
teach and remediate others #edtechchat
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RT @iplante: Thank you to all the new #edtechchat participants...hope you join us each
week
A6) Transforming student learning is more about switching to student-driven learning than
about tech. Kids in driver seat. #edtechchat
AGREE! RT @govs70 a6: A high quality digital classroom operates at the height of Blooms
- spend more time creating. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Only the teacher can transform learning and digital tolls can be used
by him/her to make that happen #edtechchat
A6) connecting students to a PLN of learners and professionals changes the way they use
their available recourses. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Only the teacher can transform learning and digital tolls can be used
by him/her to make that happen #edtechchat
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Q6: Intrinsic learning. It's where they are. Multimedia. Variety. #edtechchat
A6: Digital tools provide ways to reach Ss who are challenged, who have special needs,
who aren't being served by the system. #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @keengravely Should be the norm. Don't assume to know what Ts need,
ASK them &amp; have them help plan experience. #edtechchat
Just what I needed! Love #edtechchat! @thomascmurray @NMHS_Principal: professional
learning w/ digital badges http://t.co/WlJ8tC54Kq
@DarrenAbramson I will try iotmy students. They have to screencast minilessons.
#edtechchat
@thomascmurray A6: By making nearly unlimited resources available at kids’ fingertips…
#edtechchat
A6 cont: Tech savvy Ss w/o a way to harness their skills is a waste. Ss need to be
empowered and guided to digital success #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @MrCsays @Mrs_BMW_69 @jeditechsm True 'dat. Should teachers
expect time to learn? inventors just go on no matter #edtechchat
RT @shyj: Digital classroom won't transform teaching; teachers and students transform
teaching. #edtechchat
I think that Currie guy is sleeping : ) RT @iplante: See powers of #edtechchat with #satchat
tonight @ScottRRocco @wkrakower @bcurrie5
A6: as a teacher who has taken a giant step backward w/tech, I have seen what was taken
for granted in regards to what it can do #edtechchat
#edtechchat Turn your slideshow interactive with no prep work. Formative assessment in
class: http://t.co/ePcAEFoT9i http://t.co/kfYMTbaU2Q
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gpworden

@LizWillobee @julnilsmith I am super ADDDDD and this is great #edtechchat
A6: High quality dig class can give realism to students' ideas and allow them to create real
models of their thinking #edtechchat
@jdferries I agree, it should always be high quality. The teacher designing quality lessons
is always the #1 priority. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: No classroom can change students by itself. But a teacher in that high
quality digital classroom can. http://t.co/4uyCDvxAhU
Given choices, students can customize how they learn, find interests they didn't know they
had, &amp; take ownership of knowledge. #edtechchat

darahbonham

#edtechchat A6 .....Control shifts from teacher to student.
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TheAnswerPad
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ShieldsMolly

@iplante @TodaysMeet @Socrative @nearpod Thanks for the shoutout #edtechchat
A6) Students can get lots of different resources, so it is important for them to develop the
ability to choose relevant things. #edtechchat
A6 Important to remember that just because Ss access and use tech doesn't mean they do
it safe, smart or responsibly #edtechchat
So how many people from #edtechchat are coming to #Edscape on Sat 10/19? http://t.
co/EYY2ic3HuP
A6: Technology give the quiet S a voice.Makes them feel more comfortable if used properly.
#edtechchat
A6) Tech makes differentiation far easier. Dig deeper on any topic - because the world is
accessible online. #edtechchat #gtchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: So how many people from #edtechchat are coming to #Edscape on
Sat 10/19? http://t.co/EYY2ic3HuP
Boom. RT @thomascmurray: No surprise to see #edtechchat as the #1 TREND ON
TWITTER tonight. http://t.co/u7dU2Pwyzo
@jgmac1106 That's be great. I don't have lots of tech at school but I am a master of
workarounds. Need to learn that stuff. #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: So how many people from #edtechchat are coming to #Edscape on
Sat 10/19? http://t.co/EYY2ic3HuP
A6: It can break down barrier &amp; provide Ss experiences outside the classroom walls.
So important in learning to feel connected. #edtechchat
@thomascmurray A6: and by giving kids powerful tools to create powerful things they
couldn’t easily create otherwise. #edtechchat
A digital classroom will enhance the art of teaching positively by opening doors to a world of
new resources. #edtechchat
A6: The context of student learning broadens and improves with digital literacy, connecting
their works with the world. #edtechchat

nathan_stevens

@ajpodchaski you forgot to say come back next week #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:53:40

thomascmurray

@NMHS_Principal - I'll be there brother. #edscape #edtechchat #starburstchat
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DLDay2013

GREAT! "@NMHS_Principal: Only the teacher can transform learning and digital tolls can
be used by him/her to make that happen #edtechchat"
A6: Cajon Valley schools is one of our fav examples. @writin4change #edtechchat http://t.
co/OdLPQUozVA

iplante

Looking forward to @snbeach on 10/21 #edtechchat #ce13 #CEM13

10/7/2013 20:53:48

s_bearden

@NMHS_Principal I so wish I could be there! #edtechchat
@linseykrakowka @keengravely agreed! Technology allows for so much creativity if it's
used for more than consumption. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:53:51

If you are not participating in #edtechchat then you are missing out! @sjunkins
@keengravely @MrCsays @Mrs_BMW_69 @jeditechsm Passion inspires learning.
Learning inspires teaching. Teaching drives passion. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:53:55

Thanks #edtechchat, always rewarding tweets and inspiring tweeters!
RT @venspired: A6) Tech makes differentiation far easier. Dig deeper on any topic because the world is accessible online. #edtechchat #gt…
Do this. RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from
#edtechchat to expand your #PLN and get c…
A6: While I may be biased - love the personalized learning lens in http://t.co/wSKhhrPrvs
#edtechchat
@jdferries @julnilsmith Even @marcprensky has stopped using it #edtechchat http://t.
co/5vHLi5OBeI

10/7/2013 20:53:56

@nathan_stevens not my job this week :) #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13

10/7/2013 20:54:09

RT @iplante: Looking forward to @snbeach on 10/21 #edtechchat #ce13 #CEM13
Could be sleeping. RT @iplante: See powers of #edtechchat with #satchat tonight
@ScottRRocco @wkrakower @bcurrie5
A6: A high-tech digital classroom will keep students connected and introduce them to tools
they need for lifelong learning #edtechchat
A6) The knowledge is placed in the hands of the students. The have the opportunity to
discover with a teacher with them. #edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @jdferries I'd add that teacher value comes as much from forging
relationships as it does from making lessons #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @keengravely Agree. Would love to see #edcamp style of PD for schools
so Ts take intitiative &amp; become leaders #edtechchat
RT @NetClickInc: #edtechchat Turn your slideshow interactive with no prep work.
Formative assessment in class: http://t.co/ePcAEFoT9i http:…
RT @NMHS_Principal: So how many people from #edtechchat are coming to #Edscape on
Sat 10/19? http://t.co/EYY2ic3HuP

10/7/2013 20:54:18

10/7/2013 20:54:31

cybraryman1

@ajpodchaski you guys have jobs? #edtechchat
RT @techgirljenny: If you are not participating in #edtechchat then you are missing out!
@sjunkins
A6 Love analogy via @joycevalenza school library = kitchen not grocery store *Shift from
finding info --&gt; making meaning* #edtechchat
A6 Ss own the learning = lasting connections. Bubbling only teaches you to use a #2 pencil.
PBL w/tech is limitless. #edtechchat
I'll be there &amp; live #satchat MT @NMHS_Principal: How many people from #edtechchat
coming to #Edscape on Sat 10/19? http://t.co/lC3e5yGGlB
Big 1-to-1 Tablet Initiatives Halted in North Carolina, Texas http://t.co/NQ9MsjEq1b
#edtech #edtechchat
RT @techgirljenny: If you are not participating in #edtechchat then you are missing out!
@sjunkins
A6:Dist "officially' rolling out google sites 4 ePortfolios nxt wk Ss already "discovered" &amp;
personalizing beyond wildest dreams #edtechchat
NY/NJ/PA/CT PEEPS: Check out @NMHS_Principal's #EdScape: http://t.co/Ahcljej8AW
10/19 - Be there! #edtechchat
Salute the moderators @KatrinaStevens1 @s_bearden @thomascmurray Thanks for
connecting educators to learn &amp; share on #edtechchat

mgeddes

Feel like I've been shot with a fire hose tonight! Great stuff. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:54:49

ajpodchaski

@nathan_stevens Only during the days - at night I'm Batman #edtechchat
@shyj @geraldaungst @keengravely Trying to hard to bring that to my district. Finding it
harder to change minds. #edtechchat #edcamp
Great resource! MT @maryannwolfed: A6: love the personalized learning lens in http://t.
co/IoXO5QE9H3 #edtechchat
RT @pammoran: A5 a high quality digi learning space might be anywhere but a classroom
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:54:52

@NMHS_Principal We will be there- looking forward to it. #edtechchat
Special thanks to @All4edProject24 @FridayInstitute for co-designing tonight’s chat! For
more, check out http://t.co/nzX1rDZKcA #edtechchat
RT @DLDay2013: Great resource! MT @maryannwolfed: A6: love the personalized
learning lens in http://t.co/IoXO5QE9H3 #edtechchat
@rick_in_fcps @jdferries Exactly, that's the #1 value in a teacher. Relationships matter!
#edtechchat
@cybraryman1 @KatrinaStevens1 @s_bearden @thomascmurray The whole team
ROCKS #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:55:02
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Oreobug08

RT @wkrakower: A6 By engaging students and taking them to the next level of thinking.
Create, Collaborate, Communicate. #edtechchat
OTES asks teachers to use a variety to meet student needs tech makes this a more efficient
process and easier to do #edtechchat #bltlap

10/7/2013 20:55:08
10/7/2013 20:55:14

A6 Students become the creator, the thinker, the doer rather than the watcher. #edtechchat
Ss teach Ss! They are collaborating and inspiring. We can also learn a lot from them and
make them feel so empowered by doing so #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @BAMRadioNetwork When did #edtechchat go all famous and get its
own radio show? Is it as good as Frasier's radio show?

10/7/2013 20:55:18

@ajpodchaski too bad there isn't a batman voice font #edtechchat
A6) Making the transition from content curators to content creators. Becoming active
members in the process of learning. Share. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:55:28

Watch for #edtechchat and #satchat thoughts for @Principal_EL and @iplante this week
#edtechchat A6: Great 21st C teaching &amp; learning has tech woven into its fabric. Tech
can create the conditions for the 4 Cs @P21CentSkills
@MrCsays @shyj @keengravely What do you find most difficult? #seriousquestion
#edtechchat
I'll be live w #satchat RT @NMHS_Principal: So how many people from #edtechchat are
coming to #Edscape on Sat 10/19? http://t.co/ntFyGGGMke

10/7/2013 20:55:31

@thomascmurray @NMHS_Principal So excited!!! #edtechchat
A6 democratization of information access -Choice/comfort as continuous options .. Many to
many not 1 to many tcher/lrnr ratio #edtechchat
My Newest Blog Post:
"A Creative Way to Compare &amp; Contrast the Properties of Polygons"
http://t.co/3L4h0aEROl
#edtechchat #4thchat
RT @iplante: Watch for #edtechchat and #satchat thoughts for @Principal_EL and
@iplante this week
RT @nathan_stevens: @s_bearden @ajpodchaski @rick_in_fcps @MikeWestNCSU I was
thinking flame thrower #edtechchat
A6: students are on the go...embed more learning with digital channels like social and
mobile, and watch them engage more. #edtechchat
RT @sschard A6 Students become the creator, the thinker, the doer rather than the
watcher. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:55:42

Wish could be at #Edscape #edtechchat
@Jstevens009 no tech ? - use the logic. 21st cent skills transcend technology ; Ss must
create, collaborate, &amp; prob solve #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13
Josh Heath, blended learning science, late start but searching to expand my PLN,
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:55:56

Thanks all for another inspiring #edtechchat! This one was especially lively!
Awesome #edtechchat! Thanks @thomascmurray for moderating &amp; highlighting
#project24 with all it offers to schools/districts seeking support!
#edtechchat A6- I love how tech allows curiosity to Bloom, &amp; gives students context
too.
A special thanks to @All4edProject24 &amp; @FridayInstitute for co-designing tonight’s
chat! Check out: http://t.co/rW9ZkUqtFE #edtechchat
@EdTech_Stories @KatrinaStevens1 @BAMRadioNetwork I'm listening. #frasier
#edtechchat
Fantastic #edtechchat tonight. Thanks @ajpodchaski @thomascmurray @s_bearden for
the moderation-domination.
A6: I have not met a single student who didn't take me up on making a podcast, vodcast, or
a blog to teach others. They crave it #edtechchat
@MrCsays @shyj @geraldaungst @keengravely Just keep going, one mind at a time,
eventually you'll hit a tipping point! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:56:02

@cybraryman1 Ahhh-- I so love you my friend!! :-)) #YouMatter #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: I'll be live w #satchat RT @NMHS_Principal: So how many people from
#edtechchat are coming to #Edscape on Sat 10/19? http://…
Follow these three #rockstar digital superintendents ---&gt; @SuptLisa @pammoran
@ScottRRocco #edtechchat
@rick_in_fcps @EmmausKevinK we talked abt that as part of original BYOT rollout. tech is
part of mission #edtechchat http://t.co/LCwNunKVDd

10/7/2013 20:56:18

Thanks for a great chat everyone! "See" ya' next! #edtechchat
@MODALresearch @jdferries Yes, counseling lessons. As a psych, I feel there's still many
impt things we need to do in person. #edtechchat
@govs70 @Jstevens009 Sure! You don't need tech to change how we teach and what we
teach but it certainly helps #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Follow these three #rockstar digital superintendents ---&gt;
@SuptLisa @pammoran @ScottRRocco #edtechchat
RT @PaulSolarz: My Newest Blog Post:
"A Creative Way to Compare &amp; Contrast the Properties of Polygons"
http://t.co/3L4h0aEROl
#edtechchat #…
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shujar2
techie_teach

A6 It will make it easier for students to learn and keep their interest in subject #edtechchat
#gen2243

10/7/2013 20:56:37

I can't wait to go to the #edtechchat archives to learn even more from tonight's chat!
@EmmausKevinK @jdferries Hit the nail on the head! Build community of lrners, include Ss
&amp; Ts.Quality lrning experience=priority #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: We have looked to tech to transform and, alone, it fails. It is Ts and leaders
who bring about tech-supported transformation
RT @SuptLisa: Q6: transform STUDENT LEARNING? #edtechchat Levels the playing field
giving all kids opportunity.
@bekcikelly @MrCsays @shyj @keengravely It took me three years to get fellow admins to
join me at an #edcamp. They loved it! #edtechchat
For more #flipclass ideas, check out Flipping 2.0 at http://t.co/6Q2wgSlNjO Kindle or Print!
#flippedpd #tlap #edtechchat #sschat
RT @thomascmurray: Follow these three #rockstar digital superintendents ---&gt;
@SuptLisa @pammoran @ScottRRocco #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:56:39

10/7/2013 20:56:51

stumpteacher

#edtechchat Just as we are now, we create our own PD. Can't look to states or districts.
RT @thomascmurray: NY/NJ/PA/CT PEEPS: Check out @NMHS_Principal's #EdScape:
http://t.co/Ahcljej8AW 10/19 - Be there! #edtechchat
A6 democratization of learners' voices thru access to authentic and global audiences
#edtechchat
sorry to all ...i sort of jumped rite in w/o an invite ..just looked tasty to me to converse w/ like
minds! #edtechchat
@EmmausKevinK @DarrenAbramson Do not assume all students drawn to tech. Digital
Natives a horrible myth. #edtechchat
@mgeddes Don't worry - the archive will be up within the hour at http://t.co/VQpKVrurqQ
#edtechchat
RT @NMHS_Principal: Only the teacher can transform learning and digital tolls can be used
by him/her to make that happen #edtechchat

All4edProject24

@WWPscience That is powerful stuff! Humans have a need to create! #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:57:04

kenjeffery

Thanks all for a wicked fast #edtechchat tonight!

10/7/2013 20:57:04

thomascmurray

10/7/2013 20:57:08

brad_welch13

Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014 #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: Don't forget to follow your new digital colleagues from #edtechchat to
expand your #PLN and get connected #ce13

geraldaungst

@JenniferBarnett @thomascmurray Wait. It’s over? We just got warmed up… #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:57:14

DarrenAbramson

@kodable peace out Kodable! #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
“@PaulSolarz:Blog Post:
"A Creative Way to Compare &amp; Contrast the Properties of Polygons"
http://t.co/16e92plylx
#edtechchat” @Slingram66
I love an Ed chat that you can barely keep pace with! It shows the passion &amp; dedication
of the Eds on the chat. Way to go #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A6: We have looked to tech to transform and, alone, it
fails. It is Ts and leaders who bring about tech-su…
@geraldaungst @bekcikelly @shyj @keengravely I think they just need to experience it.
#edcamp #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:57:14

@nathan_stevens @ajpodchaski Thought this chat turned to recruiting:) #edtechchat
A6: Tech makes learning real &amp; personalized. There were some great examples of this
at the Student Showcase at #RIDEpowered2013! #edtechchat
Thanks to @thomascmurray, @All4edProject24 &amp; @FridayInstitute #dltmooc experts
for jumping into the #edtechchat! Can't wait to dig in more!
@geraldaungst @MrCsays @shyj @keengravely And I bet they couldn't imagine going
back... just like we cannot! #edtechchat
Love my #edtechchat co-moderators @iplante @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski
@KatrinaStevens1 GO TEAM!
A digital classroom changes the learning environment to engaged, connected, and
collaborative. #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @MrCsays @keengravely Ts are reluctant learners sometimes. Must
identify needs &amp; show how they can be met. #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Love my #edtechchat co-moderators @iplante @thomascmurray
@ajpodchaski @KatrinaStevens1 GO TEAM!
Agreed! @andie245 the ownership shifts to the learners. This creates autonomy.
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:57:19

Thanks #edtechchat folks! Great convo Lots of great ideas &amp; resources to sift through!
@jgmac1106 @DarrenAbramson True, just taking lessons from my own kids. My 2 year old
keeps stealing my I-pad! #edtechchat
A6: Transform student learning by allowing students to contribute to their own learning
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:57:44

Thank you to all #edtechchat participants..your voice matters
RT @ajpodchaski: @mgeddes Don't worry - the archive will be up within the hour at http://t.
co/VQpKVrurqQ #edtechchat
Teachers are even more important regardless of tech etc. And tech is no longer an option.
So critical on many levels. #edtechchat
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DarrenAbramson

10/7/2013 20:57:51

USMDrama

@jgmac1106 @EmmausKevinK yes, yes, yes! #edtechchat http://t.co/8Yuh1OprgV
Thanks &amp; honored! RT @thomascmurray: Follow these three #rockstar digital
superintendents ---&gt; @SuptLisa @pammoran @ScottRRocco #edtechchat
@runningdmc @nathan_stevens depends - got a topic you want to see - or can - guest
moderate? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014
#edtechchat
Check out what a connected educator looks like: http://t.co/ERT1keG5dF Are you a
connected educator? #TheatreEd #edtechchat #tlap

nkellogg

A6: By focusing on critical thinking, student inquiry, challenge-based activities #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:58:00

KatrinaStevens1

10/7/2013 20:58:03

gpescatore25

Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014 #edtechchat
RT @MaineSchoolTech: #edtechchat A6: No classroom can change students by itself. But
a teacher in that high quality digital classroom can. …
A6: When our children can collaborate with peers around the world while in class, just as
educators are doing so here now on #edtechchat

thomascmurray

Don’t forget tonight’s archives will be posted at http://t.co/tszKMh2bA0 #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:58:08

nathan_stevens

@runningdmc @ajpodchaski this was a fun chat tonight #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:58:11

amyshort2

Join other #BPSPLN educators next Monday, 10/14, 8-9 as we follow #edtechchat.

10/7/2013 20:58:22

keengravely

#edtechchat Great meeting. Now to digest it!
@MODALresearch @EmmausKevinK as part of our #digcit exploration, the ineffectiveness
of multitasking is good live. eyecontact :) #edtechchat
@geraldaungst @bekcikelly @MrCsays @keengravely Good for you for sticking with it
Gerald. Says a lot about you! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014
#edtechchat #MSedchat #MECA14 @msmeca @MSCCCollaborate
That chat went by much faster that I did on my treadmill #edtechchat Here's to reading the
archives!
@AngelaMaiers @cybraryman1 You guys are the best :-) Thanks for joining #edtechchat
tonight! #youmatter
RT @thomascmurray: Don’t forget tonight’s archives will be posted at http://t.
co/tszKMh2bA0 #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Watch for #edtechchat and #satchat thoughts for @Principal_EL and
@iplante this week
@s_bearden @iplante @thomascmurray @ajpodchaski @KatrinaStevens1 excellent work
tonight. Everyone gets a pat on the back. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:58:25

Thanks for the great #edtechchat, as usual!!! See you next week...
Epic rap battle of history http://t.co/25GzUqkes6 … rigorous student project #edtechchat
#flipclass #pechat #mmchat #edchat #edtech

10/7/2013 20:58:47

RT @iplante: Thank you to all #edtechchat participants..your voice matters
#edtechchat - check out the Digital Learning Transition MOOC-Ed (#dltmooc) at https://t.
co/ZZo6Y7UOP1. Pace is a little slower than this!
Thank you @thomascmurray @FridayInstitute and everyone at #edtechchat! Great convo
tonight. You are an inspiring bunch. #edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:58:51

Thanks all. Good chat tonight! (My first one.) The hour went fast! #edtechchat
Chris here, co-founder of http://t.co/CnGcXtUwkg , which automatically turns your old slides
into a formative assessment tool #edtechchat
“@thomascmurray: Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014
#edtechchat”
@shyj @bekcikelly @MrCsays @keengravely Step two in my evil plan to take over the
world: host one locally. ;) #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! Digital Learning Day 2014 – February 5, 2014
#edtechchat

10/7/2013 20:58:58

@ajpodchaski Good chat. Good info #edtechchat
A6: helps Ts engage Ss in learning tools that are native to their world but in a manner that is
imbedded &amp; enhances S learning #edtechchat
RT @All4edProject24: Thank you @thomascmurray @FridayInstitute and everyone at
#edtechchat! Great convo tonight. You are an inspiring bunch…
@MrCsays @geraldaungst @shyj @keengravely Yes- totally agree! Get them to an
Edcamp - free and filled with great/open thinkers! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A6: We've all seen the failure of "sprinkle in some tech fairy dust and watch the
magic." Digital c-rooms don't transform. Ts do

10/7/2013 20:59:03

Thanks for taking part in tonight’s #edtechchat. See you next week! #project24 #dltmooc
RT @s_bearden: @AngelaMaiers @cybraryman1 You guys are the best :-) Thanks for
joining #edtechchat tonight! #youmatter
@shyj @geraldaungst @keengravely Even when you do, sometimes they just don't want to
change, how do we deal with that? #edtechchat
@jdferries @MODALresearch We have to often follow up with good doses of mindfulness
and reflection! #edtechchat
technology will not replace the relationships Ts build, but it can help strengthen them and
create more #edtechchat great chat tonight
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nkellogg

RT @DarrenAbramson A6: very simple: less time passive, more time active. An engaged
student is a learning student. #edtechchat
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Mrs_BMW_69

Yet another amazing and inspiring #edtechchat - thanks to everyone so willing to share!
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iplante
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maryannwolfed

Thanks to my mother calling avoided @twitter jail #edtechchat
RT @maryannwolfed: #edtechchat - check out the Digital Learning Transition MOOC-Ed
(#dltmooc) at https://t.co/ZZo6Y7UOP1. Pace is a little …
@bekcikelly @geraldaungst @MrCsays @keengravely Must get toe in the water. Get 5 Ts
toes and have a whole foot! #edtechchat
@thomascmurray thanks 4 moderating!Hope you are having a fabulous year... I am now the
#twittergodmother of my dist Twitter tree #edtechchat
A6. When the tech is in the hands of the students and they are piloting their learning.
#edtechchat
@geraldaungst @thomascmurray I'm too old for roller coasters. I need phenergan! Thanks
guys! Great #edtechchat
RT @sstorm01: technology will not replace the relationships Ts build, but it can help
strengthen them and create more #edtechchat great cha…
RT @PaulSolarz: My Newest Blog Post:
"A Creative Way to Compare &amp; Contrast the Properties of Polygons"
http://t.co/3L4h0aEROl
#edtechchat #…
RT @s_bearden: Love my #edtechchat co-moderators @iplante @thomascmurray
@ajpodchaski @KatrinaStevens1 GO TEAM!
RT @thomascmurray: Don’t forget tonight’s archives will be posted at http://t.
co/tszKMh2bA0 #edtechchat

shyj

@geraldaungst @bekcikelly @MrCsays @keengravely GO FOR IT!!! #edtechchat
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AM1931

@thomascmurray great chat! Thanks for for a great #edtechchat #EducationNation
RT @PaulSolarz: My Newest Blog Post:
"A Creative Way to Compare &amp; Contrast the Properties of Polygons"
http://t.co/3L4h0aEROl
#edtechchat #…
Wow, totally! “@ScottRRocco: I love an Ed chat that you can barely keep pace with! It
shows the passion &amp; dedication... #edtechchat"
@geraldaungst @shyj @bekcikelly @MrCsays @keengravely bring me with you!!!
#edtechchat
RT @fridayinstitute: keep the discussion going, check out the #DLTMOOC-Ed - Register til
10/11 http://t.co/ODLkX7Lqol #edtechchat #project24
“@diben: A6: Transform student learning by allowing students to contribute to their own
learning #edtechchat”
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mwmedvinsky

Check out Edscape (via http://t.co/mCT5fSvHJF) https://t.co/tJHEtuoJr5 #edtechchat
Thank you for being my think partners #edtechchat Hopping over to #COLchat Hope on I
see you there!

ShieldsMolly

Great #edtechchat everyone! http://t.co/MrBdrlnYes
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KatrinaStevens1

Thanks for joining us for tonight’s #edtechchat. See you next week at 8pm ET!
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